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ix

S hakti Gawain walks her talk. It has been an honor,
even a saving grace, to have known her through most

of her adult life.
She was a fervent student and seeker when I met her. She

was twenty-six, and had just returned from a two-year journey
around the world. She had spent the last year in India, and
the experience had ignited her passion for a different way of
life. India awakened her to the world of the spirit.

She spent years integrating her India experience, and
continued to explore all kinds of other paths, and to learn
and grow. When I met her, we were both what were fondly
called “workshop junkies” in the San Francisco Bay area.

When she turned thirty, she wrote Creative Visualization,
a book that pulled together and expressed what she had
learned through her searching and questioning. It turned
out she had a wonderful gift as a writer. Her words touched
people in a gentle, caring way and led them into new
worlds and new lives of greater possibilities.

She kept learning new things, finding new teachers and
guides — always fully and sometimes painfully honest
about herself and her ongoing struggles and the process
of growth as she worked with the people attending her
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seminars and talks. Seven years after Creative Visualization

was published, she wrote Living in the Light.

Both of her books were very successful, and Shakti was

faced with the problem that a lot of people wanted to put

her up on a pedestal and make her their guru. She

absolutely refused to play that game, however, and instead

taught and encouraged her students to find and follow

their own inner wisdom.

Shortly after Living in the Light was published, she met

Drs. Hal and Sidra Stone, the creators of the Psychology of

Selves and the powerful technique of Voice Dialoque. They

are the authors of several great books, including Embracing

Our Selves and their recent Partnering: A New Kind of

Relationship. Working deeply with the Stones over several

years helped Shakti tremendously, and she incorporated

some of their most important and powerful principles into

her own work with people and in her writing. She has been

able to bring the Stones’ understanding of the intricate

workings of our psyches, with all our different “subperson-

alities,” to a much broader audience.

Seven years after Living in the Light was published, she

wrote her third major book, The Path of Transformation.

During those years, her insight deepened tremendously,

and she continued to work very closely with the Stones. She

also relaxed a great deal more, and enjoyed life more. She

had an almost electric intensity in her early years — one

reason why the name Shakti fit her so well (it means “life

energy” in the Sanskrit language). Her growth and maturity

brought her a calmness and a clarity and even a sense of

peace that is contagious.

The Path of Transformation
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It takes a special kind of insight to do what Shakti does:

She has an analytical, scientific mind that she rigorously

applies to everything she has learned. Yet she is also able to

see the broad picture in a way few others can.

In this book, she writes of the three different kinds of

paths that we choose to walk — either the path of the

material world, the path of transcendence, or the path of

transformation. I don’t know if anyone else today has seen

it in quite the same way. Her insight is fresh and unique,

and helps me to see my own path and the paths of others

with more understanding and clarity. Many other writers

and teachers talk about our physical, emotional, mental,

and spiritual bodies, but Shakti brings a great depth to it

that allows us to use her words as tools that can affect the

quality of our lives.

In a way, The Path of Transformation was ahead of its

time. Now, seven years after its initial publication, Shakti

has revised it for the twenty-first century. It contains much

that will be necessary and helpful to us in this new millen-

nium. During and after reading The Path of Transformation,

we’re moved to do a lot of reflection about ourselves, and

to do some deep inner work that inevitably leads to growth

and healthy change. By the time we finish, we realize we are

on a wonderful and important path: fulfilling our higher

purpose and creating the future together.

What is more important than that?

— Marc Allen

Publisher

Author of Visionary Business

Publisher’s Preface
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

I f you have just picked up this book and are wonder-

ing whether or not you want to read it, perhaps the

following will help you out. If one or more of the following

statements applies to you, then the chances are very good

that you will find this book worthwhile reading:

• You are searching for a deeper meaning and pur-

pose in your life.

• You are facing one or more major challenges in

your personal life regarding your health and well-

being, your relationships, your life work, your

finances, creativity, or anything else.

• You are deeply concerned about world problems

such as famine, disease, poverty, war, racism, sexism,

drug addiction, the disintegration of the family,

the destruction of the environment, and you are:

a) Doing everything in your power to find

solutions to these problems on social,

political, and/or spiritual levels; or,

b) Feeling helpless, not knowing what to do

about these seemingly overwhelming



problems, wondering what, if anything,

you can do to really make a difference.

• You have done a lot of spiritual practice, perhaps

devoted to one or more specific paths or teach-

ers, yet are feeling stuck in certain areas of your

life. You are wondering why you aren’t progress-

ing faster, or why you can’t apply your spiritual

knowledge more successfully in your daily life.

• You have done a lot of psychological work on

yourself and are yearning for a more expanded

vision of life’s possibilities.

• You have done a lot of work in recovery (healing

an addiction or dependency) and are wondering

what’s next.

• You are a “New Age” person who holds an opti-

mistic view of life, but wonder why you keep

encountering painful experiences or angry,

needy, or otherwise “unenlightened” people.

• You are drawn toward doing personal growth

work but you can’t stand the “flakier” aspects of

the New Age movement.

• You have never done any personal growth work

that you know of, and you aren’t even sure what it

is, but you sense the need for something deeper

and more meaningful in your life.

• You are going through a major transition in your

life, letting go of something old and opening to

the new.

• You’ve been experiencing upset or upheaval in

your life, and you are wondering why.

The Path of Transformation
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If anything on the list applies to you, read on. . .

Why I Wrote This Book
As we begin a new millennium, life on our planet seems

to be intensifying. Most of us are faced with challenging
personal problems — in our jobs, our relationships and
families, our finances, our health. We’re not sure how to
best meet these challenges. Our traditional ways of living,
working, and relating to each other and our environment
don’t seem to be functioning very well anymore, yet we
have few role models for effective new ways.

Even more overwhelming are the problems con-
fronting humanity as a whole. On a planetary level, things
seem to be getting worse and worse. We wonder why there
is so much pain, suffering, and struggle all over the world.
Most of us have no idea of what we can do to help, so we
do little or nothing.

I wrote this book to address these issues and to share
the ideas and perspectives that are helping me the most in
facing my own problems and the global situation. I want to
clarify the challenges I see facing us in the new millennium
and how we can best meet them. My intentions are to pro-
vide understanding and tools for dealing more effectively
with personal issues, and to explain from my own view-
point why the world is in such turmoil and what I believe
we can do about it.

I also wish to address some of the confusion I see in the
consciousness movement, otherwise known as the New Age
movement, or human potential movement. As I have trav-
eled around for many years, giving workshops all over the

xv
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world, I have grown concerned about certain issues that

many sincere seekers seem to be struggling with. I believe

that a number of these struggles arise from the fact that

many New Age philosophies and leaders are drawing from

wisdom of ancient spiritual traditions without fully adapt-

ing them to the modern world and our present stage of

human evolution. Too many people are striving to follow a

path which, as I see it, ultimately will not meet their needs

or the needs of the world.

Another issue I have tried to address here is that many

traditional forms of psychotherapy, while providing a cer-

tain amount of help and guidance, exclude the spiritual or

transpersonal dimension of human life, and so leave out a

significant part of the healing paradigm. Since a majority of

people in the modern world are suffering from a lack of any

connection with their spiritual essence, this leaves a major

hole in the healing process. All too often, the deeper levels

of emotional healing are not dealt with, either. Few people

know where to turn for profound healing on all levels.

I am concerned, as well, by the growing chasm I see

between many people who are conscientiously working to

effect political, social, and environmental reform, and

those who are equally committed to their inner growth

process. Both groups have visions of a healthier, more har-

monious world and a commitment to work hard for positive

change. There is little agreement, however, about how real

change can be accomplished. We need to work together, to

understand and respect each other’s contributions.

Changing our lives and changing the world cannot be
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accomplished either by focusing exclusively on external

solutions or by following a traditional transcendent, spiri-

tual path in which the reality and importance of the physi-

cal world are minimized or denied. Rather, we need to

choose an alternative — which I call the path of transfor-

mation — in which we commit ourselves to the integration

of our spiritual and human aspects and learn to live as

whole beings, in balance and fulfillment on the earth.

Today’s challenges can only be met powerfully and

effectively through a shift in consciousness, which in fact is

already well under way worldwide. We need to recognize,

to the depths of our souls, that we are all part of one whole,

that what each of us does individually has a powerful

impact on us all. Our global crises relate to and mirror our

individual processes. Only through healing ourselves on all

levels — physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual — can

we heal our families, our communities, and our planet.

I hope this book can provide guidance for readers at all

stages of the consciousness journey — those who are just

beginning as well as those who are already on the path and

wish to move deeper. It is my wish that what I’ve written

here will help all my readers grasp the importance of heal-

ing, developing, and integrating all aspects of our own

being.

I hope, also, that what I’ve tried to communicate in

these pages will be helpful to those who have already done

considerable inner work and integration on all levels and

now want to bring their knowledge forth into the world in

more meaningful and powerful ways.
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The message of this book is really quite simple: Each
one of us makes a real and substantial difference on this
planet. And by making a commitment to your own con-
sciousness journey, you are indeed taking a significant role
in the transformation of the world.



P A R T O N E

How We Can
Change the World

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world.
Indeed it is the only thing that ever has.

— Margaret Mead
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I n this book we will be exploring our thoughts, feel-
ings, fears, and visions about our own personal

futures, and the future of our world. To begin our explo-
ration, I’d like to invite you to do the brief exercise that
follows. The purpose of this exercise is to help you get in
touch with some of your own thoughts and feelings before
reading what I have to say.

So before you read further, I’d like to ask you to take a
few moments, read through the following exercise once,
then close your eyes and try it. (If you prefer not to do this,
that’s fine — just go on to the next chapter.)

Sit comfortably in a quiet place. If you wish, have a pen
and paper or your journal within easy reach. Close your
eyes and take a few slow, deep breaths. Take a moment to
relax. Then ask yourself, “What is my vision of the future?
How do I feel about it?”

First, focus your attention on how you see, think, and

C H A P T E R O N E

What Is Your Vision
of the Future?



feel about your own personal future. How do you imagine

your future prospects in your career, your finances, your

relationships, your family, friends, your physical health and

fitness (including how you feel about your aging process),

and your overall personal well-being?

Just sit quietly and note whatever thoughts, feelings,

and images come up for you. Try to be very honest with

yourself and acknowledge all the thoughts and feelings you

have about these things, both positive and negative. Some

of your inner responses to these questions might seem con-

tradictory or confusing. For example, you might simulta-

neously have both positive and negative feelings about the

same thing. That’s perfectly natural and quite okay. Just

acknowledge the full range of your feelings.

Now, expand your focus to imagine the future of your

community, your country, humanity, the natural environ-

ment, the planet. Just notice the images, thoughts, and

feelings that come to you when you ask yourself to imagine

the future of the world. Again, try to be as honest as you

can, and don’t worry if your inner responses seem some-

what contradictory or confusing. For example, you might

find yourself thinking, “There’s so much potential for pos-

itive changes . . .but I wonder if we will destroy ourselves

before we get a chance to make those changes!”

When you feel complete with the exercise, open your

eyes. If you wish, take your pen and paper or your journal

and write down as much as you can about what came to you

as you imagined your personal future and the future of our

planet. If you prefer, use colored pens or crayons and draw

your images and feelings.

The Path of Transformation
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C H A P T E R T W O

Facing
the Future

Humanity is in an ongoing process of
conscious evolution. At this time, we are taking
a giant step in consciousness — a great leap

in our evolutionary process.

H ow do you feel about the future? If you are like

most of us, you may find yourself having very

mixed feelings when you consider that question.

If you are an especially optimistic person, or happen

to be having a particularly good day, you might imagine a

bright, glowing future for yourself and for all of us. If

you’re a more cynical or pessimistic person, or if you are

having a difficult day, you may foresee a dim or dark

future for yourself and others.

I’ve found, however, that most people who are asked

this question, myself included, experience at least some

conflicting feelings. On one hand we feel hope, excite-

ment, a certain fascination with what the future may

bring. On the other hand, we feel some doubt, fear,



perhaps even dread or despair. Oftentimes we feel a deep

confusion and helplessness about what to do. We barely

know how to effectively address our own personal prob-

lems, much less the gigantic problems we see out there in

the world.

It is entirely appropriate that so many of us are experi-

encing this mixture of feelings. Nobody would deny that

this is a very scary time, perhaps the most frightening time

that has ever existed on this planet. Most people are strug-

gling with painful personal problems. Our relationships

don’t seem to be working the way we think they should.

Marriages are falling apart. Children are being abused.

Many people are depressed and anxiety ridden, or frus-

trated, or even violent. A friend or family member (or we

ourselves) may be suffering from a disease for which we

have no cure. Some of us have no jobs; others are dissatis-

fied with the jobs we have. Many of us are workaholics who

are burning ourselves out. Perhaps we are dealing with our

own or a loved one’s addictions to alcohol, drugs, food, or

other substances or activities.

As if all this weren’t enough, when we look beyond our

personal lives, we see even worse problems. We have wars

all over the planet. Many countries are suffering from

cruel, repressive governments. The Third World countries

are being exploited by the industrialized nations.

Economic chaos and disasters are threatening. There is a

worldwide threat of terrorism. We have increasing violence

in our cities, and homelessness has become a terrible prob-

lem. We have a drug epidemic that’s out of control. Most

frightening of all, we are in the process of destroying the

The Path of Transformation
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natural environment upon which our lives depend.

It’s unpleasant and uncomfortable to face these reali-

ties and our feelings about them, so most of us try to focus

on other things. Yet, in order to have the courage to con-

front our personal and planetary problems, and try to solve

them, we must first be honest enough to acknowledge the

confusing, frightening feelings we may have and how over-

whelming it all seems. The first step we must take in deal-

ing with any challenge is to acknowledge what it is and how

we feel about it. It is only through facing our fears and dif-

ficulties that we can find creative and effective solutions.

If our personal lives are so difficult, and the world is in

such a mess (reconfirmed every evening on the news), why

should we feel anything except despair? Why feel hopeful

at all? The reason is that although this is a frightening

time, it is simultaneously the most powerful time that has

ever existed on this planet.

Humanity is in an ongoing process of conscious evolu-

tion. At this time, we are taking a giant step in consciousness

— a great leap in our evolutionary process. It’s probably the

most exciting event that has ever taken place on this plane

of reality. And I believe that on a soul level we have all cho-

sen to be here at this time in order to take part in it. So

we’ve committed ourselves to being here and doing this,

we’ve put our hearts and souls into it, and now we’re look-

ing rather anxiously and breathlessly to see whether or not

it’s going to work! Somewhere, deep inside us, we know what

is possible, and we’re wondering if we’re going to be able to

manifest that. It’s a big question.

I believe that the answer to that question lies in the

Facing the Future
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hands of every one of us. Through our personal commit-
ment to the process of growth and change, each one of us
has the power not only to transform our own life, but to
contribute tremendously to the transformation of life on
our planet.

The Path of Transformation
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C H A P T E R T H R E E

Healing Crises
in Our Personal Lives

A healing crisis occurs at the point when we have
outgrown an old pattern or way of being, but are

still unconsciously holding onto that old way
because it feels safe and familiar.

A s you may have noticed, it often takes a personal cri-

sis of some kind to catalyze real change and growth

in our lives. Upon reflection, you can probably remember

how a period of great upheaval, filled with confusion and

pain — perhaps triggered by an event such as the death of

a loved one, the ending of a relationship, a financial set-

back or loss of a job, or an accident or illness — has ulti-

mately led to greater understanding, awareness, and new

opportunities in your life. If you look at the lives of people

you know, you may very well see the same pattern. Times

of chaos and uncertainty can lead to new doors opening,

especially when we are willing and able to look for the

growth opportunities in a situation rather than simply

being overwhelmed by outside circumstances.



It is the nature of the human soul to constantly move

forward into greater challenge, expansion, and awareness.

The primary job of the human personality, however, is to

try to survive in physical form and get our physical and

emotional needs met as best we can. There are certain

parts of our personalities that want to change and grow,

recognizing that growing is necessary and beneficial.

Other parts of us prefer to cling to whatever has worked for

us in the past. These conservative inner voices argue,

“We’ve survived so far, haven’t we? Why change something

that’s working okay?” These are the aspects of our psyches

that urge us to stay with old patterns that feel safe and com-

fortable, rather than risking new things that we’re not sure

will work.

It is important to acknowledge these seemingly con-

flicting drives within us in order to understand how they

affect the choices we make in our lives, and how, contrary

to what might be our first impressions, they can actually

work together. The tension between the parts of us that

want to grow and change and the parts that want to remain

safe in familiar territory is responsible for triggering what

we call a “healing crisis.”

A healing crisis occurs at the point when we have out-

grown an old pattern or way of being, but are still uncon-

sciously holding onto that old way because it feels safe and

familiar. Our response to a healing crisis can vary greatly,

both according to who we are and in reaction to other

influences that may be affecting us at the time. We may be

feeling relatively comfortable and content in a pattern that

is no longer vital, unaware that our soul — which always

The Path of Transformation
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welcomes forward motion — is ready to guide us to a new

level. Or we may be feeling stuck and frustrated, wanting to

make a change but not quite willing or able to. So we

unconsciously create some kind of physical, emotional,

mental, or spiritual crisis that shakes us out of the old and

propels us into the new.

Healing crises are always uncomfortable and can often

be painful and sometimes even terrifying. It can feel as if

our world is in danger of coming to an end. It can seem as

if our lives are falling apart. We may see disaster and doom

everywhere. Oftentimes we blame ourselves and feel that

we’ve done something horribly wrong or that we are, in

some way, terribly lacking.

In fact, we have simply outgrown an old form, an old

way of relating to the world. An old way of being is dissolv-

ing, making way for a new, more expanded, and more

conscious way. The outer forms in our lives mirror this

internal process. So we may lose a job or a relationship

because it is too limiting; it would not allow us to expand

in the direction we need to go. We may lose a loved one

through death because both our souls are moving onto

new levels — one of us continuing within the physical body,

the other passing into a nonphysical reality. We may con-

tract a serious illness in order to confront ourselves with the

necessity for change, or confront a choice between contin-

uing our own journey in physical form or moving forward

into non-physical reality.

If you have ever gone through crises such as these, and

have taken the opportunity to grow from them, you can

probably recognize, in retrospect, how vitally important

Healing Crises in Our Personal Lives
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the experience was. From your present vantage point you

may even realize that you would never want to return to

your previous way of life or level of consciousness.

I know, in my own life, that there have been times, such

as during the ending of a relationship, when I experienced

a great deal of pain, convinced that my whole world was

falling apart. Yet, as I look back at those times and see them

in the context of a continuing journey, I can see how nec-

essary they were — more like the opening of doors than

the closing of them.

Fortunately, as we progress in the evolution of our con-

sciousness, and gain more understanding of the growth

process, most often we don’t have to learn through severe

crises. We learn to respond more quickly to the subtler

clues that life gives us that it’s time for a change! Because

we’ve been through difficult times before and felt the pos-

itive results, we have a little more trust. It’s easier each time

to surrender to change, to let go of the old and open to the

new. Still, it’s always frightening and difficult to some

degree, and we need to have great compassion for our-

selves and others who are going through a healing crisis.

A friend of mine had an experience that perfectly illus-

trates this. She had enjoyed a successful business partner-

ship with a man for many years. Then one day he

announced that he wanted to dissolve their partnership

and go out on his own. My friend was devastated, feeling

that she would never be able to make it without his expert-

ise and support. In the process, she confronted many of

her fears and doubts and became aware of certain self-

defeating patterns of her behavior. She used the entire

The Path of Transformation
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process as a learning experience. Today she has a success-
ful business of her own and is very much enjoying her
newfound strength and independence. At the time it hap-
pened, the change had seemed like a disaster to her, yet it
led to healing, growth, and expansion.

I believe that in the Eastern philosophical and spiritual
tradition, there is a greater understanding of the process
of change and growth than we have in the West. In the
Hindu religion, there is a trinity of three main gods —
Brahma, the creator; Vishnu, the preserver; and Shiva, the
destroyer. In the West, we may find it rather horrifying to
worship “The Destroyer” right along with “The Creator.”
Yet this concept represents a profound understanding of
the natural polarities of life — that life includes death and
rebirth, and that old forms are constantly being destroyed,
making way for the new. In fact, Shiva, is called the cosmic
dancer — the god of music, dance, and the arts — and it is
said his dance keeps the universe in motion.*

Healing Crises in Our Personal Lives
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* When I was in India, many years ago, I was so profoundly moved
by the image and energy of Shiva that I took the name Shakti,
which is the feminine form of Shiva. The name of our publishing
company, Nataraj, refers to Shiva as the cosmic dancer.
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C H A P T E R F O U R

The World
in a Healing Crisis

Everything that we have been sweeping under the
rug and denying for centuries is coming out in
the open, demanding the birth of a new aware-

ness. Now is the time to confront the fact that we
are still clinging to patterns of thinking

and behaving that no longer work.

J ust as we may experience a healing crisis on the indi-

vidual level when we are ready to go through major

change and transformation, the same is true on a collective

or global level. That is exactly what is happening now. As we

begin this new millennium, humanity is making an evolu-

tionary leap in consciousness. And this forward movement

of the collective soul is now being experienced throughout

the world as a healing crisis on the planetary level.

To fully grasp this, we have to understand how the

process of conscious evolution works. As we grow, evolve,

and expand our consciousness, individually and collec-

tively, the old forms we have created no longer fit. It’s as if

our awareness is getting bigger, and so it can no longer fit

into the forms that used to work. These forms were once



quite appropriate; they supported us and allowed us to

express ourselves. But now they are no longer working for

us. As we grow, it’s as if we literally push beyond these old

forms that have been containing us. As we step out of them

they begin to crumble. They must fall apart to create space

for expansion. From that more expanded awareness, we

create new, more flexible forms that support us in our new

level of consciousness.

On a personal level, we can see this process in action

when we lose a job that used to be satisfying but no longer

is, or a relationship falls apart that used to feel safe and

comfortable but now feels increasingly restrictive. On a

collective level we see this process as we watch economic

and political systems crumble and institutions fall apart or

change drastically. The fall of the Berlin Wall, the dissolu-

tion of the Soviet Union, and the shift away from our “cold

war” mentality are dramatic examples of this transforma-

tional process that took place in the latter years of the

twentieth century. While these might seem like positive

changes, it is sometimes more difficult to see our eco-

nomic crises, violence in our cities, and our drug epi-

demics as an evolution in consciousness. But remember

that the old institutions have to crumble to make way for

the new. What we are witnessing is the “falling apart”

aspect of the process. We are now ready to recognize and

acknowledge what didn’t work about our old way of doing

things, so that we can recreate things in a new and more

conscious way.

Both individually and collectively, when we gain new

awareness of what’s possible, we look at how we’ve been
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doing things and have a new perspective on our behavior.

What seemed perfectly normal up to now may suddenly

seem very limited, ineffective, or even a bit crazy. It’s as if

we’ve found a bit of consciousness to stand on, and this

allows us to look back and see our former lack of con-

sciousness.

For example, in your personal life, you may begin to

recognize a pattern that you have in a relationship as dys-

functional and self-defeating. You may even find yourself

continuing to act out this pattern for a while because part

of you is still holding on to the familiar behavior, even

though you recognize its limitations and notice how it

doesn’t really work for you. You can become aware of this

only because another part of you has already recognized

that there are other possible ways of behaving. Eventually,

you will find yourself shifting into a new, more satisfying

way of doing things.

A woman I know had always been driven by the need to

make a lot of money. She was quite successful at this, but

she pushed herself relentlessly in order to achieve her

goals, working endless hours and sacrificing her personal

life and other emotional needs in the process. She entered

therapy and began to realize how out of balance her life

had become. For about a year, however, she was unable to

extricate herself from her driven lifestyle. She had become

aware of the pain it caused her, but couldn’t bring herself

to make any significant changes. Finally, an illness forced

her to reduce the hours she was working, and she began to

use her evenings and weekends to rest and nurture herself.

Eventually, she took a few months, devoting her time to
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herself and getting in touch with what she really wanted

and needed to be happy. During that time, she made some

important decisions and discoveries about herself. Today

she has a job she loves. She works normal hours, makes less

money than before, and enjoys her life much more.

While we are unconsciously living out our old forms of

behavior we may actually numb ourselves to our pain.

Then, when we finally shift into the new form of behavior

we find ourselves feeling much happier and more satisfied.

The truly uncomfortable time is that in-between stage

where we are becoming conscious of what doesn’t work but

are still caught in the middle of it. It is at this time that

whatever we have been doing to numb ourselves to the

pain ceases to work as well as it once did — and then we

discover how much pain we are really in. As difficult as this

might be, it is a necessary and powerful stage we must go

through. We must have patience and compassion for our-

selves, knowing that real change takes time.

Today we are in this challenging middle stage on a

worldwide level. Many of us are waking up and realizing

that a lot of things in our world aren’t working. It’s time to

make changes, but we aren’t sure yet how to make them.

We’re bumbling around, acutely aware of how painful and

destructive our old habits are but not quite knowing what

else to do.

Let’s look at the example of war. Down through most of

recorded human history, in most cultures, war has been

seen as inevitable, natural, an appropriate and effective

way to deal with conflict. But in recent times, increasing

numbers of people are recognizing war as unnecessarily
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destructive, a barbaric and foolish way for human beings to
try to solve problems. In fact, to many of us it’s starting to
look completely insane. Men and women everywhere are
simply refusing to take part in it or to consider it a viable
way to handle any conflict whatsoever. Yet there continue
to be plenty of wars going on. This is because a large por-
tion of the collective whole is still operating according to
the old pattern; it doesn’t yet know what else to do.

The good news, in my view, is that our collective con-
sciousness is expanding and growing in this and many
other areas. More and more people are becoming aware
that we have fundamental challenges to overcome — in
our families, our educational systems, our cities, our gov-
ernments, our economic systems, our international rela-
tions, our planetary environment — and that we must find
new ways to confront these problems.

In this new millennium, everything that we have been
sweeping under the rug and denying for centuries is com-
ing out in the open, demanding the birth of a new aware-
ness. Now is the time to confront the fact that we are still
clinging to patterns of thinking and behaving that no
longer work. We are beginning to open up, both individu-
ally and collectively, to the realization that it is time to cre-
ate our lives and our world differently. Now is the time for
change and transformation.
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C H A P T E R F I V E

Creating
Real Change

Like the proverbial pebble dropped into a still
pond, the shifts of consciousness we make in

our personal lives send out small but important
waves that ripple through the whole world.

M ost people reading this book will agree that the

time has come for profound transformation in

our lives and in the world. Indeed, this transformation is

already under way. But the question arises, “How can we

support and contribute to that process? How can we do

our part, as individuals, to make sure it’s going in a posi-

tive direction? How do we create real change in our per-

sonal lives and in the world?”

The simple answer to that question is this: We change

the world most effectively by becoming more conscious.

There is a quote attributed to Mohandas Ghandi that says

this well: “You must be the change you wish to see in the

world.” As each of us becomes more aware on an individ-

ual level, we see change reflected in our personal lives.



Old problems and patterns gradually melt away and we

meet new difficulties and new challenges with a widening

perspective and increasing wisdom. Our lives become

more balanced, more fulfilling, and more in alignment

with our soul’s purpose. Since each one of us is an integral

part of the collective consciousness, we each have a subtle

but powerful effect on that mass consciousness (and vice

versa). Like the proverbial pebble dropped into a still

pond, the shifts of consciousness we make in our personal

lives send out small but important waves that ripple

through the whole world.

When we, as individuals, grow in awareness, the mass

consciousness shifts accordingly. As the mass consciousness

changes, it pulls along other individuals who may be cling-

ing to old patterns, or who are simply unaware of how to

proceed. So as a few wake up, everyone begins to awaken.

And as the collective consciousness expands, the social,

economic, and political forms of the world change and

respond to those new levels of awareness.

I’m sure that many of you reading this book are already

familiar with the concept of creating our own reality — the

idea that we each take a very active part in creating

the kind of world we experience. This metaphysical princi-

ple is based on the awareness that everything in the

universe is made of one vital element, which we can call

“energy” or “life force.” This being so, everything in life is

interconnected. Our thoughts and feelings are a form of

energy, as are our physical bodies and seemingly solid

material like stone and metal. Many modern physicists,

observing this same phenomenon in science, agree that
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our thoughts, feelings, physical bodies, and the material

world around us are all mutually interrelated and con-

stantly affecting one another.

This helps us to understand how we are each constantly

creating our own subjective experiences of reality. Our

own deepest beliefs and expectations about ourselves,

about others, and about life determine how we perceive

external reality, what kinds of people, events, and situa-

tions we draw to us, and are drawn to, and how we inter-

pret everything that happens to us.

In a very real way, what we experience in our lives is a

mirrored image of the values, beliefs, and images we hold

within us, consciously or unconsciously. What we experi-

ence shifts considerably as we become more aware. One

obvious example of this can be seen if we go into therapy

or join twelve-step programs to change a harmful or addic-

tive pattern of behavior. As we change, our whole circle of

friends may change, reflecting new interests and new

needs. We become aware of a whole new range of possibil-

ities we couldn’t have seen before. We find relationships

that are emotionally and spiritually much more fulfilling

than anything we were capable of enjoying before. And

along with this, our feelings toward ourselves change,

becoming more positive and self-affirming, raising self-

esteem. With greater self-esteem and awareness a whole

new world of possibility opens up to us, one that was invis-

ible to us until we changed.

Because our experiences accurately mirror our inner

consciousness, we can actually learn to use our impressions

of the external world as reflections of our inner selves. Just
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as looking into the bathroom mirror in the morning allows

us to see our faces and physical bodies, so the mirrors pro-

vided by our experiences of the external world can allow us

to become more aware of our own deepest beliefs,

thoughts, and emotional patterns. Using our experiences

in the world as our reflection, we can learn what attitudes

and beliefs we have that need to be healed or expanded.

Not long ago, for example, a client of mine became

aware that in every one of his jobs he had a difficult time

with a domineering, unreasonable co-worker or supervisor.

It seemed that these people were always looking over his

shoulder, telling him every move to make and being both

hypercritical and argumentative. Through first accepting

the idea that the repetitive experience was a mirror of

some kind, and then asking what this reflection was reveal-

ing about himself, he became aware of a pattern estab-

lished in his early childhood. He had been raised by a

domineering stepfather, a relationship that had been con-

fusing and difficult for him. Through that relationship he

had established a deep unconscious emotional pattern that

continued to draw him into similar relationships in his

adulthood. Once he was able to recognize this, however,

and become more aware of his beliefs, feelings, and needs

around this pattern, the pattern shifted.

Along with his new awareness, he began to create a

new, more harmonious work environment, one in which

he no longer became enmeshed with domineering people.

Instead of projecting his power onto authority figures,

he began to claim his own natural sense of strength. As

he owned his own power and authority in a healthy way,
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others began to treat him with more respect.
It is an extremely empowering step on our journey of

consciousness to understand that we do in fact create our
own reality, and that we can take responsibility for our own
life experience. Instead of feeling like a victim of circum-
stances, or blaming other people for our problems, we can
make fuller use of the fact that we each have the creative
power of the universe within us.

As we begin working with this mirror concept in our
daily lives, it becomes a powerful and trustworthy guide,
shining a clear and brilliant light on a path that might
otherwise be quite confusing to us. We begin to see the
problems that are reflected to us in our lives as graphic
illustrations showing us where we are currently uncon-
scious. With this gift of awareness, we can heal and expand
our consciousness further. Once we recognize that the dif-
ficulties and imbalances in our lives are reflections of our
own unconscious patterns, we have a powerful tool to
become aware of and change those patterns. After a rela-
tively short period of employing this tool in our lives, we
become aware of how much power we actually have to cre-
ate the lives we truly want.
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C H A P T E R S I X

Blame and
Responsibility

Choosing to be responsible instead of blaming
ourselves is saying, “Yes, I am a powerful,

creative being, learning every day, from every
experience, and learning how to create. Now that
I see and appreciate what I’ve created, how can I
learn from my reality, refine and improve it?”

I n recent years, the concept that we create our own

reality has gained a great deal of popularity, espe-

cially in the personal growth movement. Like most princi-

ples, the idea that our external reality reflects our internal

one can be easily misunderstood. Unfortunately, it is fre-

quently misused and can cause a great deal of unnecessary

harm. One woman I heard about refused to go to her doc-

tor when she became seriously ill because she felt so guilty

about having somehow “created” this illness. Obviously,

this is a terrible, and potentially tragic, misuse of this prin-

ciple. In this book, I hope to clarify how to use this con-

cept in a healing and empowering way.

It is extremely important to grasp that we are creat-

ing our experience of reality in this life not just on the



personality level, but from the soul level. In other words,

on a deep spiritual level we may be choosing certain cir-

cumstances and experiences that contribute to our con-

sciousness growth and development. These may not always

feel comfortable or be understandable on the personality

level. For example, we might unconsciously choose an ill-

ness or other seeming misfortune as the most effective or

fastest way to learn, grow, and evolve.

In order to use the mirror of consciousness principle

constructively, we need to recognize the difference

between responsibility and blame. Many of us have spent

our entire lives seeing other people or external circum-

stances as the cause of our difficulties — we’ve blamed the

outside world for our troubles. Unfortunately, when we

finally grasp the concept that we are responsible for our

own lives, too many of us begin to blame ourselves for the

problems that exist in our reality. For example, if I have an

illness and I learn that on some level I am creating that

reality, I might think, “What’s the matter with me that I am

creating this illness? If I were a more conscious person I’d

be well — or I’d be able to heal myself instantly!” Or, if I

am having financial difficulties I might say to myself, “The

universe is abundant, so I ought to be able to create pros-

perity in my own life. There must be something really bad

or lacking in me since I am living in poverty.”

This kind of self-recrimination is anything but taking

responsibility for our lives. Rather, it is self-blame. The

peculiar thing about blame is that it discourages us from

moving forward. And in this respect, the effect is the same

whether we are blaming other people or blaming ourselves.
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Unfortunately, I see all too many people on the personal

growth journey who struggle with this idea of the mirror of

consciousness and beat themselves up with blame, not

grasping the true meaning of taking responsibility for their

realities. When we are blaming ourselves or others, this is

fundamentally a disempowering act. It comes from a sense

of helplessness and makes us feel worse, actually magnify-

ing that helplessness. Taking responsibility, meanwhile,

involves claiming our power to create and to change.

Blame is based on the negative assumption that some-

thing wrong or bad is happening and therefore someone is

in error. Taking an attitude of responsibility, on the other

hand, requires us to look at every situation as a potentially

valuable learning experience. We need to cultivate the abil-

ity to appreciate the reality we’ve already created, and see

the problems in it as gifts that can help us grow and evolve.

We are not to blame for the way our lives are unfolding.

Blaming ourselves for our present reality is like blaming a

child for being ten years old instead of twenty or thirty. We

are evolving in a natural way. We’ve done the best we have

known how up until now. One of the ironic things about

life is that from moment to moment we have only a limited

knowledge about our lives, and we can only make choices

and decisions on the basis of what we know. To ask more

than that of any human being is as futile and unreasonable

as asking a six-month-old child to explain what she wants

instead of crying. Blaming is a static state, one of standing

in place and not moving on, while responsibility — the

ability to respond — is dynamic, the very essence of for-

ward movement.
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By looking at the reality we have manifested in a

“response-able” way, rather than a blaming way, we can

learn much more. We can become more conscious and

aware of our own patterns. Choosing to be responsible

instead of blaming ourselves is saying, “Yes, I am a powerful,

creative being, learning every day, from every experience,

and learning how to create. Now that I see and appreciate

what I’ve created, how can I learn from my reality, refine

and improve it?”

As we do our consciousness work, spiritually and psy-

chologically, we become more and more aware of our own

deeply held assumptions and belief systems about life, and

our habitual emotional patterns and reactions. We can

begin to see how these factors of our “inner reality” shape

and influence our experience of what we commonly think

of as “external reality.” We find that as we heal our emo-

tional wounds and change our beliefs, the experiences of

our lives change, sometimes almost miraculously. We begin

to have a genuine experience of how we are creating our

own personal reality.

Many times, in workshops, with my clients, and in my

own private life, I have seen this kind of transformation

occur. I am thinking now of a young woman who attended

a workshop I gave in Los Angeles. She had not spoken to

her sister for years, owing to a conflict they’d had in their

early twenties. During the workshop, she realized she had

been clinging to her old pattern of blaming and feeling

like a victim, and the only thing it ever got her was a feel-

ing of sadness over not having her sister’s friendship any-

more. She was able to express and release the feelings that
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were keeping her separated from her sister, and in the

process felt greatly relieved.

During the lunch break, she called her office to check

for phone messages. One of the messages was from her sis-

ter. She called her back and discovered that her sister, also,

had gone through a similar healing process of her own.

When she returned to the workshop, she shared this story

with us, saying how grateful she was to be able to be close

to her sister again. Seemingly, their relationship had been

healed across the miles in the instant that she saw the old

pattern of blame and was able to let go of it.

Once we are able to embrace this concept of creating

our own reality, it becomes quite easy to embrace the con-

cept that we also participate in creating the world reality.

Just as we are each creating our individual reality, the mass

consciousness is creating the collective reality. Whatever

attitudes and beliefs are held most deeply and powerfully

in the mass consciousness will, for better or worse, be man-

ifested in the collective reality of the world. Unresolved

conflict and pain, held in the consciousness of millions of

people the world over, can — and I believe does — get

reflected back to us in war, in violence in our cities, and in

our collective disregard for the rights of other human

beings and the well-being of the Earth.

As the mass consciousness evolves, the collective expe-

rience of reality gradually changes. We see evolution taking

place in physical form in our world through new ideas,

changing religious beliefs, the emergence of new social

and political systems, and the development of new tech-

nologies. Our world as it is today is a clear and accurate
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reflection of our present collective consciousness.
It is, I believe, absolutely critical that we understand

and learn to more fully appreciate how our evolution as
individuals automatically changes the collective conscious-
ness of our world. While we might feel that we are mere
drops in a vast ocean of consciousness, the interesting
thing is that the evolution of each “mere drop” is a tremen-
dously powerful force. It takes a relatively small number of
souls moving into alignment with universal forces to have
a great impact on our global reality.

We must never underestimate the potent impact we
each have on the collective consciousness, whether we are
taking responsibility for it or not. As we cultivate our own
consciousness growth process, we affect others profoundly
and we spur forward the mass consciousness in its evolu-
tion. Through our individual efforts we truly can change
the world. This is happening even now as you sit reading
this book.

Interestingly, since we’re integrally connected in con-
sciousness, no one individual can evolve far ahead of every-
one else. We are all contained within a certain force field of
consciousness. Though we may take a role close to the lead-
ing edge, we cannot leave our fellow beings far behind since
in essence we are all one. So we have no choice but to evolve
together, bringing all our brothers and sisters along with us.
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C H A P T E R S E V E N

Taking
Action

We begin to see that for our personal or
social/political actions to be most effective, we
need to start with a deep understanding and

commitment to our own consciousness processes.

A s we discuss how we can make real change through

our consciousness, the question naturally arises,

“Are we supposed to just sit around and try to get con-

scious, and assume somehow that’s going to improve our

lives and the world? Don’t we have to take action in order

to make our lives work, and don’t we need to get involved

in social and political activities in order to deal with the

very real problems and challenges that exist in the world?”

Of course, taking action is a vital part of bringing our

consciousness into form and making real change. Direct,

powerful, and committed action is vitally important on both

a personal and social/political level. Whether or not we

commit ourselves to such actions is not so much the issue as

where the motivation for that action comes from within us.



The pitfall is this: If we put our primary attention and
commitment into external action, we repeat an old pat-
tern, one that is at the root of much of the trouble we’re in
today — and that is believing that the cause of the prob-
lem, as well as the power to correct it, exists primarily in
the external world.

If we try to solve our problems only externally, which
we often do by trying to fix or change other people or insti-
tutions, we give away our power. We project it out there,
into the external world, instead of owning where it really
exists, and where we can actually do something about it —
inside us.

For example, many people who were active in the
women’s movement, and who worked very hard to change
the old patriarchal values in our society came to the point
of a personal impasse in their forties or fifties. Clearly they
had helped to change our society for the better, but they
found they could move ahead in their personal lives only
after confronting in themselves some of the same gender
biases they had been fighting in the external world. This
phenomenon was well documented in Gloria Steinem’s
book Revolution from Within: A Book of Self-Esteem,* and is fur-
ther explained in Sidra Stone’s fascinating book The
Shadow King: The Invisible Force That Holds Women Back.**

When our primary focus is to go out and try to change
things in the external world, we may accomplish some of
our goals, but ultimately our effectiveness may be limited.
Lasting change comes only when we get completely away
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from thinking that the core problem is out there some-

where, that our peace of mind can be won only by chang-

ing others. The kind of thinking that we must change in

ourselves is the belief that it’s somebody else’s fault, it’s

those other people, it’s that situation, it’s that other coun-

try, that other race, that government, those politicians, or

those unconscious people who are responsible for the way

things are. We need to let go of this way of thinking not just

because it’s a nice or spiritually aware thing to do, but

because it is the only way we can discover and take respon-

sibility for our own power.

Where do we begin? We begin by first understanding

and fully embracing the awareness that all those people

and institutions reflect aspects of ourselves. They are man-

ifestations of our own consciousness and the process that is

going on inside us at this very moment. When we take on

this kind of responsibility — and believe me, it is one of the

biggest responsibilities we will ever assume — we say with

conviction, “Yes, I can understand how this situation

reflects a part of my own inner conflict. I can see how these

people mirror aspects of me. I can see how these things

that are going on in the world may reflect things that are

going on in my own life. I take responsibility (but not

blame) for what I see.”

Once we accept this responsibility to hold our power

within ourselves and we see the world as mirroring aspects

of ourselves, then we can take a particular kind of external

action that will be extremely effective. This kind of action

begins with owning our center of power and responsibility

within ourselves.
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It is only from that place of power and responsibility

that we can put our energy into action, supporting our

awareness. We need to walk our talk. We need to say what

we honestly feel, and act on what we know. We need to talk

about, act upon, give our time, energy, and money to causes

we believe in. We need to live our truth as fully as possible,

every moment of our lives.

Deena Metzger, author of Writing for Your Life, works

with people to help them achieve what she calls “personal

disarmament.” She sees the inner life of the individual as

being much like a nation-state, one that contains multiple

selves, governed as countries are governed. Problems and

issues that afflict nations also affect our own “inner coun-

tries.” Sometimes the citizens of this nation-state of the psy-

che live in harmony and peace; at other times they may be

in rebellion, fighting one another. We need to be able to

recognize the different interests and needs of these various

selves, to sometimes negotiate agreements with them, and

to not keep one group or the other buried, or hidden away.

Perhaps even more importantly, we need to recognize what

kind of government we have: Dictatorial and repressive?

Laissez-faire to the point of laxness? Openly democratic,

allowing each self to have its say?

The nation-state of the self doesn’t just keep to itself,

isolated from others. Rather, that inner state interacts with

the outer world in ways that affect the world just as much

as real nations do. We project our inner conflicts, our

rebellions, repressions, and fears to the outside world all

the time. I have found it helpful to look at our inner worlds

in this way — to identify what kind of inner governments
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we have, what inner selves we allow to openly express and

enjoy themselves, and what inner selves we repress and try

to hold down.

As a political liberal I used to feel irritated and judg-

mental toward people with a conservative viewpoint. Now I

recognize that they represent a conservative side of my own

inner nation-state that I am less in touch with than my lib-

eral side. Recently, while visiting a friend’s family, her

brother began to express opinions that I strongly disagreed

with, having to do with a local environmental issue. Rather

than jumping immediately into a highly polarized argu-

ment, I paused to acknowledge my annoyance inwardly

and to remind myself that this person was mirroring a part

of me — a citizen of my own inner nation — that I have

trouble accepting. After that I was able to make a few clear

points from my own perspective, which at least gave him

something to think about without needlessly antagonizing

him.

If I’m able to see someone in my life as a reflection of

myself, and then have the courage to speak my truth to

that person when appropriate, while simultaneously recog-

nizing that part of myself they are mirroring to me, I’m tak-

ing responsibility for the whole process. I’m speaking and

living my truth. And there is no way that I can be more

effective either in the external world or in my inner life.

We begin to see that for our personal or social/political

actions to be most effective, we need to start with a deep

understanding and commitment to our own consciousness

process. This begins by recognizing that we truly do have a

strong influence on creating the realities we experience,
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that we tend to draw to us those people and experiences

that reflect our own consciousness in some way.

Working from that base, we can learn what it is to take

action from our own deepest inner sense of truth. We can

discover the power of doing what we genuinely feel moved

to do, what our hearts tell us is the right thing to do. Too

often we base our actions on external standards or rules of

behavior we’ve blindly adopted. Or we take a particular

path of action because it seems like a rational idea or a the-

oretically good course to pursue.

Some years ago, I met a psychiatrist in his mid-forties

who had come to a major turning point in his life over this

very issue. His life was literally falling apart, and he no

longer wanted to see patients. He said he was tired of hear-

ing about people’s problems, largely because he was con-

vinced that he wasn’t helping them in any way.

As he began questioning his own motives, he quickly

saw that he had never really felt any great urge to become

a doctor. In fact, the decision to go to medical school was

one he’d made when he was still a teenager. It was a deci-

sion based on neither his knowledge of what psychiatrists

do, nor on anything that came from his own heart. It was a

decision based primarily on the fact that his best friend

had chosen to study psychiatry and his own parents had

been enthusiastic and supportive of the idea.

This man had been wise enough to recognize that he

had little to offer his patients except what he had learned

in his medical training; nothing was coming from his

heart. His feelings of impotence, reflected by his belief

that he was not helping his patients, was coming from
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something he felt within him — that he was not operating

from his own inner truth.

A couple of years later, I learned that this man had

sold his practice and was working part-time in an emer-

gency room, putting most of his time and energy into

developing his creative talents. He had written two articles

for magazines on controversial topics and had gotten lots

of lively reactions. He was feeling very excited about the

possibility of using his writing skills to make a difference

in the world.

When we look at our own lives, or the lives of friends

and acquaintances, it is easy to see that this man is by no

means alone in his search. His is just one example among

perhaps millions showing that we need to follow not just

what our heads tell us are appropriate actions, but what we

feel in our guts. We need to be asking what it is that

enlivens, empowers, excites us, turns us on, makes us gen-

uinely feel satisfied and fulfilled. That’s what actually heals

us, and heals the world.

In the political world there are examples of whole soci-

eties or even nations that have followed their hearts in the

way I’m describing. During the Second World War, for

example, the people of Norway, as well as the citizens of a

small settlement called Mondragon in the Basque area

of Spain, refused to cooperate with the Fascist takeovers of

their regions. Following the truths of their own hearts, they

were guided to find ways not only to resist the violent mili-

tary machine that was sweeping Europe, but did so with lit-

tle bloodshed as well. They ended up strengthening their

own resolve to create societies that even today are some of
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the most productive, wealthy, and humane in the whole

world.

We have the greatest healing effect on the world when

we allow the life force to move through our own bodies.

Our power comes not simply by what we say or do. Rather,

our words and actions are vehicles for our life energy.

What really transforms is the life force moving through us.

When you are in touch with your inner truth and you

walk into a room, you may have an impact on the lives of

everyone there simply because you have so much life force

moving through you. You need not even say or do any-

thing, other than simply be there. On some level, con-

scious or unconscious, people feel this and are affected by

it. It stimulates their own life energy and begins to trigger

change and growth for them. It may catalyze some type of

healing crisis in their lives. And so they experience growth

as a result, and you have contributed to the healing of this

planet, probably without even knowing it.

A friend of mine told me an interesting story. A few

years ago, she committed herself to a process of emotional

healing and recovery from addiction. As a result of her

example, her brother also got deeply involved in his heal-

ing process. He recently told her that he had gone back to

their hometown in New England and found that at least

twenty of their friends were involved in similar processes of

recovery, healing, and growth, all as a direct or indirect

result of the influence of my friend and her brother.

Having seen examples of these phenomena many,

many times over the years, I am convinced that our com-

mitment to our own growth and healing processes serves as
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a catalyst for countless others — our family, our friends,
and even people whose names we may never know. The
power of being committed to the truths of our own hearts
releases energy into our bodies and into the world that can
heal some of the most grievous and long-standing troubles
of the world.

How exactly does all this work? How does commitment
to the truths of their heart in one person ripple through
entire communities like this? We don’t really know how it
happens, but it is clear that it does — and much more
often than we might think. The fact that it happens at all
suggests that the concept of oneness, that we are all one, is
indeed a fact of life, not just an obscure spiritual abstrac-
tion. Our own thoughts, feelings, and actions are not iso-
lated occurrences taking place within the confines of our
own bodies, but are in fact manifestations of the one spiri-
tual and energetic source that moves through every one of
us. It is no more possible for one of us to change without
changing the rest as it is for a single wave to crest in the
ocean without affecting the whole.
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C H A P T E R E I G H T

The Consciousness
Journey

Consciousness is not a destination at
which we finally arrive. It is an ongoing,

ever-deepening, infinitely expanding process,
a journey that perhaps has no end.

A t this point you might ask, “If the way to create real
change in my life and in the world is primarily

through my own consciousness growth, what exactly does
that mean? What is consciousness growth?”

Let us begin with a statement that may at first seem
quite obvious — that consciousness is awareness and under-
standing, while unconsciousness is a lack of the same.
Consciousness growth, then, is the process of becoming
aware of things we were formerly unaware of. It is really as
simple as that.

Consciousness growth happens naturally as a part of
every being’s evolution. For example, a baby’s conscious-
ness grows as she becomes aware of her fingers and toes
and learns how to move them and play with them. A man



grows in consciousness when, as a result of a serious illness

and a decision to regain his health, he learns that certain

foods and behavior patterns are detrimental, while others

promote his health and well-being.

In our society, consciousness is generally associated with

the mind, that is, “improving your mind,” or gaining men-

tal skills that allow you to perform a particular task better or

“know more” in order to pass a test, get a higher degree in

college, or become an expert in a certain field. In the sense

that we are discussing it here, however, our consciousness

growth involves our four levels of existence — the spiritual,

the mental, the emotional, and the physical.

We might attend college, for example, in order to

become more aware and knowledgeable about a particular

subject. But we might not realize that in the process of

attending school we may be developing on many other lev-

els as well, raising our self-esteem, perhaps, and discover-

ing more about our soul’s purpose.

Life is fundamentally a journey of consciousness, a

journey of growing awareness. However, most of us aren’t

fully aware of this evolutionary process of our lives, nor do

we understand in depth how it works. Therefore, most peo-

ple are as yet unconsciously involved in a process of con-

sciousness growth!

We make a great leap forward when we recognize the

evolutionary nature of our lives and begin to understand

how it works. As this awareness increases, we can choose to

embrace our lives as a consciousness process, and make a

commitment to that process, to keep it in focus and do

whatever we can to move through it much more rapidly.
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By doing so, most people enjoy their lives more, finding

deeper fulfillment and satisfaction than ever before.

Making a commitment to your consciousness growth

means making a decision to become aware of and under-

stand as much as you can about yourself, others, life, and

the universe. It involves looking at life as a learning experi-

ence in which every single thing that happens to us can be

seen as a potential gift to help us develop our full potential.

One ironic thing about the consciousness journey is

that with every new step we take, we become aware of

things we were unaware of before. Facing our previous

unconsciousness can be very difficult and unpleasant.

Until we become comfortable with the journey itself, see-

ing that over time our lives become more fulfilled by fol-

lowing such a path, the discovery of what we don’t know

can cause us to feel quite fearful. As humans, we like to

believe that we know where we stand at any given moment.

We like to feel that our beliefs are complete or “right” or

unquestionable. Most people on a consciousness journey,

however, learn that our awareness is constantly changing

and that as consciousness evolves there is peace of mind

and security that come with letting go of the need to be

right. So one of the first things we learn as we embark on

this journey is the willingness to face our unconsciousness.

Like a light in the darkness, our awareness automati-

cally illuminates areas where we have not been aware. Until

we are able to stop criticizing or castigating ourselves for

our ignorance, our journey cannot move along freely. It is

a process that flourishes in a spirit of acceptance, compas-

sion, and adventure. We need to see ourselves much as we
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see young children who are growing and learning. In a

sense, we are all children in an evolutionary process, mov-

ing as quickly as it is appropriate for us to go. And we must

always bear in mind that there is much more to learn than

any of us can learn in a single lifetime.

It is important to understand that the consciousness jour-

ney is lifelong. In fact, it is most likely many lives long. But

certainly it will continue throughout our present lifetime.

Consciousness is not a destination at which we finally

arrive. It is an ongoing, ever-deepening, infinitely expand-

ing process, a journey that perhaps has no end.

Because we live in a quick-fix, meal-in-a-minute, results-

oriented society, I feel it is very important to emphasize the

lifelong, ever-evolving nature of the consciousness journey.

It is important to understand that it is a process rather

than a product. All too many teachers and healers espouse

the idea that there is a specific destination or defined goal

that we’re seeking. Too many promise that “enlighten-

ment” can be had, once and for all, simply by following

their prescription, that if you read this book, attend this

workshop, practice this meditation, follow this diet or

this program, your life will be healed, your problems

cured, miracles will happen, and you’ll never again have

any difficulties in your life.

The product-oriented approach to consciousness is

very appealing to the part of us that yearns for an instant

remedy, a magic recipe. We don’t want to go through any

pain or discomfort. We quickly grow impatient with self-

examination. We don’t want to take the time to find our

own path. We want an all-knowing, all-powerful authority
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figure to give us answers and tell us exactly what to do. We

want a spiritual white knight to sweep us up and carry us

away from the trials and tribulations of being human. We

want to pack our bags and fly away into a never-never land

of enlightenment, the quicker the better.

Unfortunately, it simply doesn’t happen this way. The

journey of a human being is much more complex than

this, and involves an intense willingness to embrace all

aspects of life. We don’t find our way by avoiding, skipping

over, or running away from anything.

I warn against these promised shortcuts and miracle

cures not because I think the consciousness journey should

be difficult but because there are actual hazards in pursu-

ing instant enlightenment. At the top of the list of such

hazards is that when we are offered such promises and they

don’t work, we usually blame ourselves. Over the years I

have encountered far too many people in the personal

growth movement who keep beating themselves up

because they think something is wrong with them. They

have been on a consciousness journey for many years, and

they feel they should be far more evolved than they seem

to be. They still have relationship problems, health prob-

lems, work problems. They’ve attended prosperity work-

shops, have said their prosperity affirmations faithfully, but

they’re still having financial difficulties. They know they

create their own reality, yet they haven’t managed to heal

themselves. They’ve followed a spiritual teacher for years,

yet they’re not feeling anywhere near enlightened. They

are filled with doubt, many are quite disillusioned, and

most end up asking themselves, “What’s wrong with me?”
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The answer is that there is nothing wrong with them.

Like the rest of us, they are human beings on an ongoing,

lifelong journey. Consciousness growth is a challenging

process, one that involves us both individually and collec-

tively. Our own evolution affects the larger whole, the con-

sciousness of the planet, and the evolution of that whole

affects us. Every time we move to a new level of awareness

— individually or collectively — we are confronted with

new areas of denial, ignorance, pain, and, ultimately, heal-

ing. The process moves in cycles, so at times we feel clear

and powerful, and at other times we feel lost in confusion.

At times we feel stuck, being challenged to move ever more

deeply into a specific area of healing. We struggle and

resist for a time but when we can finally embrace those

aspects of ourselves that we’re resisting, we move quickly

through them, finally at peace again for a time.

I’m not denying that miracles happen. They do!

Sometimes a specific workshop, or therapy session, or med-

itation provides a breakthrough; something shifts and our

lives are never again the same. Sometimes, a shift occurs

for no apparent reason at all — it’s just time. We can enjoy

and appreciate such wonderful moments of change and

growth. But we need to understand them for what they are

— powerful steps on an infinite and fascinating journey.

It’s important to know, also, that the journey consists of

many different kinds of steps. Tools or techniques that are

helpful and appropriate at one place in the journey may

not be effective in the next. We may need to find a differ-

ent approach than we’ve ever tried before. Once we’ve

mastered a certain principle or teaching, we don’t usually
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get to rest on our laurels for very long! Life keeps pushing

us to the next area of growth, which may require a very dif-

ferent understanding.

For example, you may have learned to meditate deeply,

and know how to find your center in the midst of emo-

tional upheaval and external chaos. This ability may serve

you well at a certain time in your life. And you may come

to a different time in your life, when this approach alone

no longer feels right or is simply no longer effective. It may

be time to explore feelings and express your emotions, or

to risk taking more direct action in the world. Whatever

our next step is, life has a way of pushing, pulling, and

prodding us toward it, by any means necessary!

I think of periods in my own life when the most impor-

tant lesson of the time was to learn how to let go, to let go

of an old belief and make room for something new, or to

let go of a close friendship or lover. At another time, the

lesson seemed to be just the opposite — to learn how to

hold my ground, to stand up for the beliefs that were true

for me, or to do everything I could to work through diffi-

culties I was having with another person in my life.

The journey of consciousness is a spiral. We move in

cycles, but each cycle takes us to a deeper level. When we find

a familiar lesson coming around again, we should never

jump to the conclusion that it’s coming up because we didn’t

learn it the first time around. Instead, we need to remind

ourselves that we are always moving into deeper levels of

awareness that cause us to take a new and different look

what may seem, at first glance, to be the same old issue.

It’s helpful to see our consciousness growth process as
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an adventure, perhaps the ultimate one. We don’t know
where the process is going to take us, but on some deep
level we know that it’s going to be worthwhile. Sometimes
the going gets rough or turns into just plain drudgery. At
other times it’s easy and fun. There are moments of clarity
and inspiration. And there are moments that are dark and
scary. The important thing is not to focus on the destina-
tion, being at peace with the fact that there isn’t any final
end point. We need to become fascinated with the journey itself,
so that every moment in the process of learning, growth,
and expansion becomes its own rich reward.
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C H A P T E R N I N E

A Cosmic Perspective
on Life

The time has come for the reunion and
integration of male and female principles into a
balanced and harmonious form. This is what
is happening now, and this is why it’s very
exciting to be alive on this planet right now!

I n order to clarify the consciousness process as I see it,
I’d like to take a step back and give you a cosmic per-

spective of the universe, life on earth, why we are here,
what we are doing, and what it’s all about!

There are many different levels of reality in the uni-
verse, many different realms of existence. The physical
plane is only one of those realms. On the purely spiritual
plane, we are all part of one infinite intelligent life force.
In other realms we may exist as individual entities, yet we
can still be very aware of and connected to our oneness.
We exist in all these realms simultaneously. Those of us
who are currently focused in physical reality touch into the
other realms through our nightly dreams, through prayer
and meditation, and sometimes through psychic or “para-
normal” experiences.
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The physical plane is the most dense realm of exis-

tence. It’s solid and slow compared with other levels

where impulse and creation are often one and the same.

On the dense physical plane, time becomes an important

factor, taking hours, days, months, years, or even decades

to bring things into physical form. I believe that the physi-

cal plane was created in order to fully explore and develop

our creative power. It is a plane of duality where all things

exist as polarities.

One way to think of it is this: The oneness wanted to

explore “two-ness,” or “otherness.” It wanted to develop its

opposite. Or to phrase it more poetically, the universe

wanted to make love to itself, so it created the physical

world in order to develop separation and reunion.

So physical reality can be viewed as a place of explo-

ration and discovery, a place that’s in a constant creative,

evolutionary process. We are all divine, eternal beings,

aspects of the essential oneness of life. As such, we have

chosen to focus our attention and awareness here in phys-

ical reality for a time, in order to learn, grow, and develop,

in order to give something to and receive something from

the experience.

Since the material plane is so dense, it is a difficult and

challenging place for a spiritual entity to hang out. We

might well think of ourselves as the gambler/adventurers

of the universe — the cosmic risk-takers. I can almost hear

a conversation between two entities contemplating com-

ing into physical form:

“Hey, want to do Earth? I hear it’s a major challenge.

Let’s see if we can handle it!”



“Okay, I’m up for an adventure. How about if we meet
there in about thirty Earth years?”

Then they get in here on the physical plane, feel the
density, and they start thinking: “Oh, my God, what have I
done? Get me out of here!”

I’m joking about this, of course, but in fact a large num-
ber of people I meet have a strong basic yearning to leave
their physical bodies and return to another less dense
realm. I believe this is because the journey of physical exis-
tence is inherently quite difficult. Yet there is great learning
to be had here, and the possibility of incredible rewards
and satisfactions, or we wouldn’t be here doing this.

The first major experience to be explored on the phys-
ical plane is that of individuality, limitation, and separation
— the opposite of the essential spiritual experience of one-
ness and limitlessness. Because the experience of oneness
is already so powerful, we’ve needed to develop its oppo-
site principle — individuality — equally strongly. Another
way to think of this is that the feminine principle (spirit) was
already fully developed; we needed to birth and develop the
male principle (form) to match her power so that we could
ultimately experience their union.*

It’s taken us a few million years of earthly existence to
develop and strengthen this male principle of separation,
individuality, and self-expression. We’ve developed it to the
point that it now balances the feminine. If we continue to
go in the direction we’ve been traveling, however, we
will have gone too far, destroying our physical existence
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altogether. The time has come for the reunion and inte-
gration of male and female principles into a balanced and
harmonious form. This is what is happening now, and this
is why it’s very exciting to be alive on this planet right now!
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C H A P T E R T E N

The Path of the
Material World

Down through history, a majority of human
beings have been focusing on what I call the path
of the material world — the process of learning to

survive and succeed in the physical realm.

F or most of us in the Western world, being born into

a physical body has resulted in our forgetting about

our spiritual origins. Our primary task has been to explore

this dense realm of the physical world and develop a sense

of ourselves as unique individuals. If we had remained

strongly conscious of the spiritual level of our existence,

the pull of the oneness experience might have been too

powerful and compelling, and we might not have wanted

to remain focused here. So we developed a mechanism of

denial to shut out our connection to our essential being.

Unfortunately, the mechanisms we’ve developed to

shut out our sense of oneness have left us each feeling

fundamentally alone in the universe, lost and empty.

However, it clearly has allowed us to concentrate on the



work we set out to do here — to survive and develop as
individuals on the physical plane. To do this we each had
to develop a unique physical body and personality. And the
lost, empty, lonely feelings we experienced have provided
a perfect driving force to move us out into life — discover-
ing, developing, creating — in an effort to find satisfaction
and fulfillment.

Down through history, a majority of human beings
have been focusing on what I call the path of the material
world — the process of learning to survive and succeed in
the physical realm. In order to do this, we have had to
mostly disconnect from awareness of any other level of our
being and lose ourselves in the world of physical form,
believing in its reality more than any other. This has been
a painful, but necessary, evolutionary step. In a sense we
have all sacrificed our deeper happiness in order to fulfill
this mission.

I want to emphasize that there is nothing wrong with
being materially oriented. It is a necessary and very impor-
tant stage in our individual growth process and our human
evolution. We have needed to discover, experience, and
develop the many aspects of our lives as human beings fully
participating on the physical plane. A vast majority of
humanity today is primarily focused on this fascinating
process.

Many of us who are now on consciousness journeys
began this lifetime by following the path of the material
world, but at some point we have sensed that other alter-
natives exist, and we have begun our spiritual reawakening.
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C H A P T E R E L E V E N

The Path of
Transcendence

While it may help to remind us that our
physical existence is not all there is, the

transcendent path does tend to create a growing
chasm between spirit and form, between who we

are as spiritual beings and who we are as
human personalities in physical bodies.

I n recent history, it seems that the majority of people

have been mainly focused on the path of the material

world, developing skills necessary for physical existence.

Meanwhile, there has always been a small number of indi-

viduals who have taken a very different path. Whether

guided by religious practices of the East or the West, this lat-

ter group — including monks, nuns, priests, yogis, rabbis,

and other types of spiritual leaders, as well as solitary ascet-

ics or simply faithful devotees — has focused primarily on

remembering and developing their awareness of the spir-

itual level of being. In doing so, they have played an

important role in the evolution of our planet, maintaining

our connection with spirit. From the perspective of the

mass consciousness, we have all been working together —



the majority focusing on mastering the physical world,

while the few held our link to the spiritual realm.

For each individual, however, there has been a kind of

split, a choice to be made between form and spirit. We

could either be worldly or we could be spiritual, but

we couldn’t be both — or so it was believed!

In both the Eastern and Western traditions, there has

been the belief and the implication that to focus on the

spiritual path you must renounce the world. To be truly

committed to a spiritual life, you had to stay as far as you

could from the “worldly” aspects of life, such as relation-

ships (especially sexual or emotionally intimate ones),

business, money, and material possessions. All these things

were seen as temptations or attachments that hook us into

worldly involvement and draw us away from the spiritual

focus. From the traditional spiritual perspective, the only

solution to the apparent conflict between these two reali-

ties was to commit to spirit and minimize our involvement

with the material world. The ultimate goal was to leave the

limited world of form by leaving our physical bodies, thus

returning fully to the realm of spirit.

I call this traditional spiritual approach the “path of

transcendence.” It focuses on a very important step in the

evolution of consciousness — remembering that we are

not simply physical forms, lost in and limited by the mate-

rial world, but are in essence unlimited, eternal spiritual

beings, a part of the oneness of all life. This is a vitally

important and beautiful step that all of us must make at

some time. Remembering the essence of who we are, that

we exist beyond our physical form, gives us a much clearer
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perspective on our lives and on our human problems. It

allows us to transcend the apparent limitations of human

form and reclaim our true place in the universe. I believe

it is primarily a search for this perspective that led so many

in our culture to experiment with psychedelic drugs, and

has motivated so many Westerners to study traditional

Eastern philosophies and practices such as meditation.

This yearning for spiritual transcendence has also given

rise to many of the New Age philosophies and groups that

have developed.

However, like any stage in the development of con-

sciousness, the path of transcendence can have its own

problems and limitations if you don’t move on to the next

step. To a great degree, the transcendent spiritual philoso-

phies and practices have been a reaction to the pain and

limitation of feeling stuck and imprisoned in the world of

the material plane. While it may help to remind us that our

physical existence is not all there is, the transcendent path

does tend to create a growing chasm between spirit and

form, between who we are as spiritual beings and who we

are as human personalities in physical bodies.

The transcendent spiritual view is that the physical

world is fundamentally unreal, an illusion in which we have

become imprisoned. Our human bodies and personalities

are traps from which we must escape to find true liberation

in the higher realms. We must strive therefore to transcend

our human experience, our physical and emotional needs,

and our feelings and passions. Ultimately we want to leave

our physical bodies and the physical world so that we can

merge in oneness with pure spirit.
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This philosophy seems to imply that the physical plane

is just a big mistake, or perhaps a type of hell or purgatory

through which we must pass, learning the error of our ways

before we are allowed to get back where we really belong.

There’s the implication — and sometimes overt claim —

that life here on earth is inherently inferior to what our

existence can be in the higher realms. The experience of

individuality we have here is seen as negative; we simply

need to get back as fast as possible to the experience of

pure oneness. There’s often a feeling that there’s some-

thing wrong with us for being here on the physical plane,

that we are lesser beings than those inhabiting other

realms.

It is my belief that this system of thought ignores the

obvious fact that this physical realm has been created for a

reason, and that on some level we’ve chosen to be here

rather than remain solely on the spiritual plane.

Regardless of how it may look and feel sometimes, there’s

something very powerful and exciting happening here.

The physical world is not just some big mistake on the part

of Creative Intelligence — God’s goof! I’m quite convinced

that we didn’t just come here in order to see how quickly

we could escape. There’s a unique experience of infinite

value and richness to be had here if we’re willing to see

and embrace it.

For many people currently following a transcendent

philosophy, the term “ego” has become almost a dirty

word. One hears a great deal of talk in the New Age move-

ment, for example, about “getting rid of,” or “letting go of”

the ego. The ego is designated as our enemy, the part that
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tries to keep us from embracing our spiritual awareness —

and any effort to even suggest that the ego has any value is

seen as nothing more than the ego fighting to justify itself.

Unfortunately, this belief simply deepens the confusion

and fear. It’s a bit like attributing anything we don’t like to

the “work of the devil.”

By treating the ego as our enemy, we unwittingly create

an adversarial thought system, a belief that there are “good

parts” and “bad parts” within us, and we have to weed out

the latter. Ironically, this is a form of blaming that keeps us

searching for someone or something to blame and sets up

false conflicts.

The idea that we have something to gain by getting rid

of the ego is based on misunderstandings of the ego’s actual

function. Our egos are simply our awareness of ourselves as

individuals. The term “ego” can be roughly equated with

the term “personality.” It is that aspect of our consciousness

that is concerned with our survival and well-being on the

physical plane.

There is nothing inherently good or bad about the ego;

it is simply a fact of life, like the physical body. And without

an ego, we could not survive for a moment in the physical

realm. So if we get rid of the ego, we have to leave our

body. The attempt to suppress our ego simply deepens the

split and intensifies our inner conflict. Any time we try to

get rid of or deny a part of ourselves or a part of life, we get

into terrible conflicts in which the denied aspect starts

fighting for its very existence! So, of course, we experience

the ego as “resisting” our attempt to get rid of it.

A far less contradictory or frustrating approach, and
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one that is much more productive, is to understand that

the function of ego is to ensure our survival as an individ-

ual with a physical form. Rather than fruitlessly attempting

to annihilate our egos, we need to appreciate them for

what they are and foster cooperation between ego and

spirit. We can then educate our egos to the fact that open-

ing to our spiritual essence can actually enhance our lives

on Earth. We can develop an aware ego or conscious per-

sonality that embraces our spiritual energy and views our

human existence within the larger universal perspective.

Very few people on the path of transcendence ever

fully achieve their avowed goal — a kind of “enlighten-

ment” that involves becoming totally identified with one’s

spiritual self and mostly disowning one’s human feelings

and needs — i.e. “ego.” Those who have done so, such as

many Christian saints and martyrs, often have died at an

early age, frequently with much physical suffering, stem-

ming, I believe, from the denial of the physical body.

So-called enlightened masters who have achieved some

level of transcendence can be fascinating teachers, espe-

cially when we are just embarking on a consciousness jour-

ney and are needing inspiration and a powerful source of

guidance and authority. However, most transcendent mas-

ters or saints, having denied the world, can only live in rel-

ative seclusion, surrounded by devotees who care for their

earthly needs and protect them, at least to some extent,

from having to deal with everyday practicalities. And unfor-

tunately, they all too often prove to have feet of clay — at

least some human tendencies that keep stubbornly reap-

pearing (although usually in secret). Most often these
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involve the very energies that they and their followers have

been trying hard to transcend — sexuality, aggression,

pleasure, and the desire for money and worldly posses-

sions.

Throughout history there have been scandals and

tragedies surrounding the emergence of the repressed

“shadow” side of transcendent spiritual leaders. So we have

the “celibate” priests, nuns, and yogis, or the married fun-

damentalist ministers, who are discovered to have secret

lovers; most often these illicit sexual encounters are with

their own followers, who are overly trusting and depend-

ent. Other examples of the problem range from church

leaders who are corrupted by financial greed to tragic inci-

dents such as the Jonestown disaster at Guyana, or the fiery

deaths of the Branch Davidians near Waco, Texas.

The vast majority of seekers on the path of transcen-

dence never make it anywhere close to so-called “enlight-

enment,” and relatively few find self-acceptance or peace.

I’m afraid that most people who choose the transcendent

path eventually find themselves mired down in the appar-

ent split between the physical and the spiritual — torn

between the needs of the soul and the desires of the ego.

Try as they might to subdue their humanness and rise

above it, they often find themselves battling with conflict-

ing parts of themselves. Sometimes, even after years of

meditation and other spiritual practices, they find them-

selves filled with self-criticism, feeling like failures. Instead

of achieving the enlightened state they seek, they end up

chastising themselves for not being further along in their

spiritual development.
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The transcendent path does very little to address the

problems of the physical world. Indeed, it regards the mate-

rial plane as an illusion or dream from which we need to

awaken — or escape! More often than not, those on a tran-

scendent path literally abandon the physical world. They

treat everything that happens in that realm as an illusion,

not to be taken seriously in any way. After all, if our com-

mitment is to try to transcend the world, how could we find

any value in trying to transform it?

We can see the results of narrowly limiting ourselves to

either the material path or the transcendent path by look-

ing at the Western industrialized countries, where the

material path is fiercely pursued, and of the Eastern coun-

tries where the transcendent path has been pursued just as

strongly. Devoted almost exclusively to material develop-

ment, the Western cultures have developed a technology so

advanced that we now have the power to destroy our world

— if not through atomic weaponry, then through pollu-

tion. In some Eastern or Third World countries where

there are very strong spiritual traditions, there has been a

tendency to focus on the transcendent energies to the

point where physical existence falls into neglect, chaos,

and extreme poverty.

It is important to understand that the path of the mate-

rial world and the path of transcendence each has its place

in our individual development and in the evolution of

human consciousness. However, neither of them alone

offers us what we need to meet the many challenges we

face today in our personal and planetary lives. For this rea-

son it concerns me to see so many people today who are
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involved in the human potential or New Age movements
still attempting to follow an essentially transcendental phi-
losophy. In order to truly heal our lives and change the
world we need to take another step — onto the path of
transformation.
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C H A P T E R T W E L V E

The Path of
Transformation

Through lovingly embracing the full range of
our experience — human and divine — we can
heal the split that has existed between spirit and

form, in ourselves individually and in the
whole world. We can bring the full power and

awareness of our spiritual being into our
human lives and all our worldly endeavors.

A t this time in our evolution we have an exciting new
way to focus our consciousness journey. I call it the

path of transformation. Rather than being limited by phys-
ical reality, as on the path of the material world, or seeking
to escape the physical form so we can return to the realm
of spirit, as on the transcendent path, the path of transfor-
mation challenges us to create an entirely new reality. This
new reality is created not by denying either the physical or
the spiritual but, on the contrary, by integrating the two. It
is a path that can lead us to the discovery and development
of a whole new way of life.

In the process of human evolution, we have had to travel
the first two paths. We needed to forget our spiritual ori-
gins long enough to develop our consciousness of physical



reality. Then we needed to wake up from the limitation of

that reality and remember the spiritual realm. Now the

time has come and we are ready to dissolve the split

between the two and bring those two realities into one inte-

grated experience.

In order to do this we must strengthen our awareness

of our essential roots as spiritual beings. And from that

deeply rooted awareness, we must learn to fully embrace

our human experience, the reality of our bodies and per-

sonalities. Through lovingly embracing the full range of

our experience — human and divine — we can heal the

split that has existed between spirit and form, in ourselves

individually and in the whole world. We can bring the full

power and awareness of our spiritual being into our

human lives and all our worldly endeavors. Only then do

we begin to discover the power and fulfillment that is pos-

sible in the physical form. We begin to experience what life

on earth is really all about!

This process is already well under way. If you are read-

ing this book, you are most likely already on a transforma-

tional path, knowingly or not. If you feel like your life has

recently been shaken up and turned upside down, then

you know for sure that you are!

Following the path of transformation is not necessarily

easy. In fact, it can be extremely challenging. Many people

at this time are clinging to their material focus, or to their

transcendent philosophy, unconsciously hoping they will

never have to face the transformational journey. However,

if you want to remain in the physical world and continue to

evolve, there really is no other choice. In fact, the process
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is not nearly as arduous as many people fear it will be.

While difficult and painful at times, it is also utterly reward-

ing, exciting, and beautiful.

Rather than rejecting or trying to get beyond all the

challenging experiences of our humanness, we can find

the beauty and passion in them. We can learn to con-

sciously create our physical reality as an expression of our

spiritual being. We can learn to live in the physical world as

it was intended to be.

By making a personal commitment to our own individ-

ual transformational process, we automatically begin to

transform the world around us. As we discover and express

more and more of the spiritual potential within us here

and now in our human lives, our personal reality changes

to reflect our shifts in consciousness. The world around us

changes as we change. And since we are all linked through

the mass consciousness, as we grow we affect everyone else

in the world. In choosing to follow the path of transforma-

tion, we are not only changing our own lives, we are chang-

ing the world.

In Part II, we will discuss more specifically the practical

steps involved in following the path of transformation.
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P A R T T W O

On the Path of
Transformation

If you really want to help this world, what you
will have to teach is how to live in it. And that
no one can do who has not himself learned how
to live in it in the joyful sorrow and sorrowful

joy of the knowledge of life as it is.

— Joseph Campbell
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C H A P T E R T H I R T E E N

Finding Your
Inner Teacher

Once we’ve developed a relationship with our
own inner teacher and guide, we have access to
an unerring source of clarity, wisdom, and

direction, right inside us at all times!

H ow do we follow the path of transformation? One
of the first steps is to establish a personal connec-

tion with the universal intelligence, or higher power. This
higher power exists within everything and everyone. It’s
the infinitely wise aspect of our being that simply “knows”
everything that we need to be aware of at any given time,
providing us with guidance from moment to moment, step
by step throughout our lives.

There is nothing complicated or mysterious about this
higher power. It’s a very natural part of our existence. It
comes to us through our intuitive sense, our gut feelings.
We are all born into this world with this intuitive guidance
system. And if we had all been raised in a more enlightened
way, we would have learned to follow this inner guidance
throughout our lives. Instead, most of us did not receive



much support or encouragement in trusting our own deep-

est feelings. In fact, many of us were actively taught not to

trust ourselves but instead to follow an external authority.

Or we were encouraged to be rational — to the exclusion of

our intuitive faculties.

As adults we can take responsibility for rediscovering

and reconnecting with our natural intuitive sense. As we

learn to listen to and follow our intuition, we develop an

increasingly trusting and powerful relationship with our

own inner guidance.

On the path of transformation, it is essential to develop

this relationship with our inner guidance because on this

path there are no final outside authorities. There are no

holy texts or priests, or ministers, or gurus who represent

the absolute word of God. There is no dogma to follow.

Instead, our primary guidance must come from our inner

source.

In the Eastern transcendent traditions, and in many of

the New Age groups that are modeled after them, there is

a belief that one must surrender to an enlightened teacher

in order to progress on one’s spiritual journey. However,

from the perspective of the transformational path, there

are no fully enlightened teachers. The traditional masters

and gurus are only enlightened in the transcendent sense.

They may be able to teach us a great deal about our spiri-

tual development, but they can’t show us how to integrate

that fully into our human lives on earth, since they have

not yet learned to do that themselves.

We are not alone on this new path. There are teachers

who can help us with certain aspects of the journey.
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However, there is no one who has already absolutely “made

it” on this journey, because we are all still learning. We are

all moving along the path, more or less together. In a very

real way we are each other’s teachers and mirrors, reflect-

ing the other’s process. Some people are more developed

in certain ways and can teach the rest of us what they have

learned. Each person’s journey is unique, however, so ulti-

mately no one but you knows what you need to do.

Do we, then, need teachers on the path of transforma-

tion? And if so, what is their appropriate role in our lives?

How can we relate to them in a way that is healthy and

most supportive to our growth?

Yes, I believe that most of us absolutely need teachers

on this path. Of course teachers come in many forms, not

all of them human. For example, nature is one of our

greatest teachers.

Most of us also have human teachers, healers, and

guides who come in many different forms and often play

crucial roles at certain times in our journey. Someone in

our lives, for instance, may be the initial catalyst or inspi-

ration that helps us get on a consciousness path. In the ear-

lier states of our process, almost all of us need information,

feedback, support, and guidance of some sort. In a sense,

we are all in the childhood stage of the consciousness jour-

ney and may need a wise parental figure to show us the way.

As we gain more knowledge and experience, we gradually

develop more trust in ourselves, but we still may need wiser

and more experienced people as resources, much as we do

when we are adolescents and young adults learning to take

our place in the community.
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Eventually, once we are mature in our consciousness

process, we primarily follow our own inner direction. Yet

the nature of life is constant growth, so at times of stress or

crisis, or whenever we are going through a major change,

or a deepening or expansion of consciousness, we may

once again need some outer guidance.

The pitfall in relating to teachers or healers of any kind

is the tendency we have to give too much of our power

away to them. When we haven’t yet fully recognized and

owned our inner wisdom, goodness, creativity, and power,

we tend to project these qualities onto our mentors and

teachers. This is perfectly natural. As we grow, we become

aware that these qualities reside in us, and we begin to

claim them more and more as our own. A clear and wise

teacher helps and supports us in the process of owning our

own power. Such a teacher encourages us to take inde-

pendent steps as soon as we feel we are ready.

Unfortunately, there are many teachers, therapists, and

healers who are unclear in this regard. They are overly

attached to being in a power position with their students or

clients, or to having them remain dependent for too long.

This takes care of certain emotional — and often financial

— needs on the part of the leader, but it inhibits or severely

impairs the growth and empowerment process of the client

or student.

I know many people who have suffered greatly from

this type of overattachment to a leader or teacher. In fact,

one close friend of mine spent years healing herself —

both emotionally and physically — after finally breaking

away from a teacher who had many fine qualities but
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unconsciously entrapped her students in dependent rela-

tionships with her.

So I must warn readers to beware of teachers, workshop

leaders, therapists, healers, or any others who claim to

have all the answers (or more than anyone else), who

regard themselves as more enlightened or farther along

the path than anyone else, or who generally seem to have

an inflated sense of themselves. They may be very devel-

oped in certain areas, and have much to share, but we

need to be cautious and maintain healthy skepticism in our

relationships with them. Proceed with caution, especially if

you notice that there seems to be a circle of very depend-

ent devotees who seldom become more empowered in

their own lives or move on to other involvements, and who

never move into a relationship of more equality and bal-

ance with the leader. It may also be a danger signal if you

feel consistently one-down or inferior to a teacher and he

or she seems to cultivate that kind of relationship.

The key to relating to a teacher or healer in a healthy,

empowering way is to recognize that person as a mirror of

your own inner qualities. If you admire someone for his or

her wisdom, love, power, or whatever, recognize that you

have those exact qualities within you and that you are

drawn to this person as a reflection of the parts of yourself

that you need and want to develop. Allow your teacher or

therapist to inspire you and show you the way to develop

yourself. Afford your teacher respect, admiration, and

appreciation, but remind yourself that you are with him or

her to learn to love, respect, and honor yourself as much!

Our teachers are in our lives essentially to help us develop,
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strengthen, and deepen our relationship to our own inner

teacher.

I have had many wonderful teachers, therapists, and

guides over the years, and each one has helped me in a

special way. Like most people, I put them on pedestals at

first and gave my power away to them. Once or twice I

became involved in a very dependent role for a while.

However, each of these experiences was extremely valuable

ultimately in helping me to develop my trust in my own

inner teacher. Now I have certain people in my life who are

teachers and mentors for me. I can turn to them when I

need help, support, and guidance, and we have a relation-

ship of mutual trust, honor, and love.

Because so many of us have been thoroughly condi-

tioned against trusting our inner sources, we simply may

not know where to begin the process of developing our

relationship with our inner teacher. There are teachers

and therapists available in most communities who can help

us get on a path of trusting our own inner processes more

fully. We recognize these teachers not because they claim

to know all the answers but because they are offering skills

to help us find those answers ourselves. Even with the best

of teachers, however, there comes a time when we may

need to let them go, having developed in ourselves the

skills we need to trust our own inner guidance. In the next

chapter, I will discuss more specifically how we can learn

and cultivate this trust in ourselves.

Once we’ve developed a relationship with our own

inner teacher and guide, we have access to an unerring

source of clarity, wisdom, and direction, right inside us at
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all times! Needless to say, this can be quite comforting,
especially in moments of fear and confusion. It gives us the
basic sense of trust that we need to have the courage to
make this journey. From it we gain the confidence that we
are not alone, that there is a higher power guiding our way
and helping us along.
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C H A P T E R F O U R T E E N

Developing Inner
Guidance

Most of us have been trained to automatically
deny, ignore,or discount our intuitive feelings to
the point where we don’t even know we have

them. So we need to retrain ourselves to recognize
and pay attention to our inner promptings.

H ow do we go about establishing and developing a

relationship with our inner guide? I’ve been

teaching a process for doing this for many years, and I’m

happy to say that most people find it easy to do once they

understand the principles and have the opportunity to

practice a few simple steps.

One principle to remember is that when we are following

our intuitive sense we are following our natural way of living.

If doing this seems difficult at first, it is because we have been

trained not to do what comes naturally to us. When we pur-

sue these abilities, we are not trying to cultivate supernormal

capacities. On the contrary, the process is really one of un-

learning habits that have prevented us from being able to

sense what’s true and right for us in our lives.



Most of us have been trained to automatically deny,

ignore, or discount our intuitive feelings to the point

where we don’t even know we have them. So we need to

retrain ourselves to recognize and pay attention to our

inner promptings.

As you go through the following exercise, remind your-

self that we all have intuitive inner guidance. Just because

we may not feel it or trust it right now doesn’t mean it isn’t

there. It’s always there. What you are doing now is learning

to reconnect with it.

Here are some simple steps that can help you contact

and cultivate your inner guidance:

1. Relax. If you know a particular relaxation or

meditation technique that works for you, such as

counting your breaths, saying a mantra, progressive

relaxation (often taught in natural childbirth classes),

or anything else that allows you to relax your body

and quiet your mind, use it. I have included a relax-

ation exercise in the Appendix of this book for

those who would like a program to follow.

In the modern world, we are so accustomed to

living in a more or less constant state of stress that

we are hardly able to recognize the difference

between how it feels to be in a state of tension and

how it feels to be relaxed. If you have difficulty with

the relaxation exercise I include, you may want to

consider taking a class in stress reduction or medi-

tation or using an appropriate audio or videotape.

If you consistently have real difficulty learning
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to relax, try doing something enjoyable that
requires physical exertion, such as walking or run-
ning outdoors, or playing lively music and dancing
until you feel tired. Then lie down and relax deeply.

Choose a time and place where you will not be
disturbed by other people, or the phone, and
where you will not be reminded of things you need
to be doing. Try putting on some soft, soothing
music. Sit or lie down comfortably with your spine
straight and supported, and take a few minutes to
quiet your mind.

2. Once you feel relaxed, allow your awareness
to move into a deep place in the core of your body,
near your heart or your solar plexus (wherever feels
right to you). Affirm that in this place deep inside,
you have access to your inner guidance. You can do
this with a simple affirmation, such as, “I am mov-
ing into the place, deep within me, where I can
sense and trust my inner guidance.”

3. Ask a question, such as, “What do I need to
know (or remember) in my life right now?” or,
“What direction do I need to take in my life right
now?” Or you can ask something more specific,
such as, “What is my next step in relation to my
career?” or, “Show me how to take better care of
myself.”

4. Once you have posed the question, just let it
go, and relax quietly, being receptive and open.
Notice what thoughts, feelings, or images come to
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you in response to the question(s) you have asked.

If you feel that nothing relevant comes to you, or

you feel as confused or uncertain as ever, that’s okay,

just let it go for now. Guidance doesn’t necessarily

come immediately in the form of definite ideas or

feelings — although it may, especially as you prac-

tice and gain more confidence. It often comes later,

through a gradually dawning awareness or feeling

about the issue. Or it may come through some seem-

ingly external means — you walk into a bookstore

and “just happen” to pick up a book and read a rel-

evant paragraph, or a friend makes a chance remark

that strikes a strong chord for you.

5. Once you feel complete with this exercise,

just get up and go about your life.

Practice this simple meditation once a day — or

at the very least twice a week. Most people find that

the best times of the day to do this are in the morn-

ing upon awakening or before they go to sleep at

night. But find what works best for you.

6. Throughout the day, pause and notice your gut

feelings about things. Over the next few days, try to

notice and be especially aware of your thoughts, feel-

ings, and experiences related to the issue you’ve

asked about. Practice following any intuitive impulses

or gut feelings you have, and notice how things work

out. You will probably discover that there is a particu-

lar quality to following your intuitive sense. For exam-

ple, many people describe it as a sense of “being in
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the flow,” or “being centered,” or a feeling of “quiet
excitement.”

When you are faced with even a simple choice or deci-
sion, such as where to eat lunch, whether or not to call a
friend, or which movie to see, briefly quiet your mind and
go inside. Instead of making your choice on the basis of log-
ical reasoning, or what you think is “correct,” or what oth-
ers might wish, go by what your intuitive guidance tells you.

Pay attention to whatever feedback you get from the
way things unfold in your external experience. See how
things work out when you follow your inner guidance. If
things don’t seem to be working out, it may be because you
are not yet fully attuned with your inner guidance. You may
be following other feelings instead. The best indication
that you are in tune with your inner truth is that you feel
more alive as a result. Also, things generally work more eas-
ily. Doors open. There’s a sense of following a certain flow
of energy.

Start with small steps first. Don’t make radical moves
such as quitting your job, leaving a relationship, or spend-
ing a large sum of money because you think you have got-
ten an “intuitive hit” to do that. Start with simple feelings
in the moment — this feels right to me or this doesn’t. For
example, if you are invited to a social event, check in with
yourself to see if it feels right before accepting or declin-
ing. Live by your inner truth in small, simple ways before
you tackle major issues. Seemingly, small steps in this
regard may be very significant. As you practice these small
steps, you build power and confidence in your connection
to your inner guidance.
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If you try the six steps I have suggested for a while and

don’t feel that you are getting any stronger sense of con-

nection with your inner guidance, here are some further

suggestions that may help you:

• You are probably trying too hard to make some-

thing happen instead of simply allowing it to

happen. You may be making the process into a

bigger deal than it really is. Relax and let go.

Stop trying to make anything amazing happen.

Just listen a little more deeply than usual for

your own sense of truth.

• If you feel a lot of confusion and inner conflict,

and can’t distinguish your intuitive sense from

all your other thoughts and feelings, try to iden-

tify some of the different voices inside you. Take

different color pens and write out what each of

them has to say.

For example, if you are trying to figure out

whether to change a particular course you have

been following in your life — in your career, a

hobby, a relationship — you might discover

that there is a very fearful voice. Try using a

black pen to thoroughly write out what this

voice is saying: i.e., “Don’t try anything new, it

might be a disaster!” You might discover that

you have a conservative voice that tells you,

“Maybe you’d better stay with what’s familiar.”

You could use a blue pen to write what this
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voice is saying. You might get in touch with a

creative voice that tells you, “I have a wonderful

idea for starting a new business!” You might

like to record these thoughts with a green pen.

Then again, you may find that you have a risk-

taking voice that says, “Go ahead, do something

new and exciting!” Record what it has to say

with a red pen.

You may, of course, have other voices that I

have not mentioned here — a self-critical voice,

a rebellious one, a vulnerable or playful child.

You may become aware of a voice that sounds

like one of your parents, your spouse, your boss,

or someone else you know or have known.

Whatever comes up for you, take the time to

write down everything it says, using whatever

colored pen or pencil best fits. After you’ve

done this, just let it go for a while.

• Try not to get caught up in needing to have an

immediate answer. Life is an ongoing, unfold-

ing process, and you may not be ready yet for a

decision or a definite direction. You may be “in

process.” Inner guidance seldom gives us long-

term information; it usually just lets us know

what we need in the moment. Sometimes, inner

guidance may be saying, “Just wait, don’t do

anything, allow yourself to be in confusion.”

When clarity is meant to come, it will. That is

the nature of inner guidance.
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• If you feel really blocked for a long period of

time, you probably need to do some emotional

healing work. When we are holding our emotions

inside us, it can be difficult or even impossible to

contact our intuitive feelings. If you feel you may

be having difficulties of this kind, find a good

therapist or support group and begin the process

of learning to experience and express your emo-

tions. Once you’ve done a certain amount of

deep emotional healing, you will automatically be

more in touch with your intuition.

• If you are following what you think are your

intuitive feelings, but you aren’t feeling more

enlivened and aware, and your life doesn’t seem

to be in motion, then you probably are confus-

ing your intuitive feelings with other emotions

or impulses. You may need some help clarifying

what’s what.

Also, it’s very important to learn to distin-

guish intuitive feelings and impulses from

addictive ones. If I have a drinking problem or

an eating disorder, and I have a sudden strong

impulse to have a drink or eat an ice cream sun-

dae, that is not my intuitive guidance. If I’m a

workaholic and I have a deep feeling that I need

to go into the office on Sunday despite my fam-

ily’s objections, I probably need to question

where that impulse is coming from. Our intu-

itive guidance is always trying to help us in the
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direction of bringing balance and real fulfill-

ment into our lives. In order to hear it clearly,

we have to be able to recognize our addictive

tendencies and learn not to be controlled by

them. If you sense that you may have an active

addiction, seek help from a twelve-step program

or therapist specializing in addiction.

• And finally, remember that developing inner

guidance is a lifelong, ever-deepening process.

I’ve been working on it for years, and I’m still

learning and developing my ability to sense and

trust my inner truth. Like all things in life, the

process goes in cycles. Sometimes, my inner

guidance is coming through clear and strong,

and I feel completely in the flow of life. At other

times I feel confused and lost, uncertain why

things are happening the way they are and not

knowing what to do about them. I’ve learned to

trust those times, too, and know that eventually

I come out the other side with greater aware-

ness. A friend of mine calls this “the lull,” which

is as natural a part of our lives as the normal

pause between heartbeats or between the exha-

lation and inhalation of breath.*

Inner guidance is always there inside us, and

it is always correct, wise, and loving. We may
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lose touch with it, or misinterpret it at times. We
may try to push too hard and get ahead of our-
selves. But our inner teacher never abandons
us. We are never alone.
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C H A P T E R F I F T E E N

The Four Levels
of Existence

All four levels of being are closely related to
and affected by one another. As we heal one
level, we support the healing process of

all the other levels as well.

H uman life consists of four levels or aspects of

being — spiritual, mental, emotional, and physi-

cal. The path of transformation involves clearing, healing,

developing, and integrating all four of these levels.

All of these aspects are equally important. There isn’t

one that we can skip or neglect if we want to experience

wholeness. We need to focus time and attention on heal-

ing and developing each one. As we do this, all four levels

naturally begin to balance and become more fully inte-

grated with one another.

We may begin our consciousness journey at any of these

levels. It’s different for each person. For example, many

people get involved in a consciousness process because they

have a physical crisis — a disease, an accident, a weight



issue, or an addiction problem. Or they simply develop an

interest in living a healthier lifestyle; they start learning

more about nutrition and exercise, one thing leads to

another, and eventually they are discovering all kinds of new

ideas and ways of living that take them beyond just the phys-

ical level.

For example, I started practicing hatha yoga as a physi-

cal discipline. It eventually led me to an interest in medita-

tion and a greater connection to my spirituality.

For other people it may be an emotional crisis or need

that brings them into the journey. Perhaps someone seeks

counseling for grief over the loss of a loved one, and

begins to discover much more about themselves that they

want to explore even further. Or because of an addiction

problem (which is emotional as well as physical) they join

a twelve-step program (Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics

Anonymous, etc.), which brings them to a commitment to

their personal growth process.

Still others may enter the process on the mental level.

Motivated initially by intellectual curiosity they begin by

reading philosophy, psychology, or consciousness books. I

have heard many stories about people who by chance

picked up a particular book, and their lives were never

quite the same again.

Others begin by studying religion or spiritual teachings of

some kind, or of a spiritual leader or guru. After progressing

on a spiritual path for a while, they discover there is healing

work that needs to be done emotionally, or physically.

So there are many different ways the process may get

started. Once we have begun, we usually move from one
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level to another at different times, or we may work on two,

three, or all four levels simultaneously. Each person’s path

is unique.

Generally, however, no matter where we start our con-

sciousness journey, or how we proceed with it, there’s a cer-

tain underlying evolutionary process that unfolds from the

spiritual to the physical.

Somewhere along the line, we have a profound spiri-

tual experience. Such an event may appear to happen by

chance, before we even know there is a conscious path to

follow. In fact, that event may be the catalyst precipitating

a crisis which, in turn, leads to the beginning of our jour-

ney into a greater level of consciousness. Or it may hap-

pen later, after we are already conscious seekers. In any

case, whenever it happens, it changes our life forever. It

gives us a glimpse of a higher perspective on life, and a

taste of the feelings of love, power, and bliss that are pos-

sible to experience.

I remember meeting a woman in her mid-forties who

had been faced with cancer twelve years before. During an

operation, she had a near-death experience, in which she

saw herself bathed in white light that was helping in her

healing. When the operation was over, she kept having

recurring visions of the light. At the same time that she was

bathed in this light she was filled with feelings of complete

and total peace and oneness.

Prior to this time she had never considered herself to

be a spiritual or religious person. But after the experience

she began to pursue that path, one she has been on ever

since. She said that what happened to her in surgery
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opened her eyes to a very different level of reality than she

had ever before recognized.

This is a fairly dramatic example of a life-changing

spiritual experience. For many of us it may take a more

subtle or gradual form. But the eventual result is the same.

Having had these experiences, we can no longer be con-

tent with a limited way of living; we are compelled to seek

greater awareness. We try to understand what happened to

us so that we can repeat and/or expand the experience.

This leads to experimentation with spiritual practices, and

exploration on the mental level as we let go of old ideas and

open up to new ones. Eventually, usually after a few years of

work on the spiritual and mental levels, we find ourselves

increasingly bumping into the emotional level of our being.

For many of us, the emotional level can feel like a wall that

seems to prevent us from fully living our spiritual beliefs in

our daily lives.

Our old emotional patterns seem to be keeping us

from living our new philosophies. For example, we may

have had moments of spiritual clarity or breakthrough in

which we really felt that there is a higher power taking care

of us. We may understand that idea intellectually and be

committed to living our lives accordingly, trusting our

inner guidance to show us what we need to know. Yet we

may repeatedly find ourselves wrestling with feelings of

fear, even terror, unable to let go of our old ways of con-

trolling our lives.

This is a perfectly natural part of the process. Just

because we’ve experienced something at the spiritual

level, and we now understand it mentally, we haven’t
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necessarily integrated it at the emotional level. To heal
ourselves at the emotional level of our being demands a
whole different focus, requiring time, patience, and com-
passion for ourselves. And it usually requires a lot of help
from other people as well.

Once we have done a substantial amount of work on
the spiritual, mental, and emotional levels, we have the
great challenge of bringing it all into the physical level.
Here we have the opportunity to actually bring everything
we have been learning and discovering into our daily lives,
living fully and freely, moment by moment. This often
requires some healing of the body itself.

In the next four chapters, I will explain a little more
about these levels and how the healing and transforma-
tional process takes place on each one of them.

All four levels of being are closely related to and affect-
ed by one another. As we heal one level, we support
the healing process of all the other levels as well.
Strengthening our spiritual connection gives us the inspi-
ration and strength to face deep emotional healing, for
example. As we do our emotional healing work, we release
blocked energies on the mental and physical levels as well.
And the more in tune we are with our physical bodies, the
more energy we feel on every level. We may begin the
process on any level and explore the others at different
times in our lives. The ultimate goal is the integration of
them all.
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C H A P T E R S I X T E E N

Healing the
Spiritual Level

Spiritual healing occurs as we begin to
consciously reconnect with our essential being
— the wise, loving, powerful, creative entity that
we are at our core. Through this connection
with our spiritual essence . . .we experience a

sense of safety, trust, and fulfillment, a feeling
of belonging in the universe.

M ost of us who have grown up in the modern world

have experienced a profound disconnection

from our spiritual selves and from the universal source.

This causes an underlying feeling of emptiness, insecurity,

and meaninglessness in our lives. Unconsciously we seek

to fill this inner void in many fruitless ways. We may strive

for money, power, and success as a way of feeling secure,

or we may devote ourselves to our families or careers as a

way of finding meaning and purpose. We may succumb to

various addictive behaviors, using food, drugs, work, or

sex to try to fill the empty feeling. Unfortunately, none of

these efforts affects the underlying problem.

The lack of spiritual connection in our culture is at the

root of many of our social as well as personal ills. The



epidemic use of drugs, the proliferation of gangs, and vio-

lence have their roots in the deepest levels of spiritual

alienation and need. The development of bizarre religious

cults is also symptomatic of the search for meaning and

authentic spiritual experience. When we live in or visit

areas that have been particularly hard hit by the break-

down of our socioeconomic systems, we encounter much

depression and rage that come about when people have no

spiritual or psychological base for dealing with the pres-

sures they are facing.

Spiritual healing occurs as we begin to consciously recon-

nect with our essential being — the wise, loving, powerful,

creative entity that we are at our core. Through this connec-

tion with our spiritual essence, we begin to reexperience our

oneness with all other beings and with all of nature. The

more we connect with this essential oneness, the more we

experience a sense of safety, trust, and fulfillment, a feeling

of belonging in the universe. We experience our inner

emptiness being filled by the spirit within.

This contact with our spiritual self gives us an expanded

perspective of our lives, both as individuals and as part of

humanity. Rather than just being caught up in the daily

frustrations and struggles of our personality, we are able to

see things from the perspective of the soul. We’re able

to look at the bigger picture of life on earth, which helps

us to understand a lot more about why we’re here and what

we’re doing. It helps to make our daily problems seem not

quite so huge, and makes our lives feel more meaningful.

For example, the island of Kauai, where I live part of

the time, was struck by a powerful hurricane a few years
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ago. The island was devastated. No one died, but thousands

of buildings were destroyed or, like my home, severely dam-

aged. There were shortages of water, food, power, and shel-

ter. Many lost not only their homes but all their possessions,

their businesses, and their jobs. It was a frightening and

stressful time.

Yet, for those with a spiritual perspective, it was clearly

a transformational event. Almost everyone going through

it reconnected with their deepest values and priorities —

the sense that life, family, and community are so much

more important than physical possessions. Many people

were forced to get clear about changes they needed to

make, or new steps they needed to take in their lives. While

the experience brought pain and suffering to many, it also

brought tremendous healing for those who are able to see

it that way.

The spiritual level gives us a foundation from which we

can more easily move into other levels of healing. Without

at least starting our spiritual healing it can be difficult, or

even impossible, to find the hope, understanding, and

strength we need to confront the difficulties and chal-

lenges of healing the other levels.

Spiritual healing begins when we find a way to make

regular contact with the spiritual aspect of ourselves. This

means developing a spiritual practice that works for us, and

then making a commitment to doing it on a regular basis,

daily or at least weekly. For some people this might be silent

meditation, alone or in a group; it might be attending

church services or some other type of group inspirational

activity. For others it might take place through regular
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contact with nature — walks in the woods, hikes in the

mountains, sitting quietly near a river or the ocean.

A spiritual practice need not be religious in the usual

sense. Many people find their spiritual connection prima-

rily through physical activity — walking, running, dancing,

bicycling. Others find it through a creative activity such as

painting or making music. Some find it in serving others,

and some find it in quiet moments with family and loved

ones. A friend of mine takes a day of silence each week. All

his close friends know this is his day of rest — to rest his

voice, his mind, and his body and listen keenly to his inter-

nal guidance. If a full day is not possible for you, start with

an hour or two in the morning or late afternoon or

evening, when you will simply be alone, with a quiet mind

and no outside distractions — no phone, no television, no

visitors.

For many people, Sunday is a good day to honor our

spiritual needs since this is a day our society has tradition-

ally set aside for spiritual or religious nurturing. One of my

friends doesn’t have any organized religious affiliations but

keeps her time open on Sunday mornings to listen to what

she alone needs, freeing herself from obligations and

plans. In this way she renews her inner self, and makes

ready for a busy schedule during the coming week.

Find whatever works for you; just make certain that you

have some form of spiritual inspiration and renewal as a

regular part of your life.

The steps described in chapter 14, “Developing Inner

Guidance,” provide one form of spiritual practice. Our inner

guidance comes from the spiritual center within us, so as
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we learn to trust and follow our intuition, we are building
a strong relationship with our spiritual being.

Meditation is a way of taking time to become aware of
our thoughts, feelings, and bodily sensations, and then to
allow ourselves to drop into a deeper level of being. Here
is a simple exercise that can help you begin your spiritual
practice.

Find a spot to designate as your place of spiritual
retreat, somewhere close to home or work so that you have
regular, easy access to it. It’s wonderful if this place can be
outdoors, with some natural beauty around it. Most impor-
tantly, though, it should be quiet, peaceful, and comfort-
able. It could be a spot in your backyard, a special room in
your house, or a corner of a room.

Make it special by designating a certain chair, pillow,
and/or blanket that you only use while meditating. Make
sure you will be uninterrupted for at least fifteen minutes,
or longer if possible.

Find a comfortable position either sitting or lying down.
Make sure it’s a position where your body can completely
relax.

Take a deep breath, slowly, filling your lungs. Then
exhale, slowly and easily, and let your body relax. Take
another deep breath, and as you exhale, relax your body a
little more. With every breath, as you exhale, relax your
body a little more deeply.
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Notice the thoughts that are going through your mind.

Watch them for a while as they parade across your con-

sciousness, like one of those electronic billboards: “Well,

here I am trying to watch my thoughts. Let’s see, what am

I thinking? This reminds me of the time I went to that

meditation retreat. . . .There was that weird guy there. He

reminded me of . . .whoops, I’m supposed to be watching

my thoughts.” Imagine your mind slowing down and going

slightly out of focus. Thoughts will continue to arise, but

don’t hold onto them. As soon as you notice you are hav-

ing a thought, let it go.

As you continue to breathe deeply and slowly, notice

how you are feeling emotionally. Don’t try to analyze why

you are feeling that way, and don’t try to change how you

are feeling. Simply acknowledge and accept how you are

feeling. For example, “I notice that I’m feeling a little

depressed right now,” or, “I’m aware that I’m feeling

anxious, remembering all the work I have to do,” or, “I’m

feeling calm and peaceful at the moment.” Allow the feel-

ing(s) to just be there. You need do nothing about them

except to accept them.

Continue to breathe deeply and slowly as you relax

your body, accept your feelings, and allow your mind to

slow down a little.

Now, imagine moving your awareness deeper inside,

deeper and deeper into the core of your being, deeper

than your body, your mind, or your emotions. Allow your-

self to sit quietly and just be with yourself in a deep place

inside. Know that this is the place where you can contact

your spiritual being.
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Sit quietly. Continue to notice any thoughts, feelings, or
images that come to you. Notice and accept anything that
happens within you. If you wish, ask for guidance or inspi-
ration, or whatever you feel you need. Accept whatever
comes, or doesn’t come, without analyzing it.

After you’ve been there quietly for fifteen minutes (or
as long as you wish), give thanks to your spiritual being.
Then get up slowly and gently, and go about your life.

Sometimes when you do this, you may feel that nothing
happens. Or you may find at times that you obsess about
certain thoughts or feelings and can’t really relax. This is
normal and natural. As you practice this meditation regu-
larly for a while, you will probably find it gets easier to drop
into a relaxed, quiet state of mind. If not, then take a class
in meditation or relaxation techniques, or try a different
method of spiritual practice.

Here are some of the many practices that people find
helpful for learning to relax and meditate: progressive
relaxation; counting your breaths; dancing to your favorite
music until you sweat; sitting quietly while focusing on an
object such as a flower, the flame of a candle, a sound;
chanting, drumming, or listening to music that is calming
and repetitive.*
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C H A P T E R S E V E N T E E N

Healing the
Mental Level

To experience balance, integration, and
well-being, we need belief systems and thought
processes that support and are in harmony
with the other three levels of our existence —

the physical, emotional, and spiritual.

T he mental level of our being is our intellect, that is,

the rational mind. In order to clear and heal the

mental level, we need to become conscious of our

thoughts and underlying belief systems. We need to edu-

cate ourselves about other ideas and beliefs, and eventu-

ally be able to consciously choose the ideas that make

most sense to us and make our lives work the best.

We’ve all learned certain viewpoints and attitudes

about the world through the early influences of our fami-

lies, religions, schools, and our culture as a whole. Around

the time of Columbus, for example, most people believed

the world was flat, and if you sailed far enough out at sea

you’d fall off the edge of the Earth. People held that pic-

ture of the Earth in their minds and saw it as the truth



because that was what their parents, teachers, and society

believed and taught. When explorers like Christopher

Columbus successfully challenged these beliefs, however, it

created a whole new belief about the world in our minds.

There’s a wonderful story told by Deepak Chopra that

teaches us something important about this point. When

training baby elephants in India, trainers start by chaining

one hind leg of the animal to a large tree. In a short time

the elephant becomes so accustomed to the chain that he

no longer tries to free himself. The trainers then reduce

the size of the chain. In time, the elephant is so condi-

tioned to the restraint that even a tiny cord around that

foot will stop him. Yet it is certainly not the cord that holds

him; rather, it is his belief that he is restrained.

Like the elephant, our belief systems color our experi-

ence of the world, and we tend to keep interpreting our

experiences and recreating our world based on our core

beliefs about ourselves, other people, life. As we mature

and have new and different experiences of life, however,

new ideas and perspectives may challenge our beliefs.

Every moment of our lives we are all involved in an ongo-

ing process of sorting out and evolving our philosophy

of life.

To experience balance, integration, and well-being, we

need belief systems and thought processes that support

and are in harmony with the other three levels of our exis-

tence — the physical, emotional, and spiritual. We need to

have a spiritual understanding, or life philosophy, that

helps us find meaning in our lives. We need to have an

understanding and acceptance of our emotions that help
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us to accept ourselves. And we need to know how to care

for our physical bodies in a healthy way.

If you have a belief that your physical body is inferior to

your spiritual self, for example, and that it is unworthy of

your care or attention, you are holding onto a mental atti-

tude that will cause conflict and lack of well-being in your

system. But if you were to reeducate yourself to understand

how important and worthy your physical body is, and you

learned to take good care of it, you would find more bal-

ance and harmony in your entire system.

In the process of becoming more conscious, we are

constantly learning new ideas, viewpoints, and philoso-

phies, and weighing them against the ones we already

hold. Gradually, we begin letting go of the old ideas that

are too limiting for us, while retaining the ones that still

serve us and incorporating new ones that are more expan-

sive, deepening, and empowering.

For example, I used to believe that there wasn’t much I

could do about the circumstances of my life, that I didn’t

have much power to change them. Then I learned the idea

that I create my own reality. I found that idea much more

empowering, so I eventually chose to adopt that belief sys-

tem. As I did this, I began to experience the world in a very

different way and began to see that I really could have a

great deal of power over the circumstances of my life.

I had grown up believing that I would choose a life

career and go to college for many years in order to achieve

my goals. But after four years of college I still didn’t know

exactly what I wanted to do! I discovered a new philosophy,

that by trusting and following my intuitive guidance and
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creative impulses, my life would develop in interesting and

fulfilling ways. A fascinating and successful career has

unfolded from following this belief system — and I never

went back to college!

Many people are confused about the process of healing

the mental level. They think they must always practice

“positive thinking,” using that technique to block out their

negative thoughts. They’re afraid their negative thoughts

will hurt them. Perhaps they have been stuck in negative

thoughts and feelings at one time in their lives. Now that

they are feeling more positive, they don’t want to acknowl-

edge any negatives for fear of “slipping back” into a nega-

tive perspective. So they deny or repress all their negative

thoughts and concentrate only on the positive ones. For

some people this works fairly well for a while, but eventu-

ally all those denied or repressed thoughts and feelings

have to come to the surface, one way or another. That is

why many people who attempt to practice positive thinking

are quite surprised to discover that efforts to get rid of

their negative thinking actually make matters worse.

Rather than diminishing their negative thoughts and feel-

ings, they find themselves caught up in them even more.

Remember that the first step in any healing process is always

acknowledgment and acceptance of what is true right now. We

don’t heal anything by trying to block it out, get rid of, or

pretend it doesn’t exist. We heal it by accepting that it’s

there, and then becoming aware that there are other

choices possible. So we need to acknowledge and accept

our “negative” thoughts as part of who we are, and at the
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same time recognize and develop other perspectives and

ideas that give us more expansive possibilities.

Here’s a common example: Someone recognizes that

there’s a part of her that says she’s not worthy or deserving

of happiness. She notices herself sometimes getting stuck

in these self-critical thoughts. Whenever she makes a mis-

take, her inner critic says, “You see, this is just further

proof that you can’t do anything right.”

She can’t change this by simply censoring herself every

time her inner critic speaks up. Rather, she needs to

acknowledge those thoughts, and perhaps delve a little

more deeply into them. One question she might ask her-

self is: “Where did these thoughts come from, anyway?”

Upon reflection, she realizes that the voice in her head is

very similar to her mother’s voice, who used to criticize her

just as she now criticizes herself.

With this awareness, she can begin seeking out tools for

learning to heal and transform her inner critic.* If she had

simply tried to block out her negative thoughts, she would

have lost the opportunity to learn from them, and she might

have spent the rest of her life struggling to repress her neg-

ative thoughts instead of finding a way to truly heal them.

Some people have had the childhood experience of

being told they were stupid, or they had their abilities com-

pared unfavorably with a sibling or classmate. Many girls

were given the message, directly or indirectly, that females

are less intelligent, or that they are less important than
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males. And many people with more intuitive, holistic,

right-brain learning styles were never supported by our

left-brain, logically oriented society and school system; as a

result, many have drawn the mistaken conclusion that they

are less intelligent than others.

People who have suffered these types of traumas in

early life may have learned to doubt, discount, or deny

their own intellect. In this case, the mental healing process

must involve reclaiming one’s own natural intelligence and

learning to trust it. Our society tends to reward only one

kind of intelligence. But there are actually many different

kinds of intelligence. In his book, Raising a Magical Child,

Joseph Chilton Pearce talks about the seven intelligences:*

Physical intelligence

Emotional intelligence

Intellectual intelligence

Social intelligence

Conceptual intelligence

Intuitive intelligence

Imaginative intelligence

To this list we could add many others, such as:

Spiritual intelligence

Musical intelligence

“Tracking” (wilderness) intelligence

“Street smarts”
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Similarly, some people are more oriented to what has

come to be called “right-brain” abilities — the more artis-

tic, nonlinear, less structured activities. Others are more

oriented to “left-brain” abilities — structured, linear

processes such as mathematics, verbal, and technical skills.

Certainly, each type of intelligence has its own niche.

For example, if you were lost in a jungle you’d obviously

be much better off with a guide who had “tracking” intel-

ligence than you would with a person who was a great aca-

demic! And if your car broke down fifty miles from the

nearest town, the person with physical intelligence

(which includes the mechanical) is probably going to be

a lot more helpful than the one with intellectual intelli-

gence.

In each kind of intelligence is a clue to the gift we

have come here to give. Every one of us has our own gift,

from the agile rock climber to the “fix-it genius,” to the

single mother who raises three healthy kids and main-

tains a full-time job. It is ironic but very true that we are

often the last ones in the world to be able to see and

acknowledge our own gifts or areas of intelligence. Most

of us are pretty blind to the things we do best. While low

self-esteem can contribute to this blindness, a bigger fac-

tor is that we live with our genius every day and it just

seems “normal” to us.

When I was a kid, I read and wrote constantly. The

library was my favorite place and I used to imagine a whole

shelf full of books that I had written! This was, and is,

one of my areas of intelligence and it is a course I have

recognized and been able to follow through most of my
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life. However, it is not always easy to immediately recognize

our gifts.

For example, my editor, Hal Bennett, tells how in his

childhood he loved reading and writing but was discour-

aged by his inability to diagram sentences and remember

rules of grammar, which were required in school.

Eventually he became convinced that he was, in his

words, “just plain stupid where school was concerned,”

and he virtually gave up trying. He graduated from high

school only by taking special summer classes, and his

family never expected him to go any further with his

schooling.

When he was twenty-one, he enrolled in a night school

class in creative writing that completely changed the

course of his life. He wrote a short story that the class

loved and that later was published in a literary magazine.

That was the encouragement he needed to pursue his gift

and his unique intelligence. Since the days of that creative

writing class he has gone on to get university degrees in

writing and holistic health, and a doctorate in psychology.

He has published twelve books of his own, and another

twenty as a coauthor. But what he best loves is working

with other writers to help them develop and refine their

work.

The path he followed in his life was to pursue his early

interests even though he felt discouraged and had many

mixed messages about what he could and couldn’t do. A

similar path can be helpful for anyone who has somehow

been discouraged from pursuing their own gifts and early

interests.
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Think about the various kinds of intelligences I listed
in the paragraphs above — or any other kinds of intelli-
gence you may have observed on your own. What kinds of
intelligence do you have? It may be a unique combination
of several of the intelligences noted above, plus one or
more others you may have thought of.

To help you open your eyes to your type of intelligence,
remember back to the activities you gravitated toward as a
kid. Exploring nature? Reading? Making up stories?
Playing with animals? Putting on plays? Taking things apart
to see how they work? Sports? Music? What else?

Take a moment to write down a list of things that you
do well or that you really like to do. Is there a common
thread that runs through them? Follow the thread. It will
lead you to your own unique intelligence.

As you get in touch with your own intelligence, you may
also recognize that you were rewarded, discouraged, belit-
tled, or encouraged in the area of your greatest interest. If
you had negative experiences where your intelligence is
concerned, start reaffirming your abilities right now by rec-
ognizing that your natural gifts and unique intelligence are
found in those activities and interests toward which you
were drawn in your early life. There is a reason you gravi-
tated in that direction, and the inner compass that pointed
in that particular direction is rarely, if ever, wrong.

If you need to do some healing around your gift, look
for ways that you might start today to develop those early
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interests. Pursue skills and knowledge in that area by tak-

ing classes, by getting to know other people who have suc-

cessful careers in your field of interest, by reading more

about it, and — perhaps most important of all — by doing

it for yourself, starting right now.

Begin doing it with the faith that your early interests are

trustworthy indicators that reveal your true gift. Start giving

yourself time to focus more of your attention on those early

interests. Find some way to get hands-on experience: If your

early interest is writing, start a writing journal or take a writ-

ing class. If you are interested in mechanical things, get a

broken-down machine that intrigues you and take it apart. If

working with people is your passion, sign up for volunteer

work at an agency that helps people. These firsthand involve-

ments not only revive and reaffirm your interests and your

natural intelligence, they also get you on your way to actual-

izing those most important parts of yourself that may have

been lost.
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Healing the
Emotional Level

Our feelings are an important part of the life
force that is constantly moving through us.
If we don’t allow ourselves to fully experience

our emotions, we stop the natural flow
of that life force.

F or most of us, exploring the spiritual realm is prima-

rily a pleasant, expansive experience. And because

we are such a mental culture we are fairly comfortable with

the mental aspect of our journey. However, a great many

people are stuck at the level where emotional healing

needs to take place. Most people are frightened at the

prospect of doing deep emotional healing work.

We live in a society that’s generally terrified of emo-

tions. Our patriarchal mentality is highly suspicious of the

feminine aspect of our being — the feeling, intuitive part

of us. The rational side of us is trying to ensure our safety

in the physical world, and fears the loss of control that

deep emotion brings. Since our culture admires the more

rational approach to life, and disrespects the more feeling



side of us, we have all learned, to one degree or another, to

hide and deny our feelings — even from ourselves. We’ve

learned to bury most of our feelings deep inside, and show

the world only what seems safe, which usually isn’t very

much.

Most of us are particularly uncomfortable with what are

commonly considered “negative” feelings, such as fear,

hurt, sadness, grief, and anger. In reality, there is no such

thing as a negative feeling. We call things negative because

we don’t understand them and therefore we fear them. All

of these feelings are natural and important. They each

serve a meaningful function in the human experience.

Rather than rejecting and avoiding them, we need to

explore and discover the gift each one offers us. And we

need to understand that to fully feel anything, we have to

be comfortable feeling the fullness of its opposite. In order

to feel real joy, for example, we must be able to embrace

our sadness. In order to open to love, we need to accept

our fear as part of our experience. Interestingly enough,

we are often just as afraid of too much of a “positive” feel-

ing as we are of the so-called “negative” ones. We don’t

want to feel too much love, joy, or passion. We prefer the

cool middle ground where we can feel in control.

While most of us have learned to repress our feelings,

some people have the opposite problem: they are too eas-

ily overwhelmed by their emotions and have difficulty

maintaining any emotional equilibrium. They are often

carrying the repressed emotions of other people around

them, feeling and expressing everyone else’s feelings as

well as their own. Still others are stuck in one particular
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emotion and are constantly reacting from that place —

anger perhaps, or fear. These are all symptoms of emo-

tional imbalances that need healing.

Due at least in part to our fear of feeling, there is a

great deal of ignorance and misinformation about healing

the emotional level. Many people, in fact, don’t even

acknowledge that emotions exist! How many times have

you read or heard reference to the three levels of existence

— body, mind, and spirit? The emotional level is not even

acknowledged, but is simply lumped into the mind cate-

gory. This comes from the traditional transcendent

approach, where the importance of the human experience

is minimized, and emotions, so much a part of that human

experience, are underemphasized, or even dismissed as

fabrications of the mind.

Many teachers and healers confuse the mental and

emotional levels, or treat them as one. You may have heard

or read discussions, for example, of how our thoughts

affect our physical health, with no reference whatsoever of

how our feelings affect our physical health. Yet blocked

emotions are certainly one of the main causes of most

physical ailments.

Of course, our mental and emotional energies are

intertwined, as are all levels of our being. It’s not possible

to completely separate any of them from the others. But

thoughts and feelings, while certainly connected and

strongly influencing each other, are very different. Part of

healing the emotional level is learning to distinguish

between thinking and feeling. In beginning workshops, for

example, when a person is asked how they feel about, let’s
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say, their boss firing them unexpectedly, the reply may be,

“Well, he had no grounds for doing that. I always did my

work and then some!” That is a thinking response. A feel-

ing response would be, “I’m angry! And I’m scared.”

Our thoughts are much more connected to our con-

scious mind and our will, whereas our feelings come from

a deeper, less rational place. To some degree we can con-

sciously choose our thoughts, but the only choice we have

about our feelings is how we handle them. The person who

got fired, for instance, might choose to indulge himself in

critical or vengeful thoughts about his boss, or he might

choose to focus on thoughts about how to get another job,

or better yet, what his true vocation is. However, the under-

lying emotions of anger and fear are there, regardless. He

can choose how he handles those feelings by sitting at

home feeling depressed, or going to the office and yelling

at the boss, or talking his feelings out with a friend or a

therapist, then going job-hunting. In other words, he can

repress his feelings, or act them out in a destructive way, or

he can choose to explore, express, accept them, and then

find appropriate actions to take care of himself.

It’s rather shocking to discover how few people seem to

understand the process of emotional healing — even many

therapists and healers who are supposedly helping people

with that process. Many professionals who are able to help

people up to a certain point don’t know how to guide them

through the deeper levels of emotional healing. This is

partly because in order to guide others successfully we

need to have done our own deep healing work, and many

therapists have done little if any of this. Fortunately all this
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is slowly changing; more is being learned every day about

emotional healing, and more people are having the

courage to go through it. I certainly don’t consider myself

an expert by any means, but I have learned a good deal

from several excellent teachers I’ve worked with, from

going through my own deep emotional healing process

and from guiding many others through theirs.

When we were infants and children, we had many

strong feelings. What we needed was to have people

acknowledge and respond to these feelings in appropriate

ways. For example, we needed to hear things like this: “I

understand that you’re really upset that your brother got

to go and you didn’t.” Or, “I can see that you’re feeling

really sad about grandpa being sick.”

In essence, as children we need reflection and valida-

tion of our feelings from our parents, families, teachers,

and the surrounding world. We need to be assured that

we have a right to our feelings, that our feelings aren’t

wrong or bad. We need to feel that others can understand

and empathize with us when we are experiencing strong

feelings. In short, we need to be allowed to have our own

feeling experience.

Having our feelings validated is, of course, quite differ-

ent from being allowed to do whatever we want. Children

need to be given clear limits and boundaries about their

behavior just as much as they need to be assured that hav-

ing feelings is okay. Thus, at the same time that a parent

might be telling the child, “You can’t go out and play now,”

she could acknowledge that child’s feelings, “I know you

are disappointed about that. I understand that you’re
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upset because you want to ride your bike right now!”

Because our parents and families were not supported

in their own emotional experience as children, most of

them did not know how to do that for us. More often than

not, they gave us messages that told us that our feelings

were wrong, bad, inappropriate, or intolerable, such as,

“There’s no reason to feel that way.” Or, “Cheer up! Things

aren’t so bad!” Or, the classic, “Big boys (or girls) don’t

cry.” As a result, most of us learned to bury our feelings

and present what was considered appropriate.

Even as parents, we may find ourselves treating our

own children in ways that we were treated. We tend to pass

on the same attitudes and patterns that our parents taught

us. If we never healed the belief our parents taught us, for

example, that anger or fear is an “unacceptable” feeling,

we will tend to pass that lesson on to our own children.

And they, in turn, will have the same confusion about their

feelings that we have about our own.

No matter how hard parents try, and they all do the

best they are capable of, children inevitably experience

some degree of emotional hurt, neglect, and abandon-

ment. Because we are so vulnerable as children, we are

deeply wounded by these experiences, and we carry our

wounds inside us for the rest of our lives — or until we do

our conscious emotional healing work.

In emotional healing work we learn to give ourselves,

and allow ourselves to receive from others, whatever we

didn’t receive as young children. We learn to accept and

experience all our feelings and, when appropriate, to com-

municate these feelings in a way that allows others to
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understand us. We open the way to our emotional healing

through the experience of having at least one other person

hear, understand, and empathize with what we are feeling,

without denying or rejecting those feelings in any way.

If we have denied or stuffed down a lot of our feelings,

we need to have a safe place and experienced guide to

help us begin to get in touch with, experience, and release

them. Then we need to develop tools for staying current

with our feelings by allowing ourselves to acknowledge and

experience them as they arise. It is important to get in

touch with the needs underneath our feelings and learn

how to communicate those needs effectively. Underneath

most of our emotions are our basic needs for love, accept-

ance, security, and self-esteem. We need to know the vul-

nerable child who still lives deep inside each of us, and

learn to become the loving parent our inner child

requires.

If we want to experience the full range of our being in

this lifetime, we need to commit ourselves to heal the emo-

tional wounds from our childhood and early life. This deep

level of emotional healing takes time. It cannot be rushed

or forced. It needs to unfold in its own time, sometimes tak-

ing a number of years to move through the deeper levels.

Fortunately, as each layer is healed, life becomes more and

more fulfilling and rewarding.

Our feelings are an important part of the life force that

is constantly moving through us. If we don’t allow ourselves

to fully experience our emotions, we stop the natural flow

of that life force. Energy gets blocked in our physical bod-

ies and may remain that way for years or even a lifetime,
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unless it is released. This leads to emotional and physical
pain and disease. Repressed feelings = blocked energy =
emotional and physical ailments.

Accepting our emotions, allowing ourselves to feel
them, and learning to communicate them constructively
and appropriately allows them to move through us easily
and naturally. This enables the full free flow of the life
force through our physical bodies, which brings emotional
and physical healing. Experiencing feelings = free-flowing
energy = emotional and physical health and well-being.

Our emotions are like the weather, constantly changing
— sometimes dark, sometimes light, at times wild and
intense, at other times calm and quiet. Trying to resist or
control your feeling experience is like trying to control the
weather — an exercise in futility and frustration! Besides,
if all we ever experienced were sunny days of exactly 75-
degree temperature, life might become quite boring.
When we can appreciate the beauty of the rain, the wind,
and the snow as well as the sun, we are free to enjoy the
fullness of life.

If you become aware of having lost your feeling of well-
being during the day, try this simple exercise:

Lie or sit down in a comfortable position and focus
your attention, for a moment, on the area of your discom-
fort, remembering that emotions are held in the body as
tension, pain, or other expressions of uneasiness. Usually,
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you will experience this discomfort somewhere in your
torso. Let your attention rest near this discomfort in a car-
ing and soothing way. Let yourself feel the quality of the
sensations in that area.

When you find your attention drifting, refocus and
bring your awareness back to the sensations in your torso.

Give permission to your intuitive guidance to bring
forth any issues concerning these feelings. You can do this
simply by asking, “Is there something you want me to
know?” Then be careful that you don’t abandon the area of
feeling.

Let yourself receive a sense of what is going on there.
Allow yourself to feel as fully as possible any emotions that
come up. Just attending to the area in this way, allowing
yourself to feel it, will encourage any blocked energy to
move more easily through it.
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Healing the
Physical Level

The overall process of physical healing takes
place in our lives as we learn to feel, listen to,
and trust our bodies again. Our bodies . . .
communicate to us clearly and specifically,

if we are willing to listen to them.

S ince the spiritual, mental, and emotional aspects of

our being are all housed in our physical body, every

bit of healing work that we do on the other three levels is

reflected in our physical health and well-being. Our body

is where we integrate and express all four levels of our

existence. All the consciousness we gain on the other lev-

els shows up in how alive we feel in our daily life. As the

other levels are healed, our consciousness is freed to be

more present in the moment. We naturally feel more in

touch with our body and we are able to live in it more

fully.

Of course, the physical body has its own specific healing

process as well. As with the other levels, there are certain



basic principles, common to everyone, yet each person’s

needs are unique as well.

In modern civilization, we are not generally encour-

aged to respect or be sensitive to our physical bodies. In

fact, many of us are quite disconnected from our true phys-

ical needs. We can see clear evidence of this in the seden-

tary, nonphysical lives of many modern urban dwellers. We

see it in the concrete jungles we humans seem prone to

create everywhere we go. Millions of people are living and

working every day in buildings that completely cut them

off from anything natural. Many of these buildings don’t

even have natural light or air. And worst of all, we are pol-

luting our air and water and dumping toxic chemicals that

saturate the soil in which we grow our food.

Just as our own physical bodies are physical manifesta-

tions and vehicles for our individual consciousness, so the

earth is the physical manifestation and home for our col-

lective consciousness. Thus, our awareness of, and rela-

tionship to the physical plane is reflected to us both in how

we treat our own bodies and how we treat our Earth body.

One reason we are experiencing disconnectedness

from our physical being has to do with the increasing

emphasis on the intellect over the past few hundred years,

and most particularly over the past century. Our eagerness

to explore the mental level, and the resulting development

of the technological age, has tended to cut us off from

awareness of our natural physical selves.

Another contribution to the problem of disconnecting

from the physical has been the attitude toward the body fos-

tered by the traditional, transcendent spiritual approach,
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embraced by most world religions. The body is seen as the

enemy of spirit, the seat of human needs, emotions, attach-

ments, and passions. And it is the goal of these religions to

subdue and rise above these human aspects. Therefore, the

body is seen as lowly — inferior to mind and spirit, or even

downright evil. Thus, our bodies are ignored or denigrated.

We are all born with a natural awareness of our bodies’

needs and feelings, but we have learned to literally tune

out the body. We may ignore it completely except when it’s

in extreme distress, so the body quickly learns that it has to

get sick or have an accident in order to get attention. And

even then, the attention we give may be in the form of try-

ing to mask or get rid of the symptoms as quickly as possi-

ble so that we can resume our unconscious life patterns

again. We learn to avoid looking deeper to discover the

root of the problem — what the body is really trying to

communicate to us.

Still, there are many of us who think we’re paying a lot

of positive attention to our physical health because we are

interested in nutrition and exercise. All too often, how-

ever, we are pushing our bodies to do the things we have

mentally decided should be good for us — following a

rigid diet or driving ourselves to perform a strenuous exer-

cise program — rather than listening to the real messages

our bodies are trying to give us.

One of the major things that makes it possible to shut

out our bodies’ signals effectively is the use of drugs. Most

of us are becoming aware of the epidemic of drug, alcohol,

tobacco, and other addictions we are currently suffering,

as people frantically try to cope with their spiritual and
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emotional pain by shutting it out. Fortunately, as we realize

the futility and destructiveness of this method of dealing

with our problems, more and more people are reaching

out and finding healing. In fact, this may be the way a

majority are getting involved with transformational pro-

cesses — through twelve-step programs such as Alcoholics

Anonymous and other treatment modalities.

Still, we remain a drug-oriented society, prone to cut-

ting off our bodies’ communications to us by popping a

pill or ingesting a substance. For example, a great number

of people use coffee to wake themselves up and keep them-

selves going throughout the day. It is available everywhere.

Unfortunately, it revs up the nervous system so that we

can’t feel or follow our natural energy.

Because we’ve abdicated responsibility for our own

bodies’ well-being, we have become overly dependent on

outside authorities when it comes to physical health. Of

course, we must seek help from doctors and other profes-

sional health practitioners when we are in need of expert

assistance, but we need to balance our reliance on others

with self-awareness and self-trust as well. We need to see

our helping professionals not as ultimate authorities but as

“resource people” assisting us on our healing paths.

A friend of mine went to a doctor who had been highly

recommended concerning a growth on her foot. The doc-

tor advised surgery. My friend had the operation, which

proved unsuccessful. She was in considerable pain for

some time. Another doctor she consulted said he would

not have advised the surgery. My friend realized that she

had not even paused to consider her own feelings or
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decide whether to get a second opinion before following

the first doctor’s advice. I’m not implying that a second

opinion is always indicated; rather, I’m suggesting that it is

just as important to check into our own sense of things as

it is to check what the experts say.

The overall process of physical healing takes place in

our lives as we learn to feel, listen to, and trust our bodies

again. Our bodies usually know what they need. They com-

municate to us clearly and specifically, if we are willing to

listen to them. We must cultivate the art of understanding

and interpreting their signals accurately.

Our bodies communicate their physical needs — what

and when they desire to eat, how and when they desire rest

or movement or physical contact from other people. Once

we move through artificial, addictive cravings that we may

have developed — using alcohol, drugs, caffeine, sugar,

overeating, overexercising, etc. — and get down to the

body’s true desires and responses, we have a very reliable

guide for our physical needs. When we learn to listen to

our bodies and heed their messages, we are well on the way

to healing.

Keep in mind that your body is also an important bell-

wether of your spiritual, mental, and emotional needs. If

you have ignored a need on another level — say, you have

not paid attention to a yearning you have been feeling for

spiritual nurturing — your body will eventually manifest

that need in a physical form: headaches, perhaps, or an

upper respiratory infection. This seems especially true of

the feeling level, perhaps because this is the most blocked

or neglected area for most of us. If we have not taken care
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of our emotional needs and feelings, they eventually try to

get through to us through physical discomfort and disease.

I believe that most, if not all, of our physical ailments are

related to spiritual, mental, and emotional causes.

Generally, an illness or accident is an indication that

we may need to look a little deeper at our own needs and

feelings, or pay more attention to following our inner

guidance. It may be the symptom of an inner conflict that

we need to deal with more directly. For example, my

friend and associate Kathy Altman is a wonderfully nur-

turing and responsible person. She is great at taking care

of my needs and everyone else’s but not so good at allow-

ing herself to receive help from others. Once when we

were organizing a large retreat in Hawaii she injured her

ankle and was unable to handle all the logistics herself.

She was forced to ask for help and support from others.

This was difficult but, of course, healing for her. And

everyone else was delighted to have the opportunity to

care for her a bit.

The fact that physical ailments may be linked to emo-

tional or other causes does not mean that because we have an

ailment we have failed to become a conscious person! Too often,

people who embrace the idea that physical diseases have

roots in spiritual, mental, and emotional causes use this

idea to beat themselves up. They feel that if only they had

properly done their inner work, they could have prevented

the problem.

Unfortunately, all too many teachers and healers unin-

tentionally support these feelings of shame or guilt by

implying that thinking the right thoughts, saying the right
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affirmations, eating the right diet, or whatever ought to

keep you perfectly healthy. Needless to say, it’s not so sim-

ple. We can eat a pure diet, meditate every day, exercise

regularly, express our feelings often, use affirmations

and visualization, and still get sick! The consciousness

process is complex and often mysterious. We can’t always

know exactly why something is happening. Remember that

our soul uses every avenue available to educate and en-

lighten us.

A physical ailment is not necessarily a negative occur-

rence. In fact, it is always an opportunity for learning, growth,

and healing on all levels — not only for the person with the

ailment, but also for the loved ones who are affected by it.

This is true for minor or major illnesses or accidents,

although of course the more serious the problem, the greater

the intensity of the learning. As difficult as it can be to accept,

any ailment can be viewed as a gift, an opportunity to look at

ourselves and our lives and learn something. It presents a pos-

sibility for real change and movement.

The most constructive and effective way to deal with an

ailment is to acknowledge that you have it, that you are not

“guilty” for having it, but that you wish to use the experi-

ence to deepen and expand your consciousness.

Naturally, it doesn’t usually feel like an opportunity for

change and growth at the time. Most likely, it feels painful,

frightening, confusing, discouraging. Part of the healing

process is to allow ourselves to experience those feelings. It

can be helpful to put a kind of framework around the

experience, one that goes something like this: “Even

though this feels terrible and I don’t understand it, I know
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that there is a gift of learning and healing for me here. I’m

open to receiving that and understanding it at the appro-

priate time.” This empowers our inner guidance to show us

what we need to learn from the experience.

For example, I was recently ill with a virulent flu — the

virus from Hell! For months I’d been under a lot of pres-

sure. I had more than my usual number of commitments to

attend to, including writing this book. When I got the flu,

I was still under as much pressure as ever, but I felt too sick

to do anything but lie in bed. It was stressful to feel myself

falling behind in my responsibilities. I had no energy to

cope with anything — a strange feeling, for I am generally

healthy and energetic.

The symptoms lingered for almost two weeks, and I

found myself falling into a deep depression, in which

some very dark feelings of hopelessness and meaningless-

ness came to the surface. Finally, with the help of a thera-

pist friend, I was able to get in touch with the underlying

emotions. I had been driving myself so hard for two or

three months, trying to do so much (which tends to be my

pattern), that my inner child had become hopeless and dis-

couraged, convinced that she would never again have any

rest, nurturing, or fun! Once I expressed these feelings, I

felt much lighter emotionally, and the next day I was finally

physically well.

Since then I have been more able to balance my hard

work with rest and pleasure. This is an issue I have been

working on for many years, and the illness seems to have

taken me to a new level of healing. In addition, I gained

tremendous understanding and empathy for those who
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suffer from depression. I had rarely experienced this feel-

ing of not being able to cope with life, and now I know how

frightening and debilitating it can be. This can only help

me be a more compassionate and skilled facilitator for oth-

ers suffering from similar symptoms.

The illness I had was clearly a combination of physical

(there was a terrible virus going around) and emotional fac-

tors (I was stressed out and needed a break). I don’t know

which came first, the virus or the overwork, but clearly they

worked together. The result is that I received a gift. And

now I feel great! So this was not an experience I could or

should have avoided. It was a perfect step on my journey.

Obviously, with a life-threatening illness or accident,

the stakes are higher, the feelings much more intense. The

opportunities for growth are also that much more power-

ful. Many people discover that a critical illness causes them

to confront major issues and through this confrontation

gain life-changing awareness.

Again, we need to be careful about judging ourselves or

others for having a serious illness or for any of the results

that follow. We need to understand that death can be a

legitimate and positive choice, not a failure to heal. Who

are we to judge the journey of our own or another’s soul? A

life-threatening illness may cause one person to choose life

and make any necessary changes to heal themselves.

Another person may consciously or unconsciously choose

death. Perhaps they have accomplished what they needed

in this life, or they feel that they’ll be able to accomplish the

next step more effectively on a different plane of existence,

or in another lifetime.
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A friend of mine recently related the story of his moth-

er’s death to me. He told of sitting with her through the

last few weeks of her life, beginning when she was in

severe denial about her terminal illness all the way

through to her very peaceful and conscious death. Being

in her mid-eighties, she felt that she had accomplished

everything she had ever dreamed of doing and she was

quite content with her life. She had a very large tumor

growing in her pancreas, and one day when her doctor

touched it and asked her if she was feeling any pain, she

replied with a smile, “Oh, no. I am grateful for it. It is let-

ting me leave this life and go on.”

If you are suffering from a critical illness, one of the

most important things you can do is try to get in touch

with, and acknowledge, that part of you that wants to die

and is choosing death. Find out why it is making this

choice. Allow the feeling its full expression. You may also

need to feel and acknowledge that part of you that wants to

live. Find out why it is making that choice. Allow yourself

to consciously feel the conflict between the two; then, sit

with the unresolved conflict for as long as you need to until

it begins to resolve itself in some way. You may need sup-

port and facilitation from a therapist or counselor experi-

enced in this field to do this.

It may be shocking to think that you have a part of you

that wants to die. You may not be consciously in touch with

this part at all. Few of us are. However, in my experience,

anyone dealing with a life-threatening illness has a part of

their psyche choosing death, consciously or unconsciously.

Often, it has its roots in the vulnerable child within, who is
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somehow not getting his or her needs met. Sometimes it
has to do with a very heavy inner critic or inner tyrant who
is generating a feeling of self-hate.

In some cases the body itself can be feeling unappreci-
ated and unsupported, perhaps because the person has a
transcendent spiritual philosophy and considers the body
unimportant, unreal, or even corrupt. Or there may be a
spiritual aspect that simply feels ready to move on, as with
my friend’s mother in the story above. By getting in touch
with the parts that want to die and the parts that don’t, it’s
possible to make the choice a more conscious one.

One of the best techniques for doing this work is
the Voice Dialogue process, described in the chapter
“Discovering Our Many Selves.”* Of course, use these tech-
niques in conjunction with whatever medical and/or heal-
ing care you need.

How do we go about healing the physical level of our
being? The first step, especially if we have an acute or seri-
ous ailment, is to get the most immediate and effective treat-
ment we can find. The second step is to learn more about
ongoing ways to maintain and strengthen our physical
health. This might include treatment and support from the
appropriate medical and/or alternative practitioners. The
third step, which can be done simultaneously with the first
and second, is to look into the emotional, mental, and spir-
itual factors that may contribute to the physical problem,
then get whatever help you might need to heal those areas.
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Choosing a treatment method for a physical problem

can be confusing. In this day and age, we have many

choices available — including Western medicine and sur-

gery, classic Chinese medicine, Ayurvedic medicine, home-

opathy, herbology, naturopathy, acupuncture, chiroprac-

tic, massage and bodywork, exercise therapies, as well as

diet and nutrition.

My personal feeling is that all these modalities, and

others I may have failed to mention, have value and are

appropriate in particular situations. I have benefited from

nearly all of them at certain times in my life. Many of them,

such as hatha yoga, exercise, massage, chiropractic care,

acupuncture, and good nutrition are part of my regular

health-maintenance regime.

Increasingly, we are finding that there are medical doc-

tors and clinics throughout the country who work with

both mainstream medicine and alternative methods. Such

people can be invaluable resources when faced with a seri-

ous illness. They can be tremendously helpful in providing

you with the information you will want when making

choices that have to do with your treatment.*

It’s important to find out what works for you, whether

it’s for maintaining good health, treating problems when

they arise, or restoring strength and health following

radical treatment such as surgery. In my experience, the

more acute the problem, the more likely it is that Western
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medicine will be called for, since it generally employs the

strongest and fastest methods for dealing with immediate

symptoms or the disturbance of a normal physical func-

tion. For subtler problems, some of the so-called alterna-

tive methods may actually be more effective. For example,

Western medicine may not be able to help when it comes

to many back problems, but by working with a chiroprac-

tor, massage therapist, and/or body worker, we can slowly

heal and retrain the physical body so that the problem

doesn’t recur. In many cases, the skill, wisdom, and sensi-

tivity of the practitioner may be a more important factor

than the method they use.

Explore, discover, and learn as much as you can about

the alternatives available to you, then trust your inner guid-

ance about what’s best for you. Seek the advice of appro-

priate professionals. Really listen to what they have to say.

Take in feedback from friends and loved ones. Then listen

deeply to your own sense of truth and make your own deci-

sions about the best course of action.

Having done what you need to do to make sure your

body is getting the care it needs, turn your attention to the

other levels of your being. Find out what you need emo-

tionally, mentally, and spiritually. Then take steps to care

for those needs.

Remember that our bodies are wonderful communica-

tors. They let us know what they need. Cultivate the art and

practice of feeling, sensing, and listening to what your

body is saying. As we learn to respond to our bodies’ needs,

we gradually become attuned to our own natural rhythms

and to those of the Earth.
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Mother Earth is our greatest teacher. If we pay atten-
tion we can learn from her everything we need to know
about living on the physical plane. Every day, in every way,
she demonstrates to us her natural rhythms and cycles, all
the natural laws of life.

Most of the indigenous cultures of the world had a
deep understanding and reverence for humanity’s connec-
tion with the Earth. Their belief systems were built around
the essential connections between our Mother Earth and
our physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual well-being,
both collectively and individually. The resurgence of inter-
est in the wisdom of indigenous peoples reflects a recogni-
tion that we have a great deal to learn from them about
creating healthy relationships with ourselves, each other,
and the Earth.

The pressures of modern life tend to move us further
and further from the natural cycles and rhythms of the
Earth. We get up when the alarm clock rings; we go to bed
after the eleven o’clock news. Life is structured according
to what we think needs to be done, not according to our
sensitivity to a natural rhythm. Yet, separated though we
may be, we are still part of the Earth. We need to acknowl-
edge that, and to respect the Earth’s rhythms and live in
accordance with them.

We are not machines that can produce the same output
each and every day, endlessly. Our mental and emotional
states are different on sunny summer days than they are
on cloudy winter days. And there are a myriad of other
subtle changes throughout the day that affect us. If we can
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acknowledge and accept these differences each day, we
can move more within the flow of life.

In order to get more in touch with our Earth connec-
tions, it is essential to be outside a little every day, even if it
is just for a few moments. It is only by having that direct
contact with the natural world that we can become con-
scious of the subtle changes occurring throughout the
year. If you live in the city, it’s a little more difficult to stay
in touch with nature, but almost anyone can get outside,
observe the sky, and feel the sun and the air.

Daily physical movement is an important part of main-
taining a healthy, happy body and soul. As we move our
bodies, the life force can flow freely through, healing and
replenishing our physical form and bringing us pleasure
and joy.

I am convinced that life in a physical body is meant to
be an ecstatic experience. Through commitment to our
healing and to our transformational process we can open
to more and more of life’s many gifts.

Find a time when you can have some privacy in your
home. (That may be a challenging enough exercise right
there, for most people!) Move the furniture aside, if nec-
essary, to make some space for yourself in a room where
you have a tape player. Then try this moving meditation.
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Pretend that your body is a musical instrument

tuning up in preparation for playing in an orchestra.

Select some of your favorite music and start to move to it

gently.

You may want to pay attention to your body’s natural

order, starting with moving your head for a minute or two,

following the rhythm of the music.

Next, switch to your shoulders and move them any way

you choose, staying with them for a few minutes.

Follow each part of your body for a few minutes until

you feel it has been given enough time to warm up and

express itself — your arms, hands, chest, hips, thighs,

knees, and feet.

When you reach your feet, you might want to work back

up in the reverse order — knees, thighs, hips, etc. — for fur-

ther warm-up. When you feel you have “tuned up your

instrument,” begin to let your whole body move sponta-

neously to the music. Imagine that the music is actually mov-

ing throughout you, that your body is being “played” like an

instrument by the sound.

Try this exercise for at least twenty minutes a day for

one week and see how different you feel. Note which parts

of your body are expressive. Which ones feel tight? Give

each part time for expression and you will notice them

begin to change.*
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If you have an ache or pain in, let’s say, your lower
back, sit quietly and then imagine that this part of yourself
is able to talk to you. Ask it what it wants or needs. Ask it
what it would like you to know. Sit and listen for answers
that will come to you as an idea, an imagined voice, or per-
haps in a dream or daydream. You might also try journal
writing, with your nondominant hand representing the
voice of your body, or any part of your body.

This exercise is one of the best ways I know to begin
developing good communications with your body. As you
learn more and more about feeling, sensing, and listening
to what it is telling you, you will begin to discover not only
what your body needs but how to get to the real source of
your discomfort or illness, which is the first step toward
lasting health and balance.*
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* If you would like more help in discovering what your body is com-
municating to you, there are many therapists and body workers
who work with the body-mind-emotion connection. There are two
Voice Dialogue facilitators who specialize in helping you under-
stand your body’s communications — Judith Hendin and Judith
Stone. They each work differently, and both are excellent. You
can find out more about them on the Voice Dialogue Web site:
delos-inc.com or call Judith Hendin at (610) 330-9778 or Judith
Stone at (310) 459-0429.
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y

Integration

There is a simple universal principle:
Everything in the universe wants to be accepted.

All aspects of creation want to be loved
and appreciated and included.

A key word on the path of transformation is “integra-

tion.” Simply stated, this means “joining together

into one functional whole.” Within our present context,

it means becoming more fully realized beings, develop-

ing, expressing, and embodying all aspects of who we are

as fully as possible in our daily lives. Living on earth suc-

cessfully means embracing and integrating our animal

(physical), human (emotional and mental), and divine

(spiritual) selves.

The physical world is a plane of duality. It contains

infinite polarities, meaning that for every truth there is an

equal and opposite truth. For minds like ours, influenced

by rational, linear thought systems, the existence of duali-

ties — wherein every truth has its polar opposite — seems



paradoxical and difficult to comprehend. To understand

the whole and not be confused by the dualistic world we

have made, we need to draw from our more intuitive, right-

brained, holistic selves, which aren’t troubled by the fact

that truth can seem paradoxical and are quite comfortable

with exploring polarities.

For every essential energy within us, there is poten-

tially an equal, opposite energy to balance it — for

example, doing and being, giving and receiving, power

and vulnerability. The more we can develop and

embrace these opposites of life within ourselves, the

more conscious, integrated, and balanced we become.

Life is always guiding us in the direction that will help us

develop the qualities that we most need.

In order to fully express one energy, it is necessary to

integrate its opposite. It can even be said that the way

to one quality is through its opposite. For example, you

truly have strength only to the degree that you’ve accepted

and embraced its opposite — your weakness or vulnerabil-

ity. Just as being a good teacher requires us to be willing to

learn, so to be truly wise we must learn to accept our own

foolishness.

Most of us are very good at accepting and expressing

one side of any given polarity, and not so good at accepting

and expressing the other side. One person might be com-

fortable in a leadership role but be unable to accept a sub-

ordinate position; another person might be comfortable as

a follower but not as a leader. Or one might stay in the safe

middle ground, afraid to explore either extreme — unable

to lead or follow. If we’re identified with one polarity, life
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frequently pushes us toward its opposite. If we’re only com-

fortable in the middle, it may guide us first in one direc-

tion and then the other.

If we wish to integrate our inner polarities we can’t

reject any parts of ourselves, not even the ones we’re not

yet comfortable with. Integration means expanding to

include them. We judge some of our feelings, thoughts,

and energies as negative, and we classify other aspects of

ourselves and life in general as positive. We attempt to get

rid of the negative things and experience only the positive

ones. But the things we call negative are just the things

we’re afraid of or don’t really understand. We don’t want

to experience them and so we try to get rid of them. But

they can never go away because they are a part of us and a

part of life.

Blocking what we have defined as “negative” aspects of

ourselves requires a huge amount of energy, and this

means that we are robbing ourselves of our potential

power. By spending more and more of our energy trying to

keep the door shut on our “negative” selves, trying not

to experience aspects that we think are negative and fright-

ening, we drain our life force. We can actually die from

using our energy to close off our energy!

Life is trying to teach us how to open the door and

begin to look at those parts of ourselves that we’ve been

frightened of, that we’ve hated, that we think are bad and

ugly and awful and scary. Life is helping us to discover the

hidden aspects of ourselves that we need, that we want,

that we can’t really live without.

There is a simple universal principle: Everything in the
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universe wants to be accepted. All aspects of creation want
to be loved and appreciated and included. So, any quality
or energy you are not allowing yourself to experience or
express will keep coming up inside you, or around you,
until you recognize it as a part of you, and accept it and
integrate it into your personality and your life.

If, for instance, you were taught that it is wrong and
bad to express anger, and you never allowed yourself to do
that, you may have a lot of anger building up inside you.
Eventually, it might come out in an explosion, or it may
cause you to feel depressed, or it might contribute to the
development of a physical illness. Also, you may find that
you are attracting angry people into your life, or your mate
or one of your children might be very angry. Once you
learn to express your anger in appropriate and construc-
tive ways, however, it can empower and enrich your life.
You will likely find the people in your life less angry as well.

Whatever we don’t like, whatever we reject, whatever
we try to get away from or get rid of will haunt us. It will
bug us. It will follow us around and fly right in our face. It
will pursue us in our dreams. It will cause problems in our
lives through our relationships, our health, our finances,
until we are willing and able to confront it, recognize it,
and embrace it as a part of ourselves. Once we do that, it’s
no longer a problem. It’s no longer a big deal. It no longer
runs our life. We begin to have an increasingly large range
of choices and possibilities.

How, exactly, do we go about the integration process I
describe here? That’s what the next few chapters are about.
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - O N E

Discovering Our
Many Selves

The fact is that within each personality are
many different subpersonalities, or selves.

To better understand our own inner conflicts
and inconsistencies we need to become

aware of these selves.

A s modern, civilized adults, we expect ourselves to

feel and behave in a rational, consistent manner

most of the time. But the fact is that our feelings and

behavior are often quite inconsistent from one hour or

day to the next. For example, we may feel quite clear and

confident at one point in time, and at another moment

feel completely the opposite — insecure, confused, uncer-

tain. Furthermore, we often experience inner conflict,

whether consciously or unconsciously. Maybe one part of

us wants to make a radical change in our life, like leaving

a job or a relationship, while another part wants to keep

the status quo. Or there may be a part that wants to work

hard and succeed, while a conflicting part wants to relax

and take it easy.



The fact is that within each personality are many dif-

ferent subpersonalities, or selves. To better understand

our own inner conflicts and inconsistencies we need to

become aware of these selves. The process of conscious-

ness growth involves getting to know our many inner

selves and bringing them into balance and integration in

our personalities.

The universe consists of an infinite number of essential

qualities, energies, and archetypes. As spiritual beings,

each of us is a microcosm of the macrocosm — containing

bits of all that exists in the universe. When we are born into

physical bodies, we have the potential for developing and

expressing all of these energies in our human personality.

The formation of personality can be imagined as being

somewhat like the different layers of an onion. At the core

is our essential spiritual being, with additional layers grow-

ing around that core as we experience the world and begin

to develop ways of functioning within it. The first layer of

personality to develop around that essential core is the

infant. The infant continues to be very closely connected

to the spiritual self, so it is intensely aware and sensitive,

with a tremendously powerful and magnetic presence.

On the physical level, the tiny infant is completely help-

less, vulnerable, and dependent. In order to survive, it

must attract the love and care of the mother, family,

and/or other people around it. So it begins to experiment

with expressing itself in different ways, soon discovering

which expressions produce the best results. It may discover

that smiling and cooing bring love and warmth, and crying

when it’s uncomfortable also brings the needed attention.
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Or it may find that when it cries it gets ignored or even

punished.

As the child grows, it continues to experiment with a

variety of energies and behaviors. It watches parents and

others in the environment, and imitates them. The behav-

iors that bring approval and reward, or that allow it to

escape punishment or the pain of abandonment, are incor-

porated into the personality, becoming another layer of

the onion. Energies and expressions that produce disap-

proval, or that go unrewarded by the outside world, or that

bring unwelcome attention such as criticism, ridicule, or

punishment, are eventually scrapped or repressed and do

not become an obvious part of the outward personality.

Though they may be eliminated from the everyday person-

ality, these expressions don’t necessarily go away. Instead,

they may very well go underground and remain undevel-

oped, or they can pop out at unguarded moments.

This process of developing and expressing certain

aspects of ourselves while repressing or disowning others

continues throughout our childhood, adolescence, and

adulthood. The energies that we feel most comfortable

expressing become our primary selves — the dominant

parts of the personality. We become closely identified with

our primary selves, and think that’s who we are. In fact,

until we become conscious of this process of personality

development, our primary selves really run our lives.

In my family, for example, intellectual pursuits were

highly valued and rewarded with positive attention, so I

developed primary selves that are rational and articulate. My

mother was a strong role model, a powerful, adventurous,
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and successful career woman. So I developed primary selves

that were similar to hers — strong, competent, hardworking,

and willing to take risks. Since my parents were divorced

when I was three, and my mother needed to work, I devel-

oped a sense of responsibility and independence very early.

As a sensitive child, I could feel my parents’ (and others’)

emotional pain, and I tried to give them support. So even

when I was a young girl, the “caretaking mother” energy in

me became a strong primary self.

How we describe ourselves, or how someone who

knows us well describes us, is usually a pretty good descrip-

tion of our primary selves. If I were asked to describe

myself as a young adult, I would probably have said that I

was intelligent, responsible, serious, outgoing, and caring.

Our primary selves are very strong, real energies. They

are like people that live inside us and make almost all our

decisions. Their underlying purpose is to protect and

defend the vulnerable child energy that still lives deep

within us — the first layer of the onion. Usually we are

quite unaware that we have a vulnerable child inside of us,

and that much of our behavior is rooted in our uncon-

scious attempt to meet this child’s needs and protect it

from harm. We are also largely unaware of our primary

selves as distinct energies. We are so totally identified with

them we think that’s who we really are.

Our primary selves may occupy 90 percent (or even

more) of our personality and our time; even so, these

selves are only a part of who we actually are. The primary

selves developed as the best way we could find to survive
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and succeed in our family and cultural environment. They

are the energies that were the most successful at getting

our early needs met.

We have many other energies, often very different or

seemingly the opposite of our primary selves, that were

neglected or repressed in the past because they failed to

get us the attention and approval we wanted, or because

they resulted in disapproval or punishment from our fam-

ily, teachers, or community. Since these energies are nev-

ertheless a natural part of us, they don’t go away just

because we don’t express them. They remain inside us,

dormant, or perhaps pushing their way out at moments

when our primary selves are off guard. These repressed or

undeveloped energies are our disowned selves.

In my case, since my primary selves are serious, respon-

sible, and hardworking, some of my disowned energies are

carefree, lighthearted, and playful. Since I’m such a

“doer,” a less developed energy in me is the ability to relax

and just “be.”

Our disowned selves are just as important to us as our

primary selves. They represent our potential for expand-

ing, developing, and expressing ourselves in new ways.

They are not negative, though they may seem that way to

us at first. They may have become distorted through being

repressed for so long. So when we become aware of a dis-

owned self within us, it may seem very negative or fright-

ening at first. But as we get more in touch with it, allow it

to express itself, and come to understand it, we see that at

its root, it is a positive, natural quality that is necessary to

our well-being and wholeness.
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For example, if you are very identified with a primary

self that is kind, considerate, and loving, you might very

well discover that one of your disowned selves is just the

opposite — selfish and seemingly uncaring of others.

These qualities no doubt sound very negative to you, and

you wonder, “Why would I want to develop and embrace

that part of myself? I don’t want to be selfish and thought-

less of others. In fact, I’d like to get rid of that part of me

completely.”

However, you can’t get rid of any part of you. You can

deny it and repress it, in which case it will eventually cause

problems in your life. Or you can acknowledge and accept

it as a natural, human part of you, in which case it is no

longer such a big deal. And consider this: if your primary

self is caring, considerate, and giving to others 90 percent

of the time, you are probably giving far too much. This will

eventually drain you so there is nothing left to give.

Giving too much is not really good for you or anyone

else, because you are out of balance. Getting in touch with

and owning the opposite quality of selfishness — i.e., being

aware of your own needs and taking care of them — pro-

vides you with the balance that you need. By learning to

take care of yourself better, you will actually have more

to give to others.

Embracing your disowned selves does not mean becom-

ing totally identified with them or displacing your primary

selves. It means finding an appropriate balance between

the two so that your life works better and you feel more

integrated, more whole.
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Another word for our disowned selves is our “shadow.”

A shadow self is simply any part of us that we have not rec-

ognized and accepted. Since that self is a part of us, it can’t

go away just because it has been rejected. So it follows us

through life like our shadow, until we notice and acknowl-

edge it.

For many of us, the aspects of ourselves that we are

most likely to disown are the instinctual energies — those

associated with our sexuality and the aggressive drives. One

reason for this is that most of us learn very early that these

drives are feared and distrusted by civilized society and

often condemned by traditional religion. Since these ener-

gies are powerful expressions of the life force itself, when

we disown them we end up repressing a great deal of our

natural vitality. The repression of these forces — a key

source of chronic stress — can eventually lead to emotional

depression and physical illness. Embracing these energies

does not mean we turn them loose to run rampant in our

lives. It means finding a balance where we can acknowl-

edge, appreciate, and enjoy our instinctual selves while

maintaining our awareness of consideration for others, the

need for boundaries, appropriateness of our behavior, and

so on.

Our culture places such a high value on strength and

self-sufficiency that many of us disown or deny any feelings

of need we may have. It’s hard for us to admit that we need

or want help or support from anyone. Any feelings of

need or dependency seem very shameful. Yet, without

the ability to accept and acknowledge our feelings of need

and vulnerability, and we can’t reach out for help when
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appropriate, we can’t receive love, we can’t embrace our

humanity. Instead, we develop primary selves that are

supercompetent, independent, and distrustful of others.

This predicament has been most typical of men in the tra-

ditional male role, but it has increasingly become a

woman’s problem as well.

At the opposite pole, some people become closely iden-

tified with need and vulnerability. If these qualities become

a person’s primary self, they lose all sense of strength and

independence. This personality structure develops

because the person discovers early in life that expressing

power is dangerous or incurs criticism. It’s safer or more

comfortable to be vulnerable, dependent, passive. Without

access to their power to assert themselves and take care of

themselves, these highly dependent people can become

victimized by others. Traditionally, this has been more

common for women, but in these changing times many

men find themselves with this problem, too.

How do we find balance and integration between our

primary and our disowned selves? The first and most

important step is to become aware of and identify our pri-

mary selves. The very act of noticing them as parts of us

means that we have taken a step away from being so com-

pletely identified with them that we are literally swallowed

up by them. While perhaps seeming subtle, this step is, in

fact, extremely powerful. Remember that the major part of

change comes from awareness — simply becoming con-

scious of the way things are.

As we become more aware of our primary selves we
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begin to develop an “aware ego” — a conscious part of our

personality — which knows all the various selves and helps

to orchestrate balance and harmony. As our recognition of

our primary selves increases, so also do the choices we have

in our lives. For example, when I was able to see my hard-

working, intellectual energies as primary selves, I also began

to see that there were other possibilities. Life didn’t have to

be all hard work. The fact is that as long as I clung only

to these qualities, acting as if they absolutely had to be fol-

lowed at all times, other aspects of myself were neglected.

As we develop an aware ego that is able to observe the

primary selves with more objectivity and detachment, we

find ourselves becoming much more open to a wider and

wider range of choices. As we separate from complete iden-

tification with our primary selves, our disowned energies

begin to filter into the space that is created. They will do

this gradually and naturally, so that we simply begin to feel

more and more balanced. Once the aware ego has devel-

oped, our lives tend to be much more relaxed and open,

and we become quite comfortable with those selves we pre-

viously denied or repressed.

This doesn’t mean that we try to get rid of our primary

selves. On the contrary, they are vital parts of us that we

still need! They’ve helped us grow and survive and get this

far in life. We want to keep them with us. The increased

consciousness provided by our aware ego simply gives us a

greater range of conscious choices about our lives. Instead

of having my hardworking responsible self running 95 per-

cent of my life, and making almost all my decisions for me,

I prefer to have it as a trusted advisor. Then I may gradually
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begin choosing to work a little less hard and be a little less
responsible, and allow my disowned energies of relaxation,
carefreeness, and play come into my life, enriching it
immensely.

In this process it is quite important to appreciate and
acknowledge our primary selves for all that they have done
to take care of us, and let them know we still want them.
This may sound strange, but the subpersonalities are like
real people who have the need to be loved, understood,
appreciated, and included. They have a job to do and they
don’t want to be disregarded. If they feel that we are trying
to get rid of them or undermine them, they will fight back
hard, often in very devious ways, and sabotage our efforts
to grow and change. Every part of us is important and
needs to know it will have its rightful place in our psyche
and our lives.*

Underneath the complex structure of our personality,
with all its primary and disowned subpersonalities, there
lies the energy of the original vulnerable child we once
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together and little or no awareness of one another. Rather than
having the various selves working together as a more or less inte-
grated whole, as they do in most healthy personalities, the person
with multiple personality disorder shifts from one self to another,
as if that was his or her only self. Fortunately, many who suffer
from multiple personality disorder are finding healing through
therapy.



were. Although we may have lost conscious touch with the

child, it never grows up or goes away. It remains a deep

part of us throughout our lives. Essentially, our entire per-

sonality has developed in order to take care of the child,

try to get its needs met, and protect it from harm.

Paradoxically, the child usually gets buried beneath the

multiple layers of our personality, forgotten at a conscious

level. Unconsciously, however, most of the other selves are

constantly attempting to take care of the child in various

(often conflicting) ways.

As we gain awareness, we usually discover that many of

the ways we’ve been trying to meet our inner child’s needs

are outdated, limited, or even self-destructive. For example,

if we grew up in a dysfunctional family situation we may

have developed a defensive posture to protect the child in

us from getting hurt. We don’t let anyone close to us emo-

tionally. Later, we may become aware that this behavior is

preventing us — and particularly our inner child — from

getting the nurturing and love it wants or needs. As adults

with aware egos, we can choose to change this pattern and

allow certain people close to our inner child once again.

At this point, we have begun to take conscious charge

of the process. But to do this we need to get acquainted

with our inner child, find out how it feels and what it

needs, and learn to consciously care for it in an effective

way. In a sense we need to become aware, caring parents to

our own child self.

Healing our relationship with our inner child is one of

the most important and profound steps on our conscious-

ness journey. Because the child is the deepest part of our
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personality, it is the key to our emotional well-being. Until

we have conscious access to our sensitive, vulnerable child

self, and are able to express its needs and feelings, we can’t

create and sustain true intimacy in our relationships. In

addition to feeling deeply, the child is the part of us that

knows how to play, have fun, and enjoy life. Without our

playful child energy, life becomes too serious and drab.

Because the child is the first layer of personality, it is

closely linked to our spiritual essence. Discovering and

embracing our inner child opens the doorway to our soul.

So our relationship with our inner child is the source of

our creativity, natural wisdom, and our spiritual well-being.

Much of my understanding about the many selves

within us, and the importance of developing the aware

ego, has come from studying and working with Drs. Hal

and Sidra Stone. Their understanding of the psychology

of selves is quite profound, and the method they have cre-

ated for getting to know and understand our many sub-

personalities — Voice Dialogue — is one of the most pow-

erful tools for consciousness that I have ever experienced.

Their work relates to and draws from many other disci-

plines — Jungian analysis, Gestalt therapy, psychosynthesis,

to name just a few. But it takes a few steps beyond anything

else. I have found it extraordinarily helpful, both in my

own personal healing process and in my work with others.

Hal and Sidra are wise and wonderful teachers who

lead workshops and trainings all over the world. They are

the authors of several excellent books and numerous tapes.

(In the Recommended Resources section of this book,
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you’ll find more information about their written and
recorded material, as well as their workshops.)

Voice Dialogue is one very effective way of discovering
and healing your inner child, and there are many other
ways as well. There are numerous support groups and ther-
apists specializing in helping people do their inner child
work. Al-Anon has special groups for Adult Children of
Alcoholics or other dysfunctional family situations, with
special focus on learning to love and care for your inner
child. The books, seminars, and television programs of
John Bradshaw have helped millions of people understand
the importance of doing their inner child work. There is
an excellent book by Lucia Cappachione, Ph.D., Recovery of
Your Inner Child, which shows you how to get in touch with
and heal your inner child through writing with your non-
dominant hand. Also my tape, Meditations, has a medita-
tion called “Discovering Your Inner Child” that you may
find helpful. All these items are listed more fully in the
Recommended Resources section of this book.

To get a sense of your primary selves, make a list of six to
twelve of your strongest, and most obvious, personality char-
acteristics. If you have difficulty identifying what these might
be, think of how you present yourself to the world most of
the time. Then jot down a list of those descriptive words. Try
not to be judgmental or to evaluate your qualities in either
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a positive or negative way. Be as objective as possible.

Once you have made this list, take a look at it and see if

it seems to describe your primary ways of operating in the

world. These are some of your primary selves. As you

become more aware of these, you might also become aware

that your innermost feelings are not necessarily represented

by these selves. For example, your primary selves might

include ones that are aggressive, outgoing, and funny while

deep inside you feel shy, sad, and very “guarded” or “pri-

vate.” These inner feelings are likely to be disowned selves.

How do your primary selves operate in your life? For

instance, you might see that one of your primary selves is a

“good mother” or “good father,” and the way it operates in

your life is that it is very aware and caring of the needs of

others, but may not be in touch with the needs of your own

inner child.

Now go through your list and, for every primary quality

listed, see if you can think of an opposite quality. Make two

columns on a piece of paper, listing your primary quality in

the first column, the opposite of that quality in the second.

If you think of more than one opposite quality for a single

primary quality, write them both down. If you can’t think

of an opposite word, just leave it blank. Here’s an example

of one person’s list:

Primary Qualities Opposites

Introverted Outgoing

Intellectual Emotional; Physical

Shy Bold

Kind Selfish
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Organized Spontaneous

Humorous Serious

Hardworking Lazy; Relaxed

Creative ?

If you find you have many negative or judgmental

words in your second column, see if you can think of a

positive way of describing that same quality. For example,

in the list above the person wrote two words opposite

“hardworking;” the first was “lazy,” which has negative con-

notations, the second was “relaxed,” which has positive

associations. If you can’t think of a positive synonym for

the second column, let it go for now.

Look at the second column of words and see if some of

them might describe disowned or less-developed selves.

Then, ask yourself how you might benefit by developing

those opposite qualities.

You may find you already have sets of opposite words in

your primary qualities column. This may mean that you have

developed some opposite primary selves, who may be in

conflict within you.

Most people find they are most balanced and most

effective in their lives when they are able to draw from

both sides of any pair of opposites. How can you learn to

accept and find balance between both sides of you?

The most effective way that I know of is to do some

work with a trained Voice Dialogue facilitator. There are

many of them all over the world, and you can find out if

there is one in your area by contacting Hal and Sidra

Stone’s office. Some Voice Dialogue facilitators even do
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sessions over the phone, so that is a possibility if there is no
one in your area.

One simple technique that can help you begin to accept
your inner contradictions and find balance is to come up
with an oxymoron to describe two polarities within you. An
oxymoron is a name that describes one person or thing that
incorporates what may seem to be contradictory qualities,
such as “the hermit-extrovert;” “the selfish saint;” and “the
spontaneous organizer.” Play around with this idea until
you find the label that describes these contradictory quali-
ties and it will help you to both understand your gifts and
choose situations where those gifts are best applied.

For example, one person described himself as a “hermit-
extrovert” because he was most effective when he could
work alone but in a way that involved him with a large group
of people. In his profession, he was a creative engineer who
was part of a team developing new products. While the team
came together to compare notes once a week, most of his
actual work was done at his home office more than a hun-
dred miles from the company’s main offices.

As you become more aware of your inner contradic-
tions and polarities, don’t feel that you need to resolve
them, fix them, or immediately find perfect balance and
integration. Uncomfortable though it may be, the impor-
tant thing is to become conscious of what’s going on inside
you without trying to control it. The important thing is to
start becoming more aware of your different selves and see
how they work in your life. More balance and integration
will happen over time.
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - T W O

Our Relationships
As Mirrors

If we learn to see our relationships as the
wonderfully accurate mirrors they are, revealing
to us where we need to go with our own inner
process, we can see much about ourselves that

we would otherwise have a great deal of
difficulty learning.

O ne of the biggest differences between the path of the

material world, the path of transcendence, and the

path of transformation is in how we view our relationships.

On the material path we see relationships as an end

in themselves. We form relationships of various kinds in

order to satisfy our needs for love, companionship, security,

stimulation, sexual fulfillment, financial stability, and so

on. Our focus tends to be on the external form of the rela-

tionship and on what is being exchanged, be it friendship,

work, affection, respect, money, or security. Because we

view relationships primarily in the light of getting needs

met, we tend to try to control them, to try to make them

the way we want them. Consciously or unconsciously, we try

to manipulate other people in order to get what we want



from them. The control we assert limits how we experience

our relationships.

On the path of transcendence, relationships are often

viewed as impediments that keep us from evolving beyond

the physical form. Because our relationships bring out all

of our human feelings, needs, and emotional attachments,

they are seen as distractions and thus detrimental to our

spiritual journey. People who are seriously committed to

the transcendent path try to stay as unattached as possible.

Since sexuality is such a strong force physically and emo-

tionally, involving our animal instincts and human feelings,

it is often looked upon as the opposite of spirituality.

Therefore, many devotees of the transcendent path either

take a vow of celibacy and try to avoid sex altogether, or

they try to transmute it into a “higher” energy, following

sacred disciplines that keep the experience focused on its

spiritual aspects.

On the path of transformation we embrace both our

humanness and our spirituality. Instead of attempting to

escape or ignore them, we honor our human needs for

relationship, and we learn to be more conscious of how to

communicate those needs and how to take good care of

ourselves and each other in the process. We also recognize

that we are spiritual beings, not limited to our human form

and emotions, but connected to the unlimited oneness of

the universe. Rather than denying our sexuality, we

embrace it as one of the most important expressions of our

life force.

On the path of transformation there is a further vital

step we must take, one that allows us to have a different
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perspective on relationships than we would if we followed

a material or spiritual path. On the transformational path

we need to recognize that our relationships can be power-

ful mirrors, reflecting back to us what we need to learn.

When we learn how to use these reflections, our relation-

ships can become one of the most powerful avenues we

have for becoming conscious.

Our primary relationship is really with ourselves. Each

of us is involved in developing all aspects of our being and

bringing them into relationship with one another —

becoming whole. Our relationships with other people con-

tinually reflect exactly where we are in that process. For

example, for many years I yearned to find the right man to

be my life partner. I created many relationships with men

who were unavailable or inappropriate in certain ways.

Eventually, I realized they were reflecting my own inner

ambivalence about committed relationship and the ways

that I didn’t truly love myself. It was only after I did some

deep emotional healing work, learning to truly love and be

committed to myself, that I met a wonderful man who is

now my husband.

If we learn to see our relationships as the wonderfully

accurate mirrors they are, revealing to us where we need to

go with our own inner process, we can see much about our-

selves that we would otherwise have a great deal of difficulty

learning. Any and every relationship in our lives — with our

friends, co-workers, neighbors, our children and other

family members as well as our primary partners — can be a

reflection to us in this way. Even an encounter with a stranger

can sometimes be an important learning experience.
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It’s very difficult to look inside ourselves and see what’s

going on in there — particularly to see what we’re unaware

of. That’s why it’s important to look at our relationships as

mirrors of our inner processes. Used in this way, relation-

ships become one of the most valuable sources of healing

and teaching in our lives. To understand how this works,

we need to remind ourselves that we each, through our

individual consciousness, create and shape how we experi-

ence external reality. This is as true in our relationships

as in every other area of our lives — the relationships we

create and shape reflect back to us what we are holding

within our consciousnesses. We draw to us and are drawn

to people who match and reflect some aspect of ourselves.

Generally, we find that the easiest people to get along

with are those who reflect aspects of ourselves that we feel

comfortable with and accept — reflections of our primary

selves, or complementary energies that we appreciate.

These are usually people who we consciously seek out or

are drawn to in everyday friendship. If you are primarily a

physically active person who loves sports, you may feel most

comfortable with people who are similarly athletic. On the

other hand, you may also enjoy a relationship with a friend

who is somewhat more intellectual and less physical than

you because it stretches your mind in a way that you accept

and enjoy — it stimulates a less-developed aspect of you in

a way that is comfortable and nonconfrontational. Your

friend is reflecting your intellectual self, and you may be

reflecting his or her physical or athletic self. In this case,

you are both comfortable with the reflections you are

receiving, so the relationship is a harmonious one.
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The people in our lives who make us uncomfortable,

who annoy us, who we feel judgmental or even combative

toward, reflect parts of ourselves that we reject — usually

aspects of our disowned selves, the shadow side of our per-

sonality. If you are a gentle, soft-spoken person, you may be

very irritated by a person who seems loud and pushy. Or if

you are a direct, outspoken person you may feel uncom-

fortable with those who hold back and seem overly timid.

The fact is that in both cases you are mirroring each other’s

disowned energies. The quiet person is being shown their

undeveloped assertive side, and the aggressive person is

being shown their undeveloped reflective side.

Oftentimes we find ourselves attracted to our opposites

— people who have developed opposite qualities from the

ones we most identify with. In these relationships, we are

unconsciously seeking to become whole, and drawn to peo-

ple who express those energies that are undeveloped in

our own personalities. On some level, we recognize that

they have the potential to help us become more balanced.

People who express our opposite aspects can be our

most powerful teachers if we allow them to be. But first

we must acknowledge that they express what we need to

develop in ourselves. Early in a relationship, we often

sense that the other person is bringing us exactly what we

need. It is, in fact, their differentness that is so attractive

to us. However, unless we are able to acknowledge that

this person is offering us a reflection of something we

need to see in ourselves, the differentness that drew us to

them can become a major source of conflict. After a

while, we may begin to resent them for the ways they are
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different and begin trying to change them to be more

like us!

Of course, it’s important in any relationship to learn

constructive ways to communicate honestly about our

needs, our likes and dislikes, and so forth. However, along

with letting the other person know our feelings, including

ways we might wish they would change, we need to remind

ourselves that we brought them into our lives to teach and

inspire us to develop new aspects of ourselves. Our chal-

lenge, then, is to be open to discovering the parts of our-

selves that they mirror for us, and to learn how we can

express those parts of ourselves more in our own lives. For

example, Joanne really loved the fact that her friend Tina

was a free spirit who loved to “go with the flow.” However,

it began to annoy her that Tina was often late for appoint-

ments. She needed to communicate to Tina her desire not

to be kept waiting. At the same time, she needed to keep

in mind that Tina was in her life to help her get more in

touch with her own spontaneity, and to remind her to

enjoy the present moment more often.

One very common relationship problem is the conflict

between order and spontaneity. Some years ago, this

dynamic was the central dramatic premise for the very pop-

ular play, movie, and television series The Odd Couple.

Almost any two people who live together get into this polar-

ization — one of them is neat and one of them is messy.

Their arguments focus on trying to get the other person to

change. But seen from a transformational point of view, the

real conflict is between the very structured, organized, lin-

ear side of ourselves and our more spontaneous, intuitive,
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and creative aspects. One person is playing out one side,

while the other is playing out the other side.

You can have endless conflicts between you and this

other person until you recognize that the person is mir-

roring your own inner conflict and is showing you what you

want or need to develop in yourself. On the transforma-

tional path, you seek the balance between those two

extremes by developing those “opposite” aspects in your-

self so that you both become more whole. Interestingly

enough, when you find more balance in yourself the other

person will often shift into a more balanced place as well,

even though he or she knows nothing about the process!

This is because we are energetically linked and strongly

affected by one another.

It is very common in a relationship for one person to

want greater commitment, depth, and intimacy while the

other wants more freedom, more time alone, more space.

This outer conflict mirrors essential polarities within each

of us. We all want closeness, intimacy, and commitment; at

the same time, we fear loss of freedom and individuality. If

you have this kind of conflict in a relationship, take a look

at what it might represent about these polarities in yourself.

Another conflict that often comes up in close relation-

ships is that one of the people takes a more rational

approach to life and seems relatively detached or aloof

emotionally; the other may be highly emotional.

So, for example, if a very rational man finds himself

with a very emotional woman, the message being mirrored

to him is that he can become more whole by developing his

emotional side, by getting more in touch with his feelings.
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And the message being mirrored to the woman is that she

can become more whole by cultivating a more impersonal,

detached, and rational energy that will give her life greater

balance. If the two people don’t begin to integrate their

opposite energies — instead of trying to change each other

— they will eventually polarize even further, the man

becoming even more rational and the woman even more

emotional.

Interestingly, as this occurs the “symptoms” of their

need to develop the opposite side of themselves become

more exaggerated and uncomfortable. In utter frustration,

they may withdraw completely from each other and from

others in their lives who reflect their opposite aspects.

They can begin to heal their relationships and their lives

when they see their conflicts as mirrors. Either person can

begin to break the impasse by taking steps to recognize

their primary selves and develop their opposite side.

Not long ago, I worked with a woman whose relation-

ship with her husband clearly illustrated this point. He was

trained as a computer engineer and spent most of his

hours at work focused on very rational, linear, mental

activities. She was a nursery school teacher, where she

worked with the emotions of very young children all day.

She described the early years of her marriage to him as

“blissful.” She had never felt more complete or whole. His

cool, detached way of approaching problems gave her a

sense of calmness and security that her life alone had

lacked.

In time, however, she began to feel frustrated with the

relationship. He retreated into his computer whenever she
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got emotional. She became nearly hysterical every time he

tried to “explain away” what she was feeling. The chasm

between them grew until she could barely stand to be in

the same room with him. She accused him of being totally

unable to deal with anything emotional; he accused her of

being totally irrational, lacking any ability to “work things

out.”

Eventually, she began to learn to see his behavior as a

mirror, reflecting back to her what she needed to develop

in herself. Rather than seeing her husband as her enemy —

which she acknowledged that she had begun to do — she

began to view him as a teacher for her. In time, the tension

between them eased, and the very same qualities that they

had begun to hate in each other became valuable guides,

pointing the way not only to a more harmonious relation-

ship but to a greater sense of balance within themselves.

It can be difficult for us to recognize or accept that

people we have problems with are actually mirroring for us

the disowned parts of ourselves. One simple way to tell if

you are doing this is to check in with your feelings; if you

are feeling very judgmental toward that person, the

chances are very good that they are mirroring your shadow

side. Underneath, you may be jealous. Perhaps this person

is expressing a kind of energy that you hold back or don’t

allow yourself to express.

It’s important to remember that mirroring in the way

I’m describing is very different than making the other per-

son a “role model.” A role model is a person we admire and

want to emulate. But in mirroring, our own self-discovery
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and self-development are the goals; we’re not trying to be

like another person. The goal is to become more ourselves.

The fact is that the person mirroring our own needs may

be even more out of balance than we are. They certainly

don’t have to be people we look up to, as we might do with

a role model. We don’t have to become like they are, or go

to an extreme opposite from the way we’ve been. However,

we may need to allow ourselves to develop a little more of

that energy that we are seeing reflected back to us.

If you are a quiet, reserved, perhaps overly modest and

self-effacing person, for example, you might feel judgmen-

tal toward someone who always seems to seize the center of

attention. They may be mirroring that part of you that

would like to receive more attention but is afraid to. It’s

not necessary to emulate this person, for they may very well

be out of balance in the opposite direction from you.

Instead, allow that person to be a catalyst for your growth

process. Try to see the essence of the quality that this person

reflects to you — in this case, the desire for love and atten-

tion — and begin to investigate how you can nurture and

express that part of yourself in your own way.

We avoid the things that we’re afraid of because we

think there will be dire consequences if we confront them.

But the truly dire consequences in our lives come from

avoiding things that we need to learn about or discover. We

must instead learn to be more open and accepting of the

things we’re afraid of, whether it’s exploring our emotions,

or learning to balance our checkbook! Acceptance is sim-

ply a willingness to look at, confront, and understand
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something instead of pushing it away.

Acceptance doesn’t mean that we have to allow things

into our lives that aren’t good for us. Obviously, we

wouldn’t go out and commit a crime because we believed

there was something to be gained by learning to confront

fears we have about such behavior. We don’t become

whole unless we recognize the need to set boundaries and

be able to discriminate between what’s right and not right

for us.

Being willing to learn from our relationships does not

mean that we should stay in situations that are not good for

us. If a relationship is physically or emotionally abusive,

what we have to learn from it is how to set boundaries and

protect ourselves. This could mean going into couples

counseling to seek real and lasting resolutions. Or it could

mean leaving the relationship if that is the only way we can

effectively take care of ourselves.

People can criticize or abuse us only to the degree that

we accept or allow it. First we must take steps externally to

take care of ourselves. Then we must look inside to heal

the way that we criticize or abuse ourselves; out of the

knowledge we gain in this way we can learn to love and sup-

port ourselves instead.

A woman I know was raised by an emotionally and phys-

ically abusive father. She developed an internal “abusive

father” energy that told her constantly how worthless and

undeserving she was. She married a man who mirrored her

pattern of internal self-abuse, constantly criticizing and

belittling her and occasionally hitting her. She tolerated

the situation for years because to her it all seemed normal;
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she believed, at least on some level, she deserved the

abuse. Once she began therapy, she was able to recognize

that her husband was reflecting her deepest beliefs about

herself. She gradually developed an ability to stand up for

herself and eventually she left the relationship. After going

through a deep emotional healing process, she eventually

remarried, this time to a man who was kind and support-

ive, reflecting the way she had learned to treat herself.

For many of us, our relationships have been such a

painful struggle that it’s difficult to believe we could get to

a place in our lives when our relationships are primarily

supportive and satisfying. Yet, if we are willing to do our

deep emotional work, our relationships can mirror every

step of progress that we make in our relationships with our-

selves. As we become more integrated our relationships

become more supportive and loving — a reflection of our

aliveness, self-love, and self-expression.

The art and science of using our relationships as

reflections of our consciousness process is fascinating and

complex. In this chapter I have merely touched upon

some of the basic ideas. In fact, I am planning to write a

book on this topic. Meanwhile, I highly recommend the

books Partnering: A New Kind of Relationship and Embracing

Each Other: Relationship as Teacher, Healer, and Guide by Drs.

Hal and Sidra Stone, as well as their tapes, The Dance of

Selves in Relationship and Understanding Your Relationships.

I also found the book Getting the Love You Want by Dr.

Harville Hendrix interesting and helpful. These books

and tapes are listed in the Recommended Resources

section.
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Difficulties we are having in our relationships often

mirror parts of ourselves that we need to heal. Such diffi-

culties may involve a family member, a close friend, a co-

worker, or even people with whom we have only a brief

encounter, such as a clerk in a store.

If you are having difficulty with a present relationship,

or if you frequently encounter certain kinds of difficult

people — for example, a needy person or a person who

doesn’t respect your boundaries — take a moment to look

closely at what they are reflecting.

Begin by closing your eyes and relaxing for a few

moments. Then bring to mind a difficult relationship.

Think about what, exactly, bothers you about this person.

What quality or trait does this person have that makes you

uncomfortable or that you judge?

Once you have identified the quality or qualities that

bother you, ask yourself what the positive aspect or essence

of that quality might be. For example, if you see them as

lazy, what could be the positive aspect of laziness? It could

be the ability to relax.

Ask yourself how it might benefit you to develop a

bit more of that quality in yourself. Could it help you find

more balance in your life? If you are judging someone as

lazy, for example, chances are you are a very active, driven

type of person who could benefit from developing a

greater ability to relax. This person is a mirror, reflecting
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the disowned quality of relaxation to you, so that you can
become more aware of what you need to develop.

Here are some other examples: If you find someone
too needy, they may be reflecting the disowned part of you
that has emotional needs. You may be too identified with
strength and self-sufficiency and need to get more in touch
with your vulnerability. If you find someone too domineer-
ing, perhaps you are overly timid and need to develop
more assertiveness. If you judge someone as selfish, it’s
possible that you are too giving.

Remember that you don’t need to become like this per-
son. They may be too far to the extreme or expressing
themselves in a distorted way. However, you can use the dis-
comfort of this relationship to help you discover the essen-
tial qualities you need to develop in order to feel more
whole and fulfilled.

Once you have identified what quality this person is
reflecting to you, imagine yourself having integrated more
of that quality in yourself. Imagine yourself more able to
relax, for example, or more able to show your vulner-
ability in close relationships, or more assertive, or more
able to receive.
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - T H R E E

The World
As Our Mirror

If we have the courage to look at the social and
political forces in the world as reflections
of the forces at work within each of us,

we can more effectively take responsibility
not only for our own personal healing,

but for the healing of our planet.

O n the path of transformation we are concerned with

not only our own personal process of healing and

integration, but with the healing process going on in our

world. We recognize the interrelationship between our

individual consciousness journey and the evolution of the

consciousness of humanity.

Just as the imbalances in our individual consciousness

are reflected in our personal relationships and in the daily

events of our lives, so the imbalances in the collective con-

sciousness are reflected in our communities, our nation,

our relationships with other countries, and our relation-

ships to the Earth. Since we are each a participant in the

mass consciousness, influencing it and being influenced

by it, the world itself becomes a mirror that helps us see



ourselves more clearly and understand ourselves more

deeply. If we have the courage to look at the social and

political forces in the world as reflections of the forces at

work within each of us, we can more effectively take

responsibility not only for our own personal healing, but

for the healing of our planet.

Again, I want to remind you that taking responsibility

for our part in the creation of our world does not mean

taking or assigning blame. Obviously, no single one of us,

as an individual, is to blame for the problems that exist in

the world. Nor are we to blame for our own personal cir-

cumstances or difficulties. Rather, as spiritual beings, we

have each chosen to play an important part in the fasci-

nating, unfolding process of evolution that is taking place

on this planet. We are doing this for our own learning and

empowerment, and we each have special gifts that are

needed in this world.

As we discussed in the last few chapters, we have many

different aspects within us, and we are all in the process of

bringing those energies into balance and integration in

our bodies, our personalities, and our lives. As we have

seen, our inner conflicts are frequently reflected in the

conflicts we experience in our personal relationships. We

literally project our unconscious inner conflicts into our

external environment. When they are mirrored back to us

in difficulties with other people, or difficulties accomplish-

ing some of the things we want in our lives, we thereby cre-

ate the possibility for becoming more aware of these inner

conflicts and healing them. The people we are in conflict

with are usually mirroring some parts of ourselves that we
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are uncomfortable with, or have not yet resolved.

A client of mine, for example, had a long history of

negative encounters with authority figures, including the

police and the legal system. Through our work together,

he recognized that he had rejected and disowned the

structured, authoritarian part of himself because of a neg-

ative, conflicted relationship he had with his father, who

strongly identified with these energies. And so he contin-

ued to attract to himself people and situations that forced

him to confront the aspects of himself that he had avoided

or tried to get rid of — his authoritarian shadow side. It’s

interesting to note, of course, that his father had also

created, in his son, an excellent mirror for him to see his

own reflection, for his son was literally a reflection of his

own shadow, those energies of the older man that wanted

to rebel against all rules and structure! Once the son was

able to recognize the value in having a certain amount of

“law and order” in life, and could embrace the structured,

authoritarian aspects of himself, he began to feel more

understanding toward his father and developed better

communication and more closeness with him before the

older man died.

Just as the dramas of our personal relationships have

their roots in our individual psyches, so the social and

political events in our world are rooted in the spiritual

and psychological workings of the mass consciousness in

which each of us is a participant. Community, national,

and international conflict is a mass projection of individ-

ual internal conflicts, and of the internal conflicts within

the societies involved. These inner conflicts are projected
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onto other people, other races, other cultures, other reli-

gions, and then externalized in the form of disputes,

wars, revolutions, riots, and other efforts to weaken or

annihilate whoever or whatever mirrors our disowned

energies.

Just as we each have an individual shadow, groups have

a collective shadow consisting of those qualities and ener-

gies they have collectively denied or repressed. We can see

that collective shadow in operation whenever a group or

nation projects its disowned energies onto another race,

ethnic group, or country, transforming it into a feared and

dreaded enemy. If you don’t have an enemy, you don’t

have anyone on which to project your shadow, and thus are

forced to face yourself. It can be painful and difficult to

look at ourselves. It always seems much easier to create a

racial conflict or a war — at least, world events would sug-

gest that this way of dealing with our shadows seems to be

a more automatic response for most of us.

If we look at the opposing sides of social and political

conflicts, we can often see what each group is trying to dis-

own in itself. We see how those disowned parts are reflected

by the other parties involved. In a traditional patriarchal

society, for example, the masculine principle of rationality

and order is celebrated while the intuitive, feeling, feminine

principle is suppressed. This is reflected in the fact that men

play a more dominant role, at least appearing to hold the

power, while women are more subservient, oppressed, or

disempowered. This is an external reflection of what’s hap-

pening internally in each person — the masculine aspect

within men is controlling and suppressing the feminine
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within them, often because it is a “mystery” that they fear

and distrust.

Meanwhile, the women have an internalized, patriar-

chal, masculine energy within them that suppresses their

feminine power and devalues them because they are

women.* In a strongly patriarchal society, most partici-

pants, both men and women, are consciously or uncon-

sciously supporting that process.

As we — both men and women — have begun to bring

our masculine and feminine energies into balance, inte-

grating them internally, the external roles of men and

women have been changing accordingly. As the external

roles become more balanced, they support further internal

balance. The internal and external processes reflect and

support each other. However, as we move out of the old

patriarchal mentality and women begin to reclaim their

own power, there is an initial tendency for many women to

project their suppressed or denied, internal, dominating,

patriarchal energy onto men in general and blame them

for the women’s oppression. And many men deal with their

fear of their own feminine energy by attempting to control

women and keep them in subservient roles. As the process

is evolving, however, more members of both sexes are gain-

ing the ability to take responsibility for their own part in

the process.

Some years ago, Sam Keen published a fascinating

book that he called Faces of the Enemy. It was a collection of
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war posters and political cartoons, depicting the faces of the
enemy in highly stylized, distorted forms. Keen showed how

during a war or revolution the enemy is portrayed as a

stereotype that shows very little variation and has very little

to do with the actual characteristics of the society involved.

In the cartoons and posters, every member of a whole soci-

ety was depicted as being alike. Usually, the impression

given was that the entire race or culture was subhuman and

capable of the most inhuman acts.*

This is not to say that the qualities we dislike in our-

selves don’t also actually exist in people who are acting out

those qualities in the external world. Most often they do.

However, the point is that until we learn to take responsi-

bility for our own shadows, we will continue to project our

denied aspects outside us — a process that actually empow-

ers those people and forces that mirror them.

Sometimes an internal human conflict is played out in

a particularly dramatic, intense, and often tragic way on

the world stage. While such events can be extraordinarily

painful, destructive, and horrifying, they can also be trans-

formational, created on some level by the mass conscious-

ness in order to wake ourselves up. The most extreme

example of this in recent history — so gruesome that one

hesitates to even try to discuss it in these terms — was

the Holocaust. Hitler and the Nazis demonstrated the

incredible extreme of the human tendency to blame,

scapegoat, and victimize other people. In allowing this to
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take place, the German people, as well as those of us across

the ocean who put off even denouncing Hitler’s actions,

acted out the tendency we all have to deny unpleasant real-

ities and follow along with authority figures rather than

risk a confrontation by speaking out or acting upon our

own inner truth. And those who were persecuted revealed

to all of us the ultimate horror that can be experienced

through identifying with the victim aspect of our con-

sciousness.

Of course, there is much more to it than we have the

space to develop here, but it is also important to begin tak-

ing a look at all such human carnage as something that

arises out of unhealed aspects of our collective conscious-

ness. From a human perspective, all such events are numb-

ingly horrifying and make absolutely no sense at all. From

a larger perspective, however, it’s perhaps possible to see

them as a way that the collective consciousness dramati-

cally acts out unconscious forces so that we can recognize,

claim, and heal them. The impact of these experiences is

so intense that the mass consciousness has to make a leap

forward in its evolution. Of course, it takes time for these

lessons to penetrate the consciousness of all cultures and

individuals; hence we are still seeing plenty of terrible con-

flicts, many of them all too similar to the Holocaust, such

as the so-called “ethnic cleansing” going on in many coun-

tries.

A very interesting example of internal polarities being

played out on the world stage was the confrontation in the

early 1990s between the United States, headed by George

Bush, and Iraq, headed by Saddam Hussein. The United
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States has become identified, at least in the minds of most

Americans and our allies, with being the “good guys” —

the ones who use our tremendous power in the world for

good, justice, and peace. George Bush, very much identi-

fied with the good guy stance, represented “might for

right” leadership.

The shadow side of the U.S., as mirrored in Saddam

Hussein, has as its source the many political and economic

forces and individuals within this country that are motivated

by anything but goodness, justice, and truth, but rather by fear,

greed, and lust for power. Saddam Hussein is the perfect rep-

resentative of this shadow side of ourselves. He unabashedly

represented pure, self-serving aggression and the philosophy

of “might makes right.” Given the energies involved, perhaps

we had to go to war with him. But in doing so, did we fail to

recognize and own the reflection of our shadow?

One of the clearest and most obvious examples of how

we project our disowned energies onto another group of

people, and then attempt to suppress those energies by

oppressing the people who represent them to us, is in

racial conflicts. It’s interesting that throughout the world,

people with lighter skin color tend to oppress darker-

skinned people — those who literally represent their

shadow side. Darker-skinned people, at least on some level,

have apparently, down through history, bought into the

belief system that they are somehow inferior; thus, their

light-skinned external oppressors eventually come to rep-

resent, within their unconscious minds, “proof” that sup-

ports their own internalized oppressive belief structure.

When they begin to rebel and fight back against the exter-
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nal power structure, they simultaneously (consciously or

unconsciously) confront and fight their internal self-doubt

and self-hatred, reclaiming their own power and self-

respect. One example of this was reflected in the slogan

“Black is beautiful,” which grew out of the victories of the

Civil Rights movement of the 1960s and 1970s, and in its

own way reflected a healing within the oppressed.

As I mentioned earlier in this book (see page 36),

Deena Metzger gives a fascinating example of how she

recognized the “political process” within her own psyche.

This is excerpted from her excellent article, “Personal

Disarmament: Negotiation with the Inner Government”:*

In a small, segregated country, called Zebra, the

Sun minority has relegated the Shade majority to

reservations far from the cities and the centers of

power. Some Shades work for the Suns or are exhib-

ited in the lavish national parks developed for the

enjoyment of foreigners. The government is a

theocracy, with a dictator who has allegiance to the

oligarchy and priests.

The dictator, as well as the rest of the Sun

minority, knows nothing of the culture, mores, val-

ues, or spiritual inclinations of the Shades; never-

theless, fear and control of the Shades is behind

every governmental decision. It is fully believed

that if the Shades came near prominence or power,

the entire way of being of the country would be

altered. The minority does not fear for its lives; it
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fears for its way of life. To change this would be

worse than death.

One day there is a serious power outage. The

power lines have been cut. Up to this point, energy

has been the major export of this country. The

country is paralyzed. The Shades do not deny they

cut the lines but assert that the power has always

belonged to them.. . .

Deena goes on to explain:

This scenario could describe conditions in any

one of numerous countries. In fact, it is a descrip-

tion of my own inner state of being, a political

description of the nation-state of my own psyche. I

have come to understand that an individual is also a

country, that one contains multiple selves who are

governed as nations are governed, and that the

problems and issues that afflict nations also afflict

individuals. For most of my life, I have been com-

pletely unconscious of the real mode of government

and the status of the beings within my territory. . . .

Therefore, albeit unwillingly, slowly, and

painstakingly, I began to dismantle the minority

supremacist government. I did this although the

Suns insisted this meant the end of progress and

growth, that it meant disaster.… I came to under-

stand that the system of government that controlled

me internally was similar to the systems of govern-

ment in the world.… It was heartbreaking to realize
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that all the work I’d done in the world was under-

mined by the constant seepage of contrary values

from my inner being. I could not be a democrat in

the world or promote democracy while I was a

tyrant within. . . . I couldn’t hope to accomplish

change in the outside world until I changed the

inner one. . . .

When I lectured on Personal Disarmament at

the Peace Tent at the Non-Governmental Organ-

izations, United Nations Conference on Women in

Nairobi in July 1985, I asked an audience of

African, American, and European women who it

was that ruled their inner countries.

The majority painfully acknowledged that they

were ruled by tyrants. They agreed that nothing

could change in the world until they also altered

their inner conditions. . . . It wasn’t that we thought

we needed to stop efforts in the public world, but

that there was other urgent work, on the inner

plane, which had to be pursued simultaneously.

Important strides can be made through social, politi-

cal, legal, and other types of external action toward deal-

ing with the problems of racism, sexism, religious bigotry,

poverty, violence, and all the other ills that plague human-

ity. However, I don’t believe that for any of these problems

we can find broad, lasting solutions, reaching the deepest

levels of our being, until we as individuals are able to con-

front, acknowledge, and heal these ills at their source —

within our own psyches. It is here that we will find the roots
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of our own racism, sexism, homophobia, prejudice, blame,

fear, greed, inner poverty, and hunger for satisfaction. If

we truly want to stop tyrannizing others, or being victims of

others, we must learn how to confront and heal the inner

forces that cause us to tyrannize and victimize ourselves.

We must learn to love, respect, and honor all aspects of

ourselves. By building a foundation of self-love and self-

respect, and by integrating all aspects of ourselves, we can

at last honestly respect, forgive, and have compassion for

all our fellow beings. It is here that we find the key to trans-

form the quality of life on our planet.

One of the most serious reflections that we all need to

take in and deal with is the way we human beings are

exploiting and polluting our natural environment and the

Earth we live on. To me, this seems to mirror our deep dis-

connection from our spiritual essence and the resulting

loss of awareness of our relationship to the whole of exis-

tence. Our insensitivity and mistreatment of the natural

world all around us reflects our denial of our inner nature.

Our amazing disregard for the long-term results of our

actions mirrors how out of touch we are with the rhythms

and cycles of life.

As we do our inner healing work and reclaim our natu-

ral feelings and energies, we automatically become more

aware and sensitive to the energies of the world around us.

Through reconnecting with and honoring our spiritual

being, we recognize the spirit in everyone and everything.

We learn to live in attunement with that spirit, in harmony

and in balance with the Earth.
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Think of a problem or an issue in your community (or
country or world) that particularly concerns you. Ask your-
self if there is any way it might reflect or relate to an issue
or process within you. Imagine that all the players in the
drama represent parts of yourself. What would need to
happen for the issue to be resolved or healed?

Here are some examples:
One man was concerned about crowded and inhuman

conditions in prisons and the fact that prisoners are locked
up and punished rather than being rehabilitated. He asked
what part of himself was feeling imprisoned, what parts of
him were jailers, and what part represented the society that
condemned the imprisoned part. And then he asked him-
self how he might go about rehabilitating his own “inner
prisoner.”

One woman was especially worried about poverty and
homelessness. She asked if there was a part of herself that
felt homeless and impoverished. And she then asked how
she could provide that part of herself with what she needed.

Another man was upset by the fact that the industrial-
ized nations are using most of the world’s resources, while
the underdeveloped nations live in poverty. He asked what
were the developed aspects of himself that were using most
of his available resources, while other aspects languished?
And he then asked how he could bring them into balance.

A woman found that she was angry at the fact that crim-
inals often go unpunished while their victims suffered. She
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asked who, within herself, was “getting away with murder”
while another part felt like a victim? And what would she
need to do to stop the inner murdering and release herself
from being a victim?

Most of us feel concerned about almost all of these
problems. Whatever we feel most “emotionally charged”
about in the external world, however, is usually most
closely related to our personal issues.

In doing this exercise, please keep in mind that finding
a correlation or synchronicity between your personal issues
and world issues is not to imply that we are to blame for
those issues. However, as we heal our personal conflicts we
do contribute to healing world problems.

If you do not find any relationships between world
problems and your own, or you feel confused about this
exercise, simply let it go. Keep open to the possibility of an
insight about it arising some time in the future.
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - F O U R

Consciousness and
Spirituality

Unconditional love is something that arises
naturally when we can accept all our feelings
and love all parts of us, including the parts

that aren’t unconditionally loving.

I t has been tremendously helpful for me to under-
stand the difference between consciousness and spir-

ituality. Spirituality is one type of energy — the energy that
links us to our deepest essential nature and to the univer-
sal source. Consciousness is the awareness of all of the
energies within us. Thus, it is quite possible to follow a
spiritual path that is not necessarily a consciousness path.
That is, we can work on developing the spiritual dimen-
sion of our being, without necessarily developing the other
aspects. We can become spiritually developed and totally
identified with our “spiritual self.” In this case, we usually
disown many other energies, especially the physical and
emotional ones. That’s why we see so many people who are
highly attuned spiritually, but may be completely out of
balance in their physical and emotional lives.
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Consciousness, on the other hand, involves develop-

ing and integrating all the many aspects of our being,

including but not limited to the spiritual. The path of

transcendence is a spiritual path, while the path of trans-

formation is a consciousness path. Contacting and devel-

oping our spiritual nature is an important part of the

consciousness journey, but there are many other impor-

tant parts as well. The path of transformation involves a

powerful commitment to every level of growth.

One of my concerns about the New Age movement is

its focus on transcendence rather than transformation.

Many are hoping that by developing spiritually they can

rise above their problems and not have to face the chal-

lenge of integrating their spiritual and human natures.

They feel comfortable and safe exploring the spiritual and

mental realms, but hope to avoid the more painful or dif-

ficult emotional healing work. Of course, it is a perfectly

legitimate option to choose a transcendent path, but it

will not bring about profound healing and wholeness for

the individual or for the world. And ironically, the peace

of mind that so many people seek on the transcendent

path cannot be fully achieved by focusing exclusively on

that reality.

Fortunately, in recent decades, the human potential

movement has been integrating a variety of therapies,

physical systems, and spiritual practices. At human poten-

tial centers such as Esalen Institute in California and The

Open Center in New York City, for example, it is not

unusual to find classes being offered that include body-

work, meditation, yoga, intuition training, movement



classes, recovery groups, and psychotherapeutic tech-

niques. And the recovery movement, spearheaded by

Alcoholics Anonymous, is having a powerful impact on the

consciousness of the world today, applying the twelve-step

processes for profound healing in a variety of life issues

that range from early abandonment to drug addiction.

What stops people from embarking on the transforma-

tional path? For many, it is simply a lack of knowledge.

They aren’t aware that such an opportunity exists, or per-

haps they aren’t sure how to go about finding it. Hopefully

this book can provide a kind of trail map for this journey.

But lack of knowledge is not the only roadblock on the

consciousness path. Another one is fear. We all fear the

unknown, of course, and this particular journey certainly is

unpredictable in many ways. That’s why it is so important

to cultivate a personal relationship with our inner guid-

ance. Unless we feel some sense of a higher force working

with us, it is simply too frightening to leave our familiar ter-

ritory.

Many people are afraid of emotional healing work.

There are so many misunderstandings and stereotypes

about psychotherapy — and, unfortunately, there are also

many less than adequate and even harmful therapists and

healers, and many people who have had negative, disap-

pointing, or downright traumatic experiences with them.

So it is extremely important to choose your helpers wisely

and carefully.

I have found that most people are afraid that if they

begin exploring deep feelings, they will get stuck there and

never emerge. When feelings have been repressed and
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disowned, they feel very intense and powerful, and it is

easy to feel that they might overwhelm us forever if we ever

gave them the opportunity.

The facts are quite different, however. If we move into

our healing process at our own pace, without pushing

ourselves, and with the right support, it is not nearly as

difficult as we might fear. Each of us has an internal

mechanism that guides the pace of our journey. Once we

allow ourselves to experience an emotion freely, we dis-

cover that rather than washing us away, the wave of feel-

ing gradually subsides and leaves us with a deep sense of

wonderful peace.

In my own healing process, as well as with thousands of

others I have participated in and guided over the last

twenty years, I can say wholeheartedly that deep healing is

possible and is within the reach of anyone willing to make

the commitment and follow through on it.

In New Age circles there is much talk about uncondi-

tional love. Many teachers urge their followers to practice

forgiveness, be nonjudgmental, and love fully without con-

ditions, and many sincere seekers are earnestly trying to

follow these teachings. There is a problem with the way

these ideas are often presented, however. Of course, judg-

ments are unpleasant, separating, and uncomfortable for

all concerned. Forgiveness is a powerful and healing force

for both the giver and the recipient. And there’s nothing

more blissful than giving and/or receiving unconditional

love. There is a lot of confusion and misunderstanding

about these processes, however, and much of what is being
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taught is coming from the transcendent rather than the

transformative approach.

Again, we must recognize the difference between our

spiritual essence and our human personality. As spiritual

beings, we are always at one with universal love, which

is always unconditional and nonjudgmental. The personal-

ity, however, has the goal of learning to live in the physical

world and getting our emotional needs met. On the per-

sonality level, we are fundamentally concerned with pro-

tecting and caring for the vulnerable child within us; our

feelings of love are entwined with our needs for safety,

trust, and intimacy. We have powerful defense mechanisms

in our personalities that can close off our feelings of love

when we don’t feel safe.

Rather than denying or trying to suppress these feel-

ings and reactions, we need to respect and appreciate the

function of our human personality. It is not by nature

unconditionally loving. Much healing can take place when

we recognize this as a given and are able to honor both our

spiritual and our human nature.

When we feel judgmental, rather than denying those

feelings, we need to look deeply into them to discover what

is triggering them. Usually, we feel judgmental when we

are frustrated because we have not followed our own truth

in some way, or because we are having to confront another

person who is reflecting one of our disowned selves back

to us. So, instead of simply blocking ourselves from

experiencing our judgmental feelings, we need to realize

that our judgments can provide us with clues for the things

we need to look at in ourselves. Ultimately, our judgments
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are healing gifts. If we try to suppress or ignore the feelings,

we miss the opportunity for learning and consciousness.

Condemning ourselves for being judgmental is simply judg-

ing ourselves for being judgmental!

As for forgiveness, many people try to forgive too soon,

in order to avoid feeling emotions they are afraid of. When

we have been emotionally wounded, we may have many

feelings, including hurt, fear, grief, withdrawal, anger, rage,

and even the desire for revenge. If we can allow ourselves to

acknowledge and freely experience all these emotions as

they arise, without trying to “fix” or change anything, we

will eventually arrive naturally at a feeling of forgiveness.

Forgiveness occurs when we have completed the learn-

ing process of a particular experience and are ready to

release it and move on. If we rush to forgive before we are

actually ready, we may short-circuit our own learning

process, repress our other feelings, and miss an opportu-

nity for greater healing. There is definitely an important

place and time for rituals of forgiveness, but only when we

know we aren’t using forgiveness as a way to avoid other

parts of the process.

The key to unconditional love is found in the love our

spirit has for our personality. When we can tap into spirit,

we can unconditionally love ourselves — including the

parts of us that are angry, judgmental, needy, and selfish.

Then we naturally feel compassion and acceptance toward

others as well. We recognize in them the same human

attributes that we have learned to accept in ourselves. By

loving and honoring our own personality in this way, we
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gain clear vision about other people’s development on

the personality level. We can maintain appropriate

boundaries, making wise choices about whom it’s appro-

priate to get close to. At the same time, through our con-

nection with our divine essence, we naturally recognize

and acknowledge the spiritual being in everyone else,

even those with whom we know we must maintain some

distance.

In recent years, with the recovery movement, many

people have learned how to be loving even as they are set-

ting boundaries and distancing themselves from loved

ones who are having problems with addictive behavior. For

example, they often have to learn that the most loving

and compassionate act can be to confront the addictive

person with the raw truth about how they are hurting other

people. People who actually get through the recovery

process often attribute the beginning of their healing to

having a loved one confront them in this way and insist

that they get into a treatment program or support group.

Hal Bennett recently shared a story with me that per-

haps helps to illustrate this point further. When he first

graduated from college he got a job teaching a group of

children with serious behavioral problems. After the first

week of working with them, he was about to resign. He told

his supervisor that the children were too violent with him

and with each other. Indeed, each week there were runs to

the emergency room to repair everything from bloody

noses to broken arms. Hal’s head teacher asked him to give

it two more weeks, and to keep two things in mind: First,

that he could not succeed with these children until he
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learned how to love them, and second, that he would never
learn to love them until he had accepted the fact that vir-
tually any one of them was capable of stabbing him in the
back if he didn’t watch himself.

In the beginning this seemed like an impossible con-
tradiction. But after two weeks he had begun to see the
wisdom in what his supervisor had said. Prior to their con-
versation, his judgments had rightly identified the chil-
dren’s behavior as violent and potentially dangerous to
him and others. But there was a part of this labeling
process that also created a substantial wall between himself
and the kids. In his mind, he had rejected them because of
their behavior, telling himself that they were unworthy
of his or anyone else’s attention.

When he began to understand what his supervisor had
told him, he accepted the fact that the children were vio-
lent in their behavior, but he stopped seeing that behavior
as a reason for rejecting them. He began to see beyond
their outward actions, to see that within each of them
was still a very tender, loving spirit. In order to get to that
spirit, he had to find ways to deal with their violence — not
to deny it, but to help them learn how to relate to each
other in more appropriate ways.

Learning to transform the violent behavior, which
came from a very deep place of hurt and deprivation,
required him to look at his own angry and violent feelings
and begin healing them, too. He and the four other teach-
ers assigned to these children worked together both to
confront their own feelings and to seek more effective ways
of creating a healing environment. Hal ended up staying at
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this school for another three years, and as part of a very
dedicated teaching team, helped to transform the lives of
nearly thirty children.

Remember that it doesn’t really work to try to feel love,
or any other feeling. Our feelings are not controlled by our
will, and most attempts to assert this kind of power over
them leads to denial, repression, and disowning parts of
ourselves, or to an expression of feeling that is not authen-
tic. By acknowledging and honoring any feeling — no mat-
ter how “unacceptable” we might have previously judged it
to be — we create space for its opposite. So trying to love
unconditionally is a contradiction. Unconditional love is
something that arises naturally when we can accept all our
feelings and love all parts of us, including the parts that
aren’t unconditionally loving.

Get in a comfortable position, lying down or sitting up
with your back straight and supported. Take a few slow,
deep breaths and let your body and mind relax into a quiet
state of being.

Ask to be in touch with the part of you that is judg-
mental. Ask it who or what it feels judgmental about and
why. Ask how this judgment reflects on any parts of your-
self that you don’t accept.

Now ask to be in touch with the spiritual aspect of your
being that is unconditionally loving. Ask that loving part of
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you if it can teach you how to accept all aspects of yourself,
including your judgmental self and the parts of you that it
rejects. Imagine a beautiful pink light of love and accept-
ance all around you. Now imagine looking at others with
the compassion that you are gaining through accepting
yourself.
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - F I V E

Making a Difference
in the World

As we clear out our spiritual, mental, emotional,
and physical blocks and limitations, the creative
life force can move through us more fully and

freely. This life energy naturally moves us to take
action that is in harmony with our being, in
alignment with our higher purpose, and
necessary and effective in the world.

I n my early youth, I was intensely involved in political

and social causes. I was raised in a politically active,

liberal family, and I was encouraged to express my views

and take action supporting the principles I believed in. I

wrote letters to the editor of the newspaper; I wrote to my

elected representatives (although I was too young to

vote); I volunteered in the local Head Start program, and

took part in many demonstrations. My first month in col-

lege I was jailed overnight for protesting the Vietnam War.

I believed that I could make a difference, and I was deter-

mined to do everything I could to make this world a bet-

ter place.

Gradually a certain disillusionment crept in and took

over my experience. Politically, events were not encouraging.



The Kennedy and King assassinations, the defeat of candi-
dates and causes I believed in, the Vietnam War dragging
on. . .all these were very disheartening to me. When Nixon
was elected President, I gave up. Ironically, by the time I
was old enough to vote, I didn’t bother.

Much more profound than my political discourage-
ment was the fact that I was going through a deep existen-
tial crisis, questioning the very meaning and purpose of my
life. I felt vaguely empty, alone, dissatisfied; I wondered
who I was and why I existed. My search for meaning and
fulfillment opened me to the beginning of my conscious-
ness journey.

For many years my focus was primarily inward, seeking
to know and understand myself and the essential nature of
life. Intuitively, I sensed that real changes and true satis-
faction in life could only be found by addressing these core
issues. I worked hard to know and develop myself on all
levels — spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical. I went
through a profound healing process that was sometimes
painful and difficult, as well as fascinating and exciting.
From the beginning, as I discovered helpful ideas and
tools, and gradually gained wisdom, I found myself sharing
what I was learning with others through counseling, lead-
ing workshops, and writing books.*

During all this time, I had very little interest in the
external reality of the world. I seldom read newspapers or
watched television, so I knew little about current events. I
wasn’t trying to avoid these things. I just didn’t feel much
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connection with them. Although I knew I was part of the

mass consciousness that created this world, I was more

strongly focused on a different reality. It felt like I, and oth-

ers who were on a consciousness path, were in the process

of building a whole new world inside ourselves. I was com-

pletely absorbed in the task of transforming my own aware-

ness and creating a new reality, so I had very little energy

for the old world around me.

My process, I believe, is quite typical of a great many

people of my generation. It is a process that has been

greatly misunderstood and misinterpreted, especially by

the media. I have read many newspaper and magazine arti-

cles lamenting the passing of the idealism and activism of

the 1960s and early ’70s. If one were to believe these arti-

cles, that idealism and activism have all evaporated into

nothingness. No doubt some people did abandon their

beliefs, but for many of us, the process of radical change

deepened. It did not fade at all but became more internal,

more quiet and personal.

It has also been very fashionable in the popular media,

and even in the politically oriented alternative media, to

criticize any type of personal growth activities as “narcissis-

tic and self-indulgent.” While such criticism may be valid

for certain individuals, it completely misses the mark in

terms of what most of us on a consciousness journey have

been doing. Rather than avoiding the external world, we

have been laying the inner groundwork for outer change.

Here is my general view of the evolution of conscious-

ness in the twentieth century:

In the first half of the century, most of the world was
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consumed by intense cataclysmic events — two world wars,

a major economic depression, and mass genocide. These

catalyzed tremendous growth for humanity, forcing us to

face our darkest shadows and deepest fears, and com-

pelling us to begin to see the world and humanity as one

whole, interrelated system.

The ’50s was an era of restabilization along with an

effort to attempt to find order, balance, and some sem-

blance of “normalcy.” The late ’50s and ’60s brought a

tremendous opening up to the nonrational forces of life —

the instinctual, emotional, intuitive, and spiritual — first

through rhythm-and-blues and then rock-and-roll music,

and later through psychedelic drugs. There was huge

rebellion against the limits of the overly linear, logical, and

controlled Western mind, and the corresponding social,

political, and military power structure.

In the ’70s, for the first time in Western history, a sig-

nificant number of people were actually experiencing

nonlinear, transpersonal, and even mystical states of con-

sciousness. This opened the way for many to seek spiritual

understanding, healing practices, and alternative life-

styles. Many Westerners became fascinated with the wis-

dom of the East, and/or of the Earth-centered spirituality

of indigenous peoples, such as Native Americans.

In the ’80s and ’90s, many of us continued to deepen

and expand our consciousness journeys. Much of our

learning and growth came as we brought that process more

into the world of form, through creating and nurturing

careers and families. This was often painful and difficult.

In the past, the vast majority of human beings lived in one
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geographical location, had one job, and stayed in one mar-

riage for their entire lives. Finding that we could no longer

do these things in the old ways, we’ve tried to discover new

ways to live in the world, with few role models to guide us.

Often feeling confused, and frequently feeling like failures

in our attempts, we have nevertheless had the courage to

keep risking.

Now, as we begin the new millennium, the evolutionary

process is gaining speed and intensity. The new world that

we have been creating internally is being born, and the

birth is not an easy one. We are undergoing a difficult

labor! However, we are beginning to see it take shape in

the form of an increasing number of people seeking social

and political reform, and in an increasing number seeking

consciousness, not in order to escape the troubles of

today’s world but in order to take part in healing them.

Because this new world is emerging, the old one is dying

and falling apart all around us. Old forms, institutions, and

systems simply aren’t working anymore. To the degree that

we are attached to that world — and it is difficult not to be

— we feel frightened and confused. To the degree that

we are already involved in the creation of the new, we feel

elated and excited.

Most of us have a foot in both worlds and feel some-

what caught between realities, not quite knowing which to

trust or believe in. We are frightened by the pain and chaos

we see in the world. We’re not sure how to handle our own

personal life challenges. The problems of the world seem

completely overwhelming. We’d like to do something to

help, but we’re not sure what to do.
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Many of us who have been intensely focused primarily

on an inner journey and/or the healing and development

of our personal lives are feeling our energy begin to move

outward again. All things move in cycles. Having gone

deeply within, it is now time for many of us to begin to par-

ticipate more openly and actively in the larger world.

Synchronistically, this internal shift is being reflected by

many things happening on our planet at this time. For one

thing, our earthly environment seems to be deteriorating

rapidly and we are growing increasingly concerned that we

must tend to the problems immediately and effectively or

it is going to be too late. Another factor is the changing

political climate in the world and in our country.

When I first began getting ideas and writing notes

for this book, the world was still visibly dominated by

the old patriarchal, cold war mentality. It was still the

Reagan/Bush era in this country, and the Soviet Union was

still intact. There was a pervasive feeling of deadness and

denial. I felt, however, that great change was happening,

just under the surface, and I wanted to write a book that

could help awaken people to that change and support

those who were already at the forefront.

In the years since, the atmosphere of the world has

shifted considerably. The Soviet Union has dissolved, and

the cold war is officially over. Many nations are undergoing

massive change and “shake-ups” in their political and

social structures.

The inner consciousness work we have been doing is

finally becoming manifest in a more visible way in this new

worldwide atmosphere of change and transformation.
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These are exciting times; we are beginning to see the

results of much hard work. It is only a beginning; there is

tremendous chaos, struggle, and frustration around the

process of change. But it is difficult to deny that it is hap-

pening.

For many of us on a consciousness journey, this atmos-

phere of change is reigniting our hope and our vision,

inspiring us to get involved in the world in some more

active way. Yet, these feelings may generate some new inner

conflicts. Especially for those who have been following a

transcendent spiritual path, there may be tremendous con-

tradictions to be faced between separating ourselves from

worldly involvement and plunging into the middle of

things. How do we become involved in the external world

without losing the internal connection we’ve worked so

hard to achieve?

Just as the world is at a great turning point, so is the

consciousness movement. Rather than following a tran-

scendent path and withdrawing from the world, we must

commit ourselves to the transformational path and take

responsibility for changing the world.

We must remember that trying to solve the world’s

problems through a primarily external focus is not very

effective, either. The world is full of people attempting to

find solutions to community and planetary problems with

little success and much struggle, because they are not fully

confronting deeper levels of the issues. As well-meaning as

we may be, if we try to “fix” things outside ourselves with-

out healing the underlying causes of the problem in our

own consciousness, we simply perpetuate the problem.
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For example, in recent years there have been many

gatherings to visualize world peace. I am, as many know, a

great believer in the power of visualization, having written

the book, Creative Visualization, many years ago. So I

encourage people to continue to use this powerful tool for

achieving personal and collective goals. However, visualiz-

ing world peace or anything else will only be effective if we

are willing to do the personal consciousness work that will

support it. If we are identified with love, light, and peace-

ful energies, and we project our disowned aggression onto

others, then our attempts to create world peace, or even

peaceful lives of our own, will most likely fail. If we are able

to own our natural aggression in a healthy way, claiming

our inner warrior as the important part of us that he is, and

making him a part of our lives, then aggression will not be

a shadow that we project onto others. The masters of

Eastern martial arts understand this principle — if you are

at peace with your inner warrior and know how to skillfully

channel that energy, that power will radiate from you and

you will most likely never need to be overtly aggressive.

Ultimately, if we want to live peaceful lives and create a

peaceful world, we must start by building the foundation

for that peace within ourselves. This process includes

accepting and integrating the parts of ourselves that are

aggressive and capable of making war.

How can we fulfill our desire to actively make a differ-

ence in the world? We must discover how to take action that

is a natural extension of our consciousness process. These

actions can only be effective if they are firmly rooted in the
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soil of our inner healing work — everything that I have

been describing in this book.

First, we must understand that we are all truly part of

one whole, that all of creation is, at the deepest level, one

consciousness, one intelligence. Therefore, we must

remind ourselves that everything we do has meaning and

significance; to some degree, all our actions affect every-

one. We must do our inner work with the knowledge that

in healing ourselves we contribute to healing everyone and

everything.

It’s fairly easy to see that we affect the people we per-

sonally encounter, and to understand that they in turn

affect the people they interact with, so that our influence

spreads out into the world through every personal contact.

We may need to make a leap of faith to grasp that through

the collective consciousness — in which we are all active

participants — we also affect people on the other side of

the world. We affect each other even though we may never

have any personal contact.

Everyone on the planet who is involved in a personal

growth process is part of an important stage in our evolu-

tion, one that could be called the “healing generation.” It

is our destiny to do a tremendous amount of inner work so

that the generations that follow us will not have so much

healing to do, and can get on with whatever work they

come here to accomplish! For many of us, it may very well

be that the inner work we do will be our greatest contribu-

tion to humanity.

Certainly, if we want our external actions to be as

powerful and effective as possible, we need to be deeply
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committed to our ongoing, ever-deepening consciousness

journey. We need to remember to use every important rela-

tionship, every significant experience we have, as a mirror,

providing us with reflections that help us continue to learn

how we can express more of our potential and live more

consciously.

Everything we think, feel, say, and do has some effect

on other people and the world around us. Therefore, the

most powerful and important thing we can do to change

the world is simply to do our best to live a conscious life on

a daily basis. Remember, this does not mean living up to

some lofty spiritual ideal — always being unconditionally

loving, accepting, and forgiving. Trying too hard to con-

form to any model of perfection, no matter how appealing

it might be, will always lead to disappointment and feelings

of failure. We don’t have to be saints before we can start

making a difference!

To me, living consciously means accepting our human

weaknesses and imperfections without judging ourselves

harshly, and being willing to learn from our unconscious

patterns of behavior once we become aware of them. It

means looking at our experiences as gifts that can help us

grow, recognizing everyone and everything we encounter

as a potential teacher. It means taking responsibility (not

blame) for our thoughts, feelings, and actions, recognizing

that they do have an effect on others. It means listening

and reaching deeply inside ourselves to find our inner

sense of truth, then doing our best to speak and live that

truth moment to moment and day by day. And it means
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generously sharing the gift of our being, as well as our spe-

cial talents and abilities, with others.

To live consciously we need to reclaim and develop our

awareness of how we live on the earth. Most of us need to

learn to live more simply, without using up so many

resources and creating so much waste. This does not mean

that we need to live in poverty or suffer feelings of depri-

vation and scarcity. Quite the contrary! As we become

aware of our real needs — spiritually, mentally, emotion-

ally, and physically — and as we learn to truly fulfill these

needs, we will find we have less need for much of the exter-

nal stuff that we’re using to try to fill our emptiness. As

true needs are filled, false needs dissolve, along with the

fears that have driven us. As we are filled from within with

our own spirit, and as our life force moves more freely

through our bodies, as we move into alignment with our

souls and our higher purpose, we feel a part of the natural

flow and abundance of the universe. We come to appreci-

ate the wealth in life’s simpler things.

This doesn’t mean we can’t enjoy our material posses-

sions and the products of our remarkable technology. I

believe that when we are in balance with ourselves, we will

find a harmonious way to balance the needs of our envi-

ronment along with enjoying the fruits of our material

creativity. Meanwhile, most of us need to develop more

awareness and better habits in the use of our resources. The

little things matter — such things as buying healthier and

more natural foods, with less packaging, fewer chemical

additives, and less processing, avoiding products that are

toxic or that come in nonrecyclable containers, carrying
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along your own canvas bag when shopping, recycling at

home and at the office. All of these can seem like small

things but each one can make a big difference, especially

as we teach our children these practices.

Another important part of living consciously, of course,

is how we treat our fellow humans — and our animal

friends as well — on a daily basis. Of course, we all say and

do things that we later regret and feel bad about. That is

an unavoidable part of being human, especially when we are

actively engaged in learning new ways of living and relat-

ing, rather than following the safe path we may have found

in the past. So we need to allow ourselves plenty of room

to express ourselves in ways that may not always turn out to

be harmonious or successful. However, we can also make

an extra effort, when we are able, to share our love and car-

ing with others, with our families, friends, and co-workers,

and even in small ways, such as making eye contact and

saying a real thank you to the toll taker on the bridge, or

having a little extra patience with a store clerk who’s obvi-

ously having a difficult day.

Living consciously means living creatively, looking at

each new day not only as an opportunity to learn but also

as an opportunity to enjoy sharing our special gifts, talents,

and inspirations, in small and large ways.

As we do our inner healing work, we automatically tap

into more and more of our own natural creative energy. As

we clear out our spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical

blocks and limitations, the creative life force can move

through us more fully and freely. This life energy naturally

moves us to take action that is in harmony with our being,
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in alignment with our higher purpose, and necessary and

effective in the world.

By following your creative ideas and impulses, you may

find yourself doing unusual and unexpected things, some

of which may develop in interesting ways. For example, a

friend of mine who is a composer had created the music

for a film on ecology. When the film played in the local

community, he had the impulse to buy tickets for all his

friends to go and see it, in order to help raise their con-

sciousness about the topic. The event truly did help them

to become more aware and caring of the environment.

Everyone who went was so inspired that they got together

to brainstorm some ways to get the film better exposure.

They purchased copies of the film on video and took it

around to different school districts for the children to see.

While no single person felt that it had taken a huge

amount of time, energy, or money to do what they did,

their efforts made a tremendous difference in the world,

spreading a message that was important and healing.

This is a good example of “right action.” Here are some

guidelines that may help you discover how to take your

own right action:

• Make a commitment to yourself to discover

meaningful and effective action that you can

take to contribute to and support healing and

transformation in the world. Look around you

to see some of the problems and issues in your

immediate environment or out in your com-

munity.
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• When you find yourself attracted to an issue you

would like to help heal in the external world,

ask yourself if there is anything you need to do

first on an inner level. How might this problem

reflect an issue within your own psyche, and

what do you need to do to resolve that issue

within yourself? If you don’t get an answer or see

any clear correlation, don’t worry. Let it go, but

keep the question open as you proceed. At some

point you may have a further insight about this.

• Then ask your inner guidance for clarity and

direction for any kind of action you are think-

ing about taking in relation to the issue. If no

inner guidance comes, let it go for a while.

Something may come up later. If nothing does,

this may not be an area where you are meant to

take action. Instead, notice where you do have

energy to do something.

• When you feel an impulse in a certain direction,

follow it. Continue to ask for guidance and fol-

low it as best you can. When you don’t feel clear

about your direction, rest.

• Don’t bite off more than you can chew or be too

ambitious in your plans. Take small steps and

remember that the little things can count as

much as the big ones.

• Do what you genuinely have energy to do. Try

not to act out of guilt or fear. As much as possi-

ble, follow your inspiration. Do what is exciting,

enlivening, and/or personally satisfying to you.
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For example, a woman I know read an article in the
newspaper telling how the local school district, for financial
reasons, had to cut its after-school program of arts classes
for young people. She felt distressed by this because when
she was a child a similar after-school class had led her to her
lifelong love of dance and theater. She asked her inner
guidance to let her know if there was something she could
do to help. A few days later she had a strong feeling to call
the school district and volunteer her help. She ended up
teaching after-school theater classes for several years and
absolutely loved her experience with the children.

Many of the things we are guided to do in our lives may
not seem to have a direct connection with helping anyone
or healing the world. Remember that the greatest contri-
bution that you can make is in the aliveness that comes
from simply being yourself, living your truth, and doing
what you love. The passionate expression of who we are
will heal the world.
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - S I X

Seven Steps on the
Path of Transformation

Remember that healing doesn’t happen overnight
— it’s an ongoing process. Often it may be

uncomfortable, at times painful, but there are
few ventures in life that are more fascinating

and rewarding. Trust your own process and give
it time and space to unfold on its own way.

S ome of you may be just beginning your consciousness

process. Others may have been doing this work for

years, yet reading this book has perhaps given you a new

insight or a different perspective.

For those who are wishing to consciously begin or to

deepen and renew your transformational journey, here

are seven fundamental steps:

Step 1. Making a Commitment
Make a conscious commitment to yourself to follow

your truth as best you can, and to do whatever it takes to

learn, grow, heal, and gain awareness. You may want to do

this privately, or with your partner, family, friends, or a

group. If you wish, make a statement of commitment and



create a ritual to formalize the event for yourself: write it in
your journal, do a meditation in a special place, walk on
the beach and shout it to the ocean, find a power object
that symbolizes the step you are taking and keep it with you
or create a personal altar of special objects, wear a special
ring or other piece of jewelry, create a work of art that
expresses your feelings about this step, or anything else
that feels right for you.

Step 2. Following Inner Guidance
Develop a relationship with your own inner teacher by

practicing the art of listening to and following your inner
intuitive guidance. I have described this in chapters on
“Finding Your Inner Teacher” and “Developing Inner
Guidance.”

Step 3. Finding Support
Reach out for the support you need for your journey.

Many of us have the idea that we must be completely self-
sufficient, making changes in our lives without assistance
from anyone. We may feel that it is somehow shameful or
embarrassing to admit we need help. The fear of acknowl-
edging our vulnerability in this way is one of the old limit-
ing patterns that we need to heal. As human beings we do
need each other. We are a socially oriented species, and we
need to have a feeling of belonging within a family, group,
or community. And the consciousness process is far too
complex and difficult to manage alone. Of course there
are times when we need to face being alone, turning
inward for answers and trusting our own sense of self
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rather than looking to others. Learning to discern when we

need support and when we need to be independent is all

part of the process.

For you, support may be in the form of a good friend or

group of friends, your partner and/or family, a mentor or a

trusted adviser, a doctor or healing practitioner, a coun-

selor or therapist, a teacher, a class, a professional organi-

zation, a church or spiritual group, a workshop, a therapy

group, a recovery group or twelve-step program.

Be careful and selective when choosing your support

systems. Make certain they really address and satisfy your

own specific needs. A good rule of thumb is that generally

you should come away from the experience feeling better

about yourself, feeling empowered, enlivened, or more at

peace. Of course there may be times when you feel differ-

ently — shaken or disturbed because an old pattern is

being challenged, perhaps. But overall, the feeling should

be a positive one for you. Beware of any situation where you

frequently feel belittled, criticized, confused, frustrated, or

disempowered. This may indicate that someone is on a

power trip. Be particularly cautious if they tell you it’s for

your own good, or if they say that you are being resistant if

you question their techniques.

We all need at least one person or group with whom we

can be fully ourselves, where we can feel safe to share our

innermost thoughts and deepest feelings, where we feel

accepted for who we are, including the qualities we might

consider our flaws or weaknesses. Aside from this basic sup-

port, we may also require more specific kinds: the need for

inspiration, the need for help in learning skills, or the
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need for help from a health practitioner. A support person

can be any friend or specialist who assists you on the trans-

formational path, either directly or indirectly.

The type of support you need will probably vary from

time to time. Sometimes we outgrow our support people,

or we find ourselves moving in different directions, choos-

ing very different paths. When we do, it can be difficult to

let go of our old support people, even when we recognize

that it is time to do so. Sometimes it is vital to let go and

move on. Again, knowing when to stay and when to go is a

wisdom that is only gained by meeting the challenge when

it comes up in your life.

Keep in mind, too, that as wonderful as our friends and

family may be, there are times when we need support from

a more objective source. Our loved ones have their own

attachments and investments in our lives and can’t always

offer us the perspective we need. Also, they may not have

the skills or expertise we need in a given area. And expect-

ing all our needs for emotional support to be met by our

spouse, partner, family, or closest friends may simply be too

great a burden on them, especially when we’re going

through an emotional crisis or deep healing. Getting out-

side or professional guidance at these times can be crucial

to our own well-being and to the well-being of our loved

ones.

When seeking support, get as clear as you can about

what you need. This doesn’t mean that you have to know

exactly what you need; just get in touch with whatever you

are aware of and go from there. Ask for inner guidance to

direct you toward appropriate support. For example, you
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may realize that you need to learn to communicate better
in relationships, but not be sure exactly what that would
look like, or what skills you need. Ask friends and acquain-
tances for recommendations and referrals to good thera-
pists, support groups, or workshops. Consult any other
sources you can think of. When you find something that
sounds interesting or feels appropriate, check it out. Don’t
be afraid to interview a potential adviser, healer, or thera-
pist to see how you feel about them and how you work
together. It is a good idea to start out on a trial basis. Above
all, trust your gut feelings about what’s right for you, and
keep following your inner guidance.

Step 4. Using Tools
Find tools that can help you with your process on all four

levels — spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical. Allow
yourself to explore, investigate, and discover different ideas,
techniques, and practices that attract your interest to find
out what works best for you at any given time. When you are
in an exploratory phase, you may read books, listen to tapes,
or watch videos on various topics, take classes, consult with
experts or advisers until you find a skill or method that
works for you. Then you may find yourself concentrating on
a particular practice or two for awhile. Again, remember
that your needs change as you grow; tools that you once
used regularly may be placed on the shelf for a while or dis-
carded altogether as you find new ones. You may also find
that there is a time for letting go of all tools for growth, and
just allow yourself to be for a while!

Some of the tools that have been most important in my
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process over the years are (more or less in the order they
came into my life): dance, hatha yoga, meditation, the idea
that we create our own reality, the techniques of creative
visualization and affirmation, contacting and clearing core
beliefs, many different kinds of emotional release work and
therapeutic modalities, massage and body work, the prac-
tice of trusting and following inner guidance, balancing
male and female energies, twelve-step work with codepen-
dency issues, the psychology of selves and Voice Dialogue,
learning from nature, and the wisdom of indigenous peo-
ples. There have been many others as well. I mention these
not to endorse them specifically, but to give you an idea of
the range of different tools that have helped me at various
times — and still are helping me.

Step 5. Allowing Healing
Make consciousness growth a high priority in your life.

Create time and space to allow your healing process to
occur on all levels. Regardless of the type of support you’ve
created or the tools you have chosen, the basic healing
process involves gaining insight and awareness about your-
self, learning to accept and be comfortable with all aspects
of yourself, learning to trust, care for, and love yourself.

Because of the unconsciousness and denial that exists
on the planet today, we have all been wounded to some
degree. Some, of course, have suffered more than others,
and therefore may need to spend more of their time and
energy healing. Try not to compare your process with any-
one else’s. We all have our own journey to make and each
one is different, depending on the lessons we came into
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this life to learn and the gifts we came to give. Wherever
the deepest pain exists, there will be the greatest learning
— and there also will you find much that you will have to
share with others.

Remember that healing doesn’t happen overnight —
it’s an ongoing process. Often it may be uncomfortable, at
times painful, but there are few ventures in life that are
more fascinating and rewarding. Trust your own process
and give it time and space to unfold in its own way.

Step 6. Expressing Creativity
Discover ways to express your creativity. Everyone is nat-

urally creative, and expressing our creativity is an important
part of finding wholeness and fulfillment. In fact, the
inability to express our natural creative energy is a root
cause of many addictions, as well as much of our spiritual,
mental, emotional, and physical pain. The more healing we
experience on all levels, the more our creativity begins to
emerge.

If you feel your creativity has been blocked, you may
need to do some emotional healing, specifically in this
area. Get some support to help you discover how and why
it got stopped or suppressed, and what is standing in the
way of letting it flow.

Getting in touch with and healing your inner child may
be a key for unlocking your creativity. Young children are
endlessly creative because they have not yet become inhib-
ited. Our creativity often gets dampened or smothered
once we begin to develop the inner perfectionist and critic.
Our perfectionist tells us how things should be done and
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sets very high standards for us. Our inner critic points out

every time we fall short of perfection. (Being human, this

is most of the time!) This can make us unwilling to try new

things or express ourselves for fear that we won’t do it well

enough. We may need to do some conscious healing work

with our inner critic and perfectionist, who are actually

just trying to protect us from external criticism by trying to

shape us up to be as perfect as possible. Keeping their best

intentions in mind, it can be a good idea to get them to

relax a bit. Then it becomes much easier to contact the

naturally spontaneous child within us and encourage

him/her to start expressing more in our lives.

To encourage our own creativity we need to lighten up

a bit, have some fun, be adventurous. We need to take some

risks to express ourselves in new and different ways. Take

small steps first. Try some things that seem fun and creative

to you — draw a picture, build something, take a cooking

class, an art, dance, or martial arts class, take up a musical

instrument, join an amateur theater group, take up a sport,

write a poem or short story, plant a garden. Do it strictly for

your own enjoyment, not for anyone else’s approval. The

purpose of our creativity is our own fulfillment; the goal is

not to please other people or win their approval.

Remember that creativity expresses itself in many ways

and each person has his or her own unique way. You may

express your creativity primarily through your work,

through raising your children, through a favorite hobby,

through remodeling or decorating your home, through

how you manage your money, through the way you dress,

or through gardening, or cooking, or healing.
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Step 7. Sharing with Others
Passing on to others what we have received and learned

is an important part of completing that process at each level
of our healing and growth. We have not fully integrated
anything until we have manifested it in our experience in a
way that impacts others in some transformational way.

This is not something we have to try to do, however. It
simply happens automatically as we follow the other six
steps. Primarily it happens on an energetic level. The more
inner healing we accomplish, the more life force can move
through our bodies. This life energy has an impact on every-
one we encounter, regardless of our words or actions. The
universe literally flows through us to “knock people alive,” to
awaken or speed up their transformational process. As we
become more conscious, we influence the mass conscious-
ness to shift, and this affects everyone’s reality.

In a more obvious and specific way, as we express our
creativity more fully and freely in our work and through
our other interests, we make a contribution to others.
Many of us may be drawn toward some form of conscious-
ness or healing work, wishing to pass on to others the sup-
port and tools that have been so valuable to us. This is
extremely rewarding and fulfilling, and the reflection we
receive from the people we work with definitely helps us
integrate our own consciousness process even more deeply.
Also, as many have discovered, serving others can be one of
the greatest highs available on the planet!

It doesn’t really matter what our specific activities are,
however. If our talent and our joy lies in repairing auto-
mobiles, studying an obscure insect species in a remote
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forest, selling computers, or baby-sitting children, and we
do it with love and integrity, we will have a healing effect
on everyone we encounter, and on the Earth itself.

1. Making a Commitment

2. Following Inner Guidance

3. Finding Support

4. Using Tools

5. Allowing Healing

6. Expressing Creativity

7. Sharing with Others
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - S E V E N

Fulfilling Our
Higher Purpose

Our higher purpose is what we came here
to do on a soul level. We are born with the
specific interests, talents, and abilities

to fulfill that purpose.

E very one of us comes into this life with lessons to

learn and gifts to give. The more we learn and grow,

the more we become capable of developing and sharing

these natural gifts.

As we follow the seven steps on the path of transfor-

mation, we find ourselves guided toward discovering and

fulfilling our higher purpose in life. That higher purpose

is, quite literally, the sharing of our gifts.

Our higher purpose is what we came here on a soul

level to do. We are born with the specific interests, talents,

and abilities to fulfill that purpose. As we come into life we

most likely choose — in some mysterious, forgotten way —

the family and environment that will give us the exact

combination of support and challenges to overcome that



we most need to effectively accomplish our goals. Some of

us choose more support in our early life, others choose

environments of physical, emotional, mental, and/or spir-

itual challenge! Regardless of the environments we’ve

come from, if we can successfully reap the knowledge that

is available in them, we are well on our way to recognizing

and expressing our higher purpose.

Chances are that our higher purpose is already showing

itself in our lives. It is usually there from the very beginning,

expressing itself through who we are as children. Whatever

things we do naturally and easily, whatever our innate tal-

ents and interests, whatever knowledge and skills we’ve

been led to develop, and whatever people and activities we

are drawn to provide us with clues about our higher pur-

pose. We may already be expressing that purpose so natu-

rally and easily that it’s just no big deal. If so, we will have a

feeling of fulfillment and contentment where that aspect of

our lives is concerned.

Many of us have yet to discover our higher purpose, in

which case there will probably be a sense of dissatisfaction

and restlessness until we do. It has often been said that we

ourselves are most blind to our greatest gifts. Many times,

it is our friends and loved ones who see them most clearly.

Often, these gifts, which others value so highly in us, are

things that come very easily and perhaps even automati-

cally to us. Part of what makes them so difficult for us to

recognize is that they are associated with things that we

find easy, enjoyable, and effortless for us to do.

It is through these gifts that we can get in touch with

our higher purpose. To do this, first think about a close
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friend. Since we are mirrors to each other, bring them into

your mind and ask them first what they value in you. What

do you bring to their life that they feel improves it? You

might even ask, what is it in me that reflects the very best

in you?

The answers you get may seem very modest or com-

monplace at first, but try not to underestimate their impor-

tance. In fact, after you’ve begun to get in touch with your

gifts, start looking for ways that you might use them in a

more conscious way. For example, a woman I know found

that what her closest friends valued most in her was her

ability to listen to others in a way that they found both

calming and empowering. She herself had never thought

of this as being a special gift since it was something that

came to her so naturally. Once she became aware of it,

however, she began to see many of the ways that her listen-

ing did, in fact, seem to give people encouragement, giving

them the courage they needed to solve problems they were

having or to go forward with plans when they were pro-

crastinating.

The more conscious she became of this gift, the more

she saw it as an expression of a higher purpose. The last I

spoke with her, she was exploring all the ways that she

might express her talents professionally. Her choices at that

time included taking a job with a company that teaches

communication skills or going back to school to earn the

necessary degrees to become a psychotherapist. Both these

paths promised to make good use of her natural abilities.

I recently saw a delightful news story on television.

They were doing a special “human interest” feature about
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a man who drives a street-sweeping machine. It seems that

from earliest childhood, he had a great fascination with

street sweepers! His mother showed pictures he had drawn

and models he had made of them when he was a boy. Now

he owns his own machine, and simply loves driving it for a

living. He was very warmhearted, friendly, and obviously

enjoying his life tremendously. He seemed to be radiating

wonderful energy everywhere he went. One would not nor-

mally think of driving a street sweeper as fulfilling one’s

higher purpose, but clearly this man was doing so!

As I mentioned earlier, when I was a child I used to

read and write stories all the time. I used to imagine that

some day I would walk into a library and there would be a

whole shelf full of books written by me! At the time, I was

reading books about horses and other animals, so I

thought that’s what I probably would be writing.

Years went by, and I forgot all about this vision, and

never wrote a thing. It wasn’t until I had written and pub-

lished my first book, Creative Visualization, that I remem-

bered my childhood dream of being a writer. I’ve now

learned, of course, that writing and teaching about con-

sciousness is a major part of my higher purpose. This is not

something I ever planned or decided to do. It evolved nat-

urally out of my process, and out of who I am as a being. I

teach and write because I am compelled to, for my own

learning, as well as to share my gifts with others. It’s some-

thing I can’t not do!

If you don’t feel that you are in touch with your higher

purpose and you would like to be, ask your inner guidance

to begin to bring you information, awareness, and clarity
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about it. Ask yourself what things you most enjoy doing, or

just seem to find yourself doing frequently. How do you

express yourself most easily and naturally? What fantasies

did you have as a child? What are your fantasies and visions

for yourself now? Spend some time exploring them.

Don’t expect immediate answers to these questions. Be

patient with yourself. The process of discovering and fulfill-

ing your higher purpose may take years. It cannot be forced

or rushed, since it is all part of your unfolding journey.

Allow yourself to be with the questions without demanding

answers. When answers do come, they may come in surpris-

ing ways and unexpected moments. Keep in mind that

doing your consciousness work will automatically bring

your higher purpose into focus and clarity over time.

Remember that your higher purpose is not just what you

do. It is also who you are — your unique combination of

energy, personality, and physical form brings something spe-

cial into the world. Keep in mind that you have never seen

anyone with the same higher purpose as yours, since yours is

unique! Your higher purpose has not been invented until

you manifest it.

Martha Graham, the great dancer and choreographer,

expressed it beautifully:

There is vitality, a life force, an energy, a quick-

ening that is translated through you into action.

And because there is only one you in all time, this

expression is unique. And if you block it, it will

never exist through any other medium.. . the world

will not have it. It is not your business to determine
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how good it is, nor how valuable, nor how it com-
pares with other expressions. It is your business to
keep it yours clearly and directly, to keep the chan-
nel open.*
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C H A P T E R T W E N T Y - E I G H T

Envisioning the
Future Together

F or a long time, I felt deeply troubled both by the dif-

ficulties I was experiencing in my own personal life

and by the pain and suffering I saw in the world. Through

many years of consciousness work, I had developed a

strong connection with my spiritual self. From that per-

spective I could see the perfection of the whole process; I

had a strong faith that there was meaning and purpose in

it all, and that it would all work out well eventually. The

human part of me felt more unsure; on the emotional

level I had fears and doubts about my own future and the

future of the planet. I wondered if my own personal needs

would ever get fulfilled, much less the needs of all the

beings on this Earth.

As my healing process has deepened and continued,



I’ve found a great deal more integration within myself.

This is being reflected as my life is gradually becoming

more balanced and satisfying. Some of my most difficult

patterns are slowly dissolving and I’m finding new ways to

live my life that work better. Many of my deepest heart’s

desires are being fulfilled. Do I get stuck and feel frustrated?

Yes, frequently! But not as profoundly or as lengthily as

before. Watching my life, and the lives of many others near

and dear to me, unfold in amazing ways has deepened my

confidence that the principles I have been living and

teaching really do work.

Along with my own healing has come a stronger sense

of trust in the healing process going on in our world.

Before, I wasn’t quite sure whether we would actually be

able to effect change quickly enough, or whether we would

simply have to move onto another level of existence to con-

tinue our journeys.

I still feel pangs of fear and doubt sometimes when I

am forced to confront some of the more upsetting aspects

of our current reality. I expect that many external circum-

stances may get worse as the old order crumbles. Yet deep

inside, I feel more strongly than ever before that we are

participants in an amazing evolutionary and transforma-

tional process that is taking place here on Earth. I believe

that we will succeed at our task, and that many of us will see

results manifested in form within our lifetimes.

I’d like to invite you to join me and all the other read-

ers of this book in envisioning the future. Just as at the

beginning of the book, I’m going to ask you to close your

eyes and imagine the future. This time I’d like you to pay
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special attention to your most creative fantasies. If doubts

and fears come, acknowledge them and allow them to be

there, too. Then turn your attention to developing your

vision. Don’t limit it in any way. Allow it to be as expansive

as you would like.

Get in a comfortable position with your pen and paper,

journal, crayons, or whatever tools you’d like within easy

reach. Close your eyes, and take a few slow, deep breaths.

Let your awareness move into a quiet place deep inside of

you. Ask yourself, “What is my vision of the future?”

First, focus your attention on imagining your own per-

sonal future as you would most like it to be. If you’re not

quite sure how you want it to be, just allow yourself to go

with one fantasy about it, knowing that you can change it

whenever you want to. Imagine your relationship with

yourself as fulfilling as possible on all levels — spiritual,

mental, emotional, and physical. Imagine everything in

your life reflecting the balance and harmony within your

own being — your relationship, your work, your finances,

your living situation, your creative pursuits. Allow them all

to be wonderfully successful and satisfying.

Now expand your focus to imagine the future of the

world around you — your community, your country,

humanity, the natural environment, our planet. Allow

them all to reflect the integration and wholeness you have

found within yourself. Imagine the new world emerging

and developing in a healthy, balanced, expansive way.

Really let your imagination soar. Envision the world as you

would love it to be, a paradise on Earth.
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When you feel complete with this process, open your
eyes. If you wish, write or draw your vision.

Thank you for joining me. Bless you.
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A P P E N D I X

Relaxation
Exercise

T his exercise is designed for very deep relaxation. Just

as with learning any kind of new activity, such as rid-

ing a bicycle or running, it takes a while to train your body

and mind to respond in a new way. The instructions given

here will help you achieve a balanced and effective relax-

ation response in a minimum of time. Once you have done

this longer version a few times, you’ll discover that you can

enter a deeply relaxed state within just a few seconds by

closing your eyes and taking a few deep breaths.

Some people find that conscious relaxation of this kind

is enhanced by playing very soft, relaxing music in the back-

ground. Make sure it remains very peaceful throughout.

First give yourself permission to take five to ten min-

utes to relax deeply, without having to think about other



things you should be doing. Choose a quiet place and time

of day when this will be possible.

Loosen any tight clothing.

Sit in an alert, upright position, hands gently resting in

your lap with your palms open.

Take a deep breath and exhale slowly, allowing your

shoulders to be loose and relaxed.

Open your mouth wide. Yawn, or pretend you are yawn-

ing.

Let the areas around your eyes and forehead be

relaxed and loose. Let the areas around your nose, mouth,

and jaw be relaxed.

Breathe slowly and easily.

If ideas or feelings come into your mind at this time,

pretend they are a telephone ringing in the distance, per-

haps in a neighbor’s house. Acknowledge that “someone is

calling,” but you do not have to answer.

Take a deep breath, inhaling gently and slowly, imagin-

ing the breath entering your right nostril. Hold the breath

for a moment, then exhale slowly and comfortably, imag-

ining that you are exhaling through your left nostril.

Take another deep breath, this time imagining your

breath entering your left nostril and exiting your right.

Focus your attention on how your breath feels: cooling,

as it enters your nostrils, perhaps gently expanding your

chest as it fills your lungs, then slightly warming your nos-

trils as you exhale. You may wish to visualize the air as hav-

ing a beautiful, vibrant color as it enters and exits your

body.
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Repeat this breathing pattern until you have done at
least four full cycles. A full cycle is one inhalation and one
exhalation.

Now with each cycle, focus your attention on one area
of your body:

Be aware of your scalp relaxing.
Be aware of your eyes, ears, and jaw relaxing.
Be aware of your neck relaxing.
Be aware of your shoulders relaxing.
Be aware of your chest relaxing.
Be aware of your upper back relaxing.
Be aware of your arms and hands relaxing.
Be aware of your abdomen relaxing.
Be aware of your buttocks relaxing.
Be aware of your legs relaxing.
Be aware of your feet relaxing.
Now let your breathing pattern return to normal as you

enjoy the relaxed state you have created.

For several weeks, practice this relaxation exercise
whenever the opportunity arises or whenever you feel a
need to unwind and rest at work, at home, or in your recre-
ational life.

Relaxation Exercise
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